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John Cowper Powys's international literary reputation may be 
said to have begun in 1915 when his first book of critical essays 
was published in New York by G. Arnold Shaw. With the publica-· 
tion of Wolf Selent (1929) he was acclaimed both in England and 
America as a writer of unusual power and sensitivity,1 a reputa-
tion tha~ was reaffirmed and.further celebrated on the appearance 
of A Glastonbury Romance (1932). 
Not all reviewers of course were unqualified in their praise. 
What an English reviewer had to say four years later about the 
three famous Powys brothers suggests,in its association of strange-
ness with worth, certain divergent critical viewpoints (critics have 
frequently regarded him on the one hand as an unquestionatile genius 
and on the other as an erratic solitary and eccentric, a curiosity 
of literature, if not an actual poseur or impostor) that could be 
more clearly distinguished only in subsequent years: they stand 
amid the "London clay of much current literature like three rooks 
flung up from some buried granitic stratum, grim, grey, disturbing 
but undeniable." John Cowper, he went on to say, "wings the widest 
heaven. 112 
1. In a review of Wolf Solent, Powys was compared favorably with 
James Joyce in that he 11keeps us fully aware of the unity rather 
than the diversity of experience, and we are left with a reali-
zation of the beauty, not of the ugliness of the world" -- The 
Times Literary Supplement, Aug. 8, 1929, P• 621. ----
2. The Times Literary Supplement, Feb. 1, 1936, P• 91. 
ii. 
After the war, upon the publication of Porius (1951) --
Powys 1 s first novel since Owen Glendower (1940) - reviewers have 
sometimes tended to be patronizing, to indicate somewhat enigmati-
cally that his talents would appeal only to a dedicated, even 
fanatic following.1 While a few reviewers in America have written 
enthusiastically2 of his later novels, these reviews have failed 
to stimulate much interest. His books have not sold well in the 
United States since World War II and Powys has found it increas-
ingly difficult to find a publisher there. It would certainly 
seem that his presence in America and his magnetism as a lecturer 
contributed to his reputation as a writer and that the decline in 
his reputation came about partially as a result of his leaving 
these shores for a permanent home in England. The war years too 
helped America to forget him, for no books of his were published 
here during this period. 
On the other hand, a reawakening of interest in his works has 
taken place in England since 1951 and well-known English critics 
1 •. The following comments on Porius are indicative: 11For Powys 
enthusiasts only" - :Beatrice Libaire, Library Journal, IilCX.VII 
(April 1, 1952), 591. " ••• perhaps enlightening to readers 
of great perspicacity and persever~ce" --Mary Ross, 1-T. Y. 
Herald Tribune' :Book Review, Dec. 28, 1952, P• 8. "• •• will 
induce in the reader a pleasant sensation of controlled night-
mare"-- The Times Literary Supplement, Sept. 14, 1951, P• 577• 
For similar general comment, see also A. s. Collins, English 
-Literature of the Twentieth Oentur (London: University Tu-
torial Press, Ltd., 1956 , P• 243· 
2. The following comments are about The Inmates: "• •• has the 
leisurely brilliance, the attuned and insighted grasp of the 
ineffable which characterized in part Wolf Solent 11 -- John 
Nerber, N. Y. Times, Dec. 21, 1952, P• 13. "• •• an aston-
ishing and fascinating novel11 -- Harrison Smith, Saturda.y Re-
view, XXXV (Dec. 27, 1952), 16. 
-
iii. 
and literary figures generally are not wanting to apply fabulous 
epithets to his work and character.1 While reasons :for this re-
surgence in interest, which has certainly not as yet attained the 
status of a full-fledged movement, are not easy to determine, it 
is clear that a new generation is again engaged in revaluating the 
old, and that apparently part of its dissatisfaction arises from 
an insistence, if not on more hope and joy, at least on less gloom 
and despair. It is not looking far facile solutions but on the 
other hand it is not ready, merely because of a present crisis, 
to discard our whole cultural heritage.2 Even more specific and 
direct evidence of a revaluation of Powys 1 s position is at hand. 
Thus Angus Wilson declares that, without the inspiration he de-
rived from Powys 1 s novels, he would never have wanted to write 
novels himself.3 The distinguished critic, Gearge n. Painter 
likewise refers to his early reading. 
• 
1. "I commend A Glastonbury Romance to those readers who are able 
to recognize genius, that is not yet mentioned in the text 
books" -- George l>. Painter, New Statesman and Nation, XLIX 
(June 18, 1955), 850. About The Brazen Head: "a medieval dream 
world from which shapes, figures, and individual scenes emerge 
suddenly with a weird beauty and tenderness ••• His book 
is full of learning casually introduced and communicated in 
the grand prodigal manner 11 -- John Raymond, The New Statesman 
and Nation, LII (Dec. 15, 1956), 795· "After reading The 
Brazen Head ••• I am all for his genius. Its humor is· a 
delight" -- Michael Sw~n, The Sunday Times, Dec. 2, 1956, 
P• 6. . . 
2. See G. s. Fraser, The Madern Writer and his World (London: 
Derek Verschoyle, 1953), P• 20. 
3. "John Cowper Powys: A_ Tribute," New Chapter, Sept. 1958, p. 10. 
'· 
In the early 1930s, when like so many others then 
young !.devoured Wolf Solent and A Glastonbury Romance 
over and over again, with a relish and reverence which 
have never since abated, it was momentarily respectable 
to consider John Cowper Powys a great novelist. There 
are signs now, as if it mattered, ef a cyclic change 
of climate in the strange, parasitic half-world ·of the 
literary critics: early in the 1960s they will acknowl-
edge him as a great novelist again. But the true 
verdict his rested with the voiceless, underground, 
anonymous movement of his readers, and with the titanic 
old writer himself, who in our talent-ridden age has 
'continued, "through caverns measureless to man", his 1 voyage on the buried main stream of the English novel. 
iv. 
In England Powys 1s Visions and Revisions and A Glastonbury 
Romance have recently been reissued, as has Wolf Solent in Ger-
many. Weymouth Sands, under the title Les Sables de la Mer, has 
.been publisbad for the first time in F.rench; it is the first of 
his books to appear in a F.rench translation since Wolf Solent 
(1931). Moreover the F.rei Akademie die Ifunst of Hamburg, Ger-
many, recently awarded him a bronze plaque with his name on it and 
. ~ \ '-
the heraldic coat of arms of Hamburg as ~free city that, as 
. . 
Powys says, 11goes back very fa:r in history." The onl.Y other 
literary recipient of this honour, he continues, is the "great 
. . . 
German writer, Thomas Mann. 112 Obviously he has his champions. 
. ' . 
His fluctuating fortunes as a literary figure and the equiv-
ocal position he now holds in the world of letters have long 
suggested the need for a more comprehensive study of his novels 
1. Ibid., PP• 12-13. 
2. Powys' s letter to the author, Nov • 23, 1959 • 
v. 
than ha:s hithert_o be~n available. R. H. Ward • s study, The Powys 
1 Brothers, the most comp~ehensive t~ ~ate, published in 1~35, 
omits from consideration seven of Powys's thir~een novels,2 and 
besides including his other works, concerns itself with the works 
' 
of his brothers Theodore Francis and Llewelyn. This study is on 
' - ' 
the whole competent, perceptive, illuminating. The only other 
' . -
critical works in English are brief essays. Malcolm Elwin's is 
' 
admittedly no more than an introduction to Powys•s works as a 
" ; . \ ' ~ ' )'; ' \ 
wh0le. It reviews Powys's career, gives h_is family background, 
. ' 
and discusses in broad terms his Autobiography, his literary as-
. ' . 
says, and his noV.els as exemplified by A Glastonbury Romance alone. 
\ 1 L 
L0uis Marlow's essay, largely personal reminiscence, is more stim-
, ' . 
ulating as biography than as criticism. He gives little ~tten-
' . 
tion to Powys's ~ovals and what he does say of ~hem, ~e conf~sses, 
is personally biased observation. Collins's very brief essay 
.. ~ .._ ' .. '- .. 
incongruously links Powys with Aldous Huxley. While it is true 
' ~ ~ ,. ~ 
that both writers emphasize certain aspects of life, they are 
'0; "" ~ ~ 11 II - \ 
really worlds apart in temperament, character, feeling, and tone. 
' " 1 " .. 
For one thing H~ley is a satirist, and satire is alien to Powys's 
1. (London: John Lane, 1935). 
2. u: •• t'hough I 'fancy there is little that I retract from what 
I said of J. c. Powys twenty years ago, the point is tba~ there 
is now so much to add to wliat I sai<i then" -- R. ·H.' Ward 'in a 
letter to Wolfgang Kehr quoted in the latter's John Cowper 
:Pov'lys: Leben; Weltanschauung, eliisches Werk, an ·'unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, Philipps University, Marburg, Lahn, Germany, 
1957· . 
vi. 
nature. Aside from ~o~e cogent general comments (his recognition 
of Powys•s humor for example) Collins confines himself to a con-
sideration of A Glastenbury Romance. His criticism is made up 
largely of an expository paragraph on the mwstical phiiliosophy 
underlying the book and a quoted sample of what Collins calls a 
tendency to overwrite. He does say that Owen Glendower is per-
haps the greatest example of the historical novel in this cen-
1 tury. He has done Po\~S one good service, hitherto neglected: 
he has placed his name in a distinguished company of fellow 
writers -- among them E. M. Forster, D. H. Lawrence, James Joyce 
and Virginia Woolf. 
Wolfgang Kehr 1 s dissertation is on the other hand a detailed, 
scholarly examination, not of Powys 1 s novels, or even of his work 
as a whole, but of one aspect of his writings -- Powys 1 s philoso-
' 
phy. To that end he gives considerable attention to Powys 1 s life, 
and his philosophical books and a comparison of Powys's philoso-
phical views with those of his brothers, Theodore Francis and 
Llewelyn. Having set forth Powys 1 s philosophy in three different 
periods of his life, he proceeds to consider his novels (except 
for Wood and Stone, Rodmoor and A Brazen Head) primarily as 
revelations or demonstrations of Powys's philosophy. His com-
mentary on characters in the novels is therefore confined to 
those who seem to embody the philosophy or are spokesmen for it. 
1. En lish Literature of the Twentieth Centur (Londan: University 
Tutorial Press Ltd., 1956 , P• 246. 
vii. 
Since the female characters are difficult to place in this scheme, 
he says almost nothing about them, nor abput the multitude of 
other characters, men and women who, considered as a separate 
entity, outweigh the protagonists. The purely literary and what 
I might term the human qualities of the novels remain virtually 
untouched. Almost all that I wished to say was still left for me 
I 
to say. 
I believe that much of what has been said in disparagement af 
Powys's work could be applied with equal validity ~o many dis-
tinguished writers of our. recent literary past, as well as con-
temporary writers whose reputation is already considerable 
that he is self-indulgent, esoteric, verbose, digressive, mannered. 
One does not measure a man's achievements by concentrating on his 
shortcomings. MUch of the critical talk relating to his work has 
described the table-setting and neglected the feast. 
Powys's own criteria for what constitutes a good novel of-
fered itself as a starting point for an analysis of his own 
novels. 
Intense reality in the characters, and intense reality in 
their backgrounds, and intense interest in what happens. 
I would add as a sQrt of codicil that net only must what 
happens to the characters be of absorbing interest but 
the backgrounds, ~hile entirely realistic, must have 
about them that something else without which, by some 
strange law of the mind, things do not remind us ef that 
deeper reality of our own experience which ~st always 
remain on the brink of what we call mystery. 
1. Dostoievsky (London: John Lane The Bodley Head, 1946), P• 16. 
viii. 
I do not quarrel with theEe criteria; and perhaps only one desider-
atum is likely to stir up any considerable objections -- to make 
the story itself of absorbing interest to the reader. Many crit-
ics today have been inclined to lay less stress on the art of 
story-telling and perhaps would not place it so high in the hier-
archy of values. But the desire to know what happens next is an 
instinctive human response and the writer who ignores it imperils, 
the acceptance of his work. We do want to know the outcome of 
Uncle Toby's encounter with the Widow Wadman, and for all the pre-
posterous melodrama in Dickens's plots, most of us do not stop 
until we come to the end. On subsequent reading we can largely 
forget this element of suspense, but we cannot easily deny its 
presence or disregard its value. It is always present in Hamlet 
and Oedipus, no matter how many times we have seen or read them. 
These criteria, then, have been the starting point. As 
Powys himself acknowledges, they are far more vague than at first 
sight appears. They had to be explored, clarified, and then re-
lated to other.aspects of the novel. 
Since Powys 1 s works are not generally known, even among 
literary critics and scholars, and the-man himself remains in 
even greater obscurity, I have thought it helpful to introduce 
a consideration of his novels with two chapters, the first con-
taining some brief but pertinent notes on his career and the 
publication of his works (for convenient reference, for example, 
ix. 
I have placed his novels into three periods); the second contain-
ing an account of what seemed to me the most important formative 
influences in his family background and early experiences. 
Though an acquaintance with these influences is certainly not 
I 
necessary to an understanding of the novels, it will help to ex-
plain, among other things, his preoccupations and interests, the 
development of his style, and even the creation of his fictional 
characters. Besides, without this acquaintance, a perceptive 
evaluation of the criticism of his works, especially that criti= 
cism which has concentrated on the man rather than his wark, be-
comes impossible. 
Chapter III takes up the people of the novels, and in par-
ticular what constitutes, in Powys's words, the "real reality.u 
First ef all, I give attention to his range of characterization, 
his ability to deal with men and women, young and old, simple and 
complex in both variety and depth. Next, I examine certain methods 
he uses in creating his principal characters. Some of these meth-
ods become evident through the appearance of recurrent types of 
character, the clue to the development of which lies in the search-
ing introspections and confessions of his autobiographical writ-
ings •. In what respect and to what extent, the question arises, are 
these figures imaginative prajections of himself? Are any of 
these figures obvious spokesmen for his philosophy or embodiments 
of his ideas in general? The answers to these questions reveal a 
great deal about his creative processes. Next to be considered 
x. 
are the incidence of allegorical and symbolic figures and the use 
he puts them to. Finally, through plentiful example and a mini-
mum of explanatory comment, I examine his use of dialogue t0 
delineate character. 
Under "Angles of Visionu is set forth his concept of a per-
son's "real reality." How is a person to be made convincing to 
the reader on a pr~nted page? We reach here, as Powys himself 
_,says, one of the real secrets of the novelist's art. Since a 
high degree of selectivity must be exercised on the infinite 
amount of possible material that might go into the making of a 
fictional ttreal 11 person, what considerations govern the indi-
vidual novelist's choice? Those considerations that determine 
what he is to leave out and what put in constitute one aspect of 
M 
Powys 1s angle of vision from which he portrays~ndividual charac-
ter. Secondly, Powys's own philosophical outlook and general 
attitudes contribute to his view of humanity as a whole and may 
. 
be considered, therefore, as another angle of vision, for it is 
this vision, anterior to any specific subject matter or theme 
he undertakes, that partially determines the var.iety of charac-
ters with whom he peoples his world, and that gives them their 
dominant tones and to some extent their peculiar significance. 
Chapter IV deals with the background as real reality. Again, 
what is to be included, what left out? What determines one auth-
or to choose a background o~ Nature -- Egdon Heath, in particular, 
. ' 
:x:i. 
for instance - another an urban background? Why does one author 
suggest an environment by elusive ~eneralities, another choose to 
give you a seated mass of information? What gives power and 
authenticity to a background? These seemed to me fundamental 
. . 
questio~s and I have answered them as they apply to Powys 1 s novels. 
I underline the important elements in his background, reveal the 
use he makes of them in individual episodes, and state in what 
. ' 
way they are related to his thematic material and his philosophical 
theeries ~nd.speculations as a whole; for the background remains 
real only insofar as it becomes expressive of characters and 
theme. The fourth subdivision perhaps requires some elucidation. 
' 
Powys has said that to make characters live, it is not sufficient 
~ ~ " l 
to have them "pulse and pound within": the novelist must also 
subject them to "the persecutions and pamperings of their physical 
senses by the. obj_ects ar,ound them. 111 He has spoken also of the 
"mysteriously rea:l connection -- between the. psychic quality of 
a human encounter"2 and its elemental background (to which I have 
myself added the sensuous,accompaniments to a scene). This con-
nection I have termed "psychic reality" as background and it is 
Powys's grasp of this connection that enables him to dispense with 
"' ~ . .. 
many of the furnishings of ·ever~day reality upon which novelists 
' . 
often rely to fill out their scene. What Powys does dispense 
' ' . 
1. Dostoyevsky, P• 15. 
2. 1.!?1:.9.·' p .. 25. 
xii. 
with is taken up in the final subdivision, "Society.u 
' ' ~ , 
Chapter V enquires into Powys's gifts as a teller of tales. 
. ,. . ' 
Is he able to stimulate in the reader an intense interest in 
. ' 
what ha~pens? I~dividual scenes are first analyzed to show 
whether, in dramatic terms, they are integrated with the story as 
' 
a w~ole. Do they gather to themselves and fuse the various 
strains of character and theme and become the sure instrument 
\ \. "1- \ ' 
of t~eir expression? What means does he use in attempting to 
bring about such a fusion? 
. ' 
Also to be considered, if his stature as a novelist is to 
\ ..._ .. ~ .. 
be properly assessed, is the range of emotions and of situation 
t "' .,. ... "' " 
he deals with in these scenes. Do they comprise the great mo-
, . ' 
ments of human drama -- violence and serenity, ecstasy and des-
\ \ .. '\ 
pair, loyalty and treachery, love and death? To what extent is 
' . 
h~or an ~ngredient of his ~utlook and what is its nature? 
Under "Dramatic Tensions and Structure" the novels are ex-
l'. 
amined as a dramatic whole. Powys's ability as a teller of tales 
must depend not alone on the realization of individual scenes 
' 
-
but on whether these scenes themselves constitute a cumulative 
dramatic development. Nor in t~e tot~l evaluation of a n~vel 
should the dramatic element be considered in isolation: it 
should be related to its themes, from which it is not altogether 
.. ~ .. -';-
separable. These dramatic elements are briefly reviewed in his 
early novels and more specifically and thoroughly examined in 
xiii. 
three of his major novels, chosen to represent his varying suc-
cess as a story-teller and the problems in dramatic movement that 
arise out of his method of telling a tale, the scope of his ma-
terial and the nature of his interests. 
In "Digressions and Intrusions 11 are set forth certain of 
Powys's theories about the aesthetics of the novel, particularly 
as they concern the story-teller's technique. His own practice 
is then examined in relation to these theories. 
The contribution of Powys's style to his art of story-tell-
ing is touched upon in the final sub-heading. Since so many 
critics have remarked upon the defects of his style, an attempt 
has been made here to set forth, more particularly, its virtues. 
It appeared more immediately rewarding in Chapter VI to sift 
through Pawys's novels with the intention of fixing upon those 
underlying ideas and themes that recur throughout his novels than 
to examine each novel in detail for the particular theme that set 
it in motion. Powys' s 111ajor novels are in fact an infinitely 
rich mosaic of themes. The specific political and economic 
issues of our day as they are presented are first considered and 
Powys's own probable views on them suggested. The central themes 
of Powys's novels, however, are always concerned with the eter-
nal order of things and man's relation to it through the medium 
of good and evil. To begin with, consideration is given to what 
constitutes evil in the Powysian world and how it is variously 
xiv. 
manifested. Conversely what seems to be the nature of the geed 
and who represent it. Finally the pervasive problem of man's 
relation to good and evil in the cosmic scheme is viewed through 
the words and actions of some of the principal characters. How 
this underlying theme emerges from the subject matter and brings 
meaning to it is indicated by specific reference to characters 
and episodes in a single novel. 
In the final chapter I make an attempt to assess the reasons 
for Powys's comparative neglect as a novelist, in doing which, 
cgmp~tsm~s with his more famous contemporaries became unavoid-
able. Since Powys has been condemned for dealing with eccentrics, 
1 misfits and ~lies, it seemed only reasonable to point out 
that any number of our most highly regarded contemporary novelists 
have dealt with them too. Once that is recognize~many questions 
arise in the way of comparison. What values are given them? 
What writer shows the greatest understanding and insight? Are 
they the writer's principal interest? If Powys is condemned for 
being a solitary, what about ether solitaries? To be sure, a 
brilliant solitary, as indeed I have pointed out, may have his 
own rare flavor and virtue even aside from purely technical 
achievements. Besides, such comparisons, since they deal only 
with fragments of the novelist's world, may neglect the whole 
and thereby mislead. I have tried not to lose sight of that 
I 
whole, particularly in row judgment of Povrys's work. ~ inten-
tion is not to place Powys on some precarious perch in a 
xv. 
hierarchy of ultimate literary values-- great and near great, 
genius and master, major and minor. My intention is merely to 
suggest that judged by the criteria for a good novel with which 
this study began, Powys•s novels deserve, if not another look, 
at least a first one. There is much to recommend him, and in 
the welter of novels spewed forth daily for popular consumption 
there is no reason to suppose that our capricious selection of 
novelists assigned to eternity is infallible. Reputations rise 
and fall by the ebb and flow of the moon. 
CHAPTER I 
ORIGINS AND CAREER 
Born in the village of Shirley in Derbyshire in 1872, John 
1. 
Cowper Powys was the eldest of eleven children, of whom six were 
boys. His father, Charles Francis Powys, a country parson, moved 
his family to Rothesay House in Dorchester when John Cowper was 
seven years-old. The boy began to attend school at nearby Sher-
born and continued there when the family was once again moved upon 
his father's acceptance of a post at Montacute in Somerset. It 
was his father's wish that this eldest son pursue his own calling, 
for which purpose, upon his graduation from Sherborn, John Cowper 
was sent to Cambridge. 
Like his brother Llewelyn, John Cowper seems not to have had 
the least idea of what he wanted to do to earn a living and as a 
\ 
consequence, when he finished at Cambridge, he drifted into teach-
ing. He taught first at a girls' school in West Brighton, then as 
a visiting teacher who divided his time among several schools at 
once. For some years thereafter he lectured, as Oxford University 
extension lecturer, the length and breadth of England, in Germany, 
and later in a similar capacity for twenty-five years and mor~ 
throughout the United States until he retired in the early thir-
ties to devote himself exclusively to his writing. 
Except for two small volumes of verse (conventional and 
imitative he calls them), 1 published shortly after his graduation 
1. Autobiograp~y (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1934), PP• 205-206. 
2. 
from college, Powys's writings did not again appear in print until 
1915, by which time he. was already forty-three years old. Visions 
and Revisio.ns., published in liew York by G. Arnold Shaw, who, .hav-
ing ma~ageil his lecture tours in the United States, now set up to 
be his publishen, was a collecti0n of essays on literature that 
' . 
grew out of his "dithyrambic analyses" on the lecture platform. In 
the same year, as if to compensate for the long interval of silence, 
his first novel Wood and Stone was published and by the end of the 
next year, two more books of literary devotions, another volume of 
poetry, a long introspective autobiographical essay, which was his 
1 
contribution to Confessions of Two Brothers, and his second novel 
, 
Rodmoor. His thi~d novel, Ducdame, did not appear until 1925. In 
the meantime,. besides his arduou~ lecturing .and interminable pere-
grinations, he had published his first philosophical and psycholog-
ical essays as ~ell as another book of poems. 
These first three novels could be regarded as marking the 
limits of his early period as a novelist. Both Wood and Stone and 
Rodmoor show o~vious signs of a developing craft. In Wood and 
Stone the conventional ~lot shows ~tse~f more conspicuously than 
in his later work, and one feels, in both, that the author is at 
' 
odds with the unfolding of his story material. The formal preludes 
1. {Rochester, New York: The Manas Press, 1916). Llewelyn Powys 
contributed a short autobiographical essay which he supplemented 
with extracts from a diary. It was this brother's first pub-
lished work. · · 
.. 
3. 
to chapters in the form of disquisitions on nature, he later a.b-
' ' 
sorbs into his work as a whole. His style too has not attained 
' 
the ease and fluidity that marks the writing of Welf Solent. 
' ., .. .. 
Ducdame, more characteristic of its author in these matters, is 
... " 'l,. 
however far more restricted in scope. More surely guided than 
' 
its predecessors, it lacks the expansiveness and variety of 
"'1 \. 1-
Powys's maturer work. 
With Wolf Selent, published in 1929, his great middle period 
' ' . 
may be said to have begun. His output during this period that 
stretches roughly through the 1930's, covering a period only 
~ • ... ' l ' ... " 
slightly over ten years, from the publication of Wolf Solent to 
that of ~en Glendower in 1940, is nothing short of prodigious, ~ 
. ' 
fif~een books in all, including six novels, ,several of garga~tuan 
proportions, and his out-size AutobiograPhy, which several critics 
.. 'o; "' \.. ~ • • • .. 
consider his outstanding accomplishment and which one has called 
the "most searching essay in deliberate self-revelation since 
' 
1 Rousseau and Goethe." 
. 
In a letter2 to his friend Louis Wilkin-
, 
son informing him of his having .completed 0vfen Glendower, he 
worries about its publication (there was an existing paper short-
' 
age) in view of its length -- 336,856 words. And this novel, as 
he remarks, is not quite as long as A Glastonbury Romance. Inter-
spersed between these giants are several provocative books of 
' ' ... . 
1. Malcolm Elwin, "John Cowper .Powys, 11 Writers of Tod~)' ed. ])enys 
Val Baker (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 1948 , II, P• 120. 
2. Letters of John Co er Po s to Louis Wilkinson, ed. Louis 
Wilkinson London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1958 , ltr. Jan. 23, 
1940, PP• 59-60. 
essays, philosophical, psychological and literary. 
Owen Glendower, the last of these books, already foreshadows 
the next period. Not that these periods are definite. Morwyn, 
a satire in the form of an imaginary excursion to the center of 
the earth, might better take its place in the later works instead 
of in the middle period, and The Inmates, with a contemporary 
scene, be shifted from the later to the middle. Several elements 
in approach and content, however, determine the classification of 
Powys's later novels into a distinct period. Time alone marks a 
change: there is a lapse of eleven years between the publication 
of Gwen Glendower and the appearance of his next novel Porius in 
1951. The middle period novels take place predominantly in the 
contemporary world. Gwen Glendower, it is true, is a historical 
novel. But the late novels may be distinguished by an idiosyn-
cratic drift into the fabulous and fantastic, with a corresponding 
arbitrary structure and a playful waywardness even in his crea-
tion of character. 
Little was published during the war years -- he was living 
in Wales at the time and still lives there -- though he Was ob-
viously not idle. Ee wrote an analysis of the issues involved 
between the Western Alliance and Nazism, Mortal Strife, compar-
able to his early discussions of war aims published in 1914-15, 
as well as several more volumes setting forth his personal phil-
osophy. But not long after the end of hostilities his astonish-
ing energy and creativity manifested itself anew, so that his 
1 brother Littleton could say proudly in September 1952 in a short 
essay (given originally as a lecture on the family) that his 
brother John had three books published in his eightieth year. 
One of these, Porius, again gives him misgivings about publica-
tion owing to its length, 2,811 long-hand pages. His two dis-
tinguished literary studies, one of Dostoievsky, the other of 
Rabalais, are also included among the productions of this im-
mediate post-war period. 
At eighty-eight Powys continues to write. Among his books 
published during the last few years are his re-telling of the 
Iliad and a distinguished volume of letters (to his friend Wil-
kinson) which, besides providing a valuable insight into his 
creative processes reveals an exuberance, a vigor, and an in-
tegrity that has often been denied him by his critics and a 
Rabelaisian humor that few of them have recognized. 
1. "The Powys Family" (Yeovil, Dorset, England: Western Gazette, 




As significant as any circumstance having to do with John 
Cowper Powys•s birth is the place where he was born, a village he 
desoribes1 as being remote from the influence either of town or of 
city. Though Powys's recollections of it are neither rich nor 
varied, they stem from the soil: he recalls vaguely some of the 
surrounding.landscape -- a grassy hill, a stream, a pond; and~ 
more vividly, particular episodes that reveal a child's response 
to the smell and feel of rural life -- playing with tadpoles in 
a roadside puddle, catching the sharp fragrance of laurel boughs 
his father had been trimming. 
Of Dorchester -- Hardy's Casterbridge -- Powys remarks2 
that it is a town unlike modern towns in being free of suburbs. 
Along with the walks bordered by chestnut trees, he remembers 
joY'1ully the stinsford Ditches, water meadows that were to him 
veritable Elysian fields. At nearby Sherborn preparatory school, 
aside from the happiness he derived from reading books in the 
library, his favorite diversion was taking advantage of the cus-
tom of allowing the students long country walks on Sunday after-
noons. Even at the age of sixty he could still say he knew the 
1. ~., P• 3· 
2. ~., P• 50. 
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lanes and fields for miles around Sherborn better than any other 
landscape. When he lived at Montacute where his father became 
vicar in 1885, he used often to walk home from distant Sherborn 
school and back again on weekends with his brother Littleton. 
With Littleton as companion again he was always thrilled by all 
the varying sights of land and water around Weymouth, the English 
seaside resort that became the background for his book Weymouth 
Sands. He recounts similar outings later at Montaoute with his 
brother Llewelyn, roaming the countryside and the neighboring vil-
lages just as he has the brothers James and Luke Andersen in ~ 
and Stone and Rook and Lexie Ashover in Duodame do, stretching 
themselves out occasionally in a peaceful cemetery or resting be-
side a pond and meditating upon the meaning of existence. 
His life at Cambridge he says was ideal: he rejoiced in his 
freedom to dance his own dance and sing his own song; he "could 
follow those long, straight, flat monotonous roads for miles and 
1 
miles, north, south, east and west. 11 As at Sherborn, as in New 
York State when he had retired for five quiet years from his leo-
turing, the one grand object of his life was "to get off for 
lonely walks in the oountry.n2 Even when he found himself in 
some hotel in the center of a city, he sought always these 
walks in the surrounding countryside; and he objects to Venice, 
1. Ibid., P• 154· 
2 • 'Lo"C:" oi t • 
a. 
that city of gondolas, because these walks were denied him there. 
He has an especial fondness for the city of York, among other 
reasons, because one can get so quickly out of it and "into such 
lovely and romantic country. n1 Often he would return from these 
excursions to his urban lodgings,. exhausted physically, yet some-
how spiritually refreshed. His thoughts on these wayfaring oc-
casions were lost in his sensations, sensations which he confirms 
are of a kind difficult to describe, which indeed touch upon the 
deepest and most essential secret of his philosophy. But his 
sensations are not concerned exclusively with Nature, though 
they seem to require a natural background to evoke them. He 
speaks sometimes, in his Autobiograp&y, of city streets and sights 
and sounds -- on occasion even nostalgically -- but the scenes he 
deliberately sought in his pilgrimages, when they were not com-
posed of ditch-mud, solitary trees, hedges, a~d rooks and cowslips· 
and the impact of the wind or the scent of green things, were 
composed of cart tracks, old posts, old heaps of stones, palings~ 
old hay stacks and "glimpses of white roads, appearing and dis-
appearing in the twilight.n2 
Rarely in his Autobiog;:aph;y though frequently in his novels 
does he respond in this way to human figures moving about in 
such scenes, though a solitary figure or maybe even two or 
1. Ibid., P• 265. 
2. Ibid., P• 155• 
three figures may give him these moments of revelation, moments 
which he claims must tap some reservoir of recurring human ex-
periences.1 Such experiences have nothing about them either 
mystical or aesthetic. His way of life Powys protests2 is poetic, 
imaginative, even sentimental; and by "poetic 11 he seems to mean 
being vividly aware of the symbolic nature of the images he sees. 
To get this sense of 11eternal recurrence" which is to 
my mind the secret of the most significant poetry of our 
race and a feeling far more important than any scientific 
Ulaw, 11 you must have something pld in the background. 
Nature is always old, and therefore Nature c~n always 
serve this purpose; but, if you are flung into the midst 
of a city, what you must have is the presence somewhere 
or other of building~d enough to give you this sense 
of the continuity of the generations.3 
These responses are the very stuff of Wolf Selent's experiences 
and they play a prominent part in the lives of others -- Magnus 
Muir in Weymouth Sands, :for instance, and Rook Ashover in~-
~· 
Along with the rural upbringing that provided him with an 
\ 
awareness of the subtle processes of nature, along with the vil-
lage life that gave him the precious feeling for tradition, one 
ought to place the Powys family itself. 
In b~ginning any account of .the Powys fa~ly, critics, com-
mentators, and biographers never :fail to mention the somewhat 
1. Ibid., P• 398. 
2. J]):l<i., P• 368. 
3. m., PI>· 398-399· 
-
10. 
tenuous blood relationship between the poets John Donne and Wil-
liam Cowper and the generation of Powyses to which John Cowper 
belongs. :Whatever qualities and talents people may presume the 
present Powyses to have inherited from this blood kinship, other 
ties and influences would seem more profitable to explore. John 
. .. .. '\ 
Cowper's father was a country parson, and his father before him 
and his fat.her -- three generations of clergymen. And on the 
mother 1 s side, her father and grandfathe:r too were rectors of 
Yaxham. ~ohn Cowper's only child became a priest and there are 
Shirley cousins, too, who have :followed a reli~ious calling. 
~oubtless some of the preacher in John Cowper, however unortho-, 
l ~ " " ... • 
dox or rebellious, stems from this succession of preachers. He 
admits it: "My brother (Llewelyn) was not lacking in the zeal of 
. . 
the reformer. Indeed, he .had, as we all have, the preacher in 
his blood. 111 
Dedication, inspiration and eloquence qualities demanded 
of the preacher --were ~ertainly his as a teacher and lecturer, 
as they remain characteristic of his art as a tel£er of tales • 
. 
Perhaps his forbears lacked anything like John Cowper's elo-
quence. His father was apparently sparing of words and prefer-
red a simple language; yet .one of John Cowper's earliest memories 
1. Introduction to Llewelyn Powys's A Baker's Dozen (London: John 
·Lane ~he Bodley Head, 1941), P• 14. 
11. 
of him is as a teller of tales, of endless fascinating episodes 
involving a Giant and a Fairy who circumvented the nefarious doings 
of a mysterious Professor, vaguely associated with scientific mat-
ters. 
Even as a child John Cowper Powys had the desire to be a 
magician, perhaps even believed he was, just as later he was cer-
tain he had the power of the 11evil eye. 111 During the family's 
stay at Rothesay House, Powys became the stimulus for the imagina-
tive play of the younger children, creating whole symbolic worlds 
for them to vanish into, making up stories as his father had for 
him, acting, preaching, writing. He was a magician, one possessed 
of the power to remake existence, an ~istence from which his 
brothers and sisters, being his creatures, were sometimes unable 
to escape. Even at school, where his fantasies were misunderstoodfi 
where sensitive, imaginative, eccentric, he frequently found him-
self the butt of his companions 1 ridicule, he continued to 
practice successfully the art of the story-teller. His lecturing 
at any rate was not alone pure inspiration: it was a kind of 
incantation as well -- a performance, a spell-binding. He refers 
to himself as a Oagliostro, and again as a thaumaturgist. He 
lectured on history, on philosophy, on literature, always without 
notes, sometimes without knowing what topic he would launch forth 
1. Auto., P• 373. 
-
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on until he had ascended the lecture platform and then, with what 
he desCribes as a 11Jlr.>uidic hypnotism of speech,n1 deliver his mes-, 
sage in a passionate and dramatic outburst of self-revelation. 
Instead of being exhausted by several-hours-long lectures, or 
"performances," he gained renewed strength and vitality from them. 
"By all the 'natural magio 1 11 of his Welsh ancestry he made of him-
self "a Voice, crying in thE! Wilderness --112 expressing himself now 
with humor, now with poetry, now with irony, dancing, shrieking,. 
whispering, weeping. His lectures were apparently never austere,, 
objective judgments or calm and dignified commentary {he refers 
to them as dithyrambic analyses). Certainly there is a religious 
tone to the phrase he uses to designate the audience he wished to 
reaoh,_. "the lonely ones and funny ones. 113 These same outcasts 
and misfits appear throughout his novels -- "victims of the un-
believable Wasteland. 114 And in his philosophical books he preaches. 
in varying fashion from a variety of approaches, as he does through 
character after character, directly and obliquely, in his novels,. 
the same message of salvation: "Im Ganzen, Guten, Scllonen, resolut 
zu leben!"5 Even the style of the novels reflects the speaker, 
both in rhythm and in eloquence. His phrasing, too, has frequentlY.· 
1. ~., P• 422. 
2. Ibid., P• 457• 
3· Ibid~~~p. 456. 
4• Ibid.~, P• 457 • 
5· Loc. cit. 
the force of a JD?.gic formula •. 
Another aspect of Powys 1 s preacher background manifests itself 
later in his own eccentric rites, rituals and habits of prayer, de-
tails of which he reveals in his Autobiograph.y, and refers to again 
in his recently published letters to Louis W~lkinson. In him is a 
deep vein, if not of mysticism (for he denies any touch of that), 
then of piety, of what he might call heathen piety. He ofte~ 
speaks of heathen goodness and these practices would seem to con-
stitute a ritualistic recognition of that goodness, of its existence 
in the scheme of things. Doubtless it is to some such :feeling he 
refers when he says that what all the Powys children derived from 
family readings out of the Bible, even in earliest childhood, was 
a 11deep earthy response" to it •1 Numerous characters in the novels 
engage in similar rites and practices, notably Sylvanus Cobbold 
in Weymouth Sands and .Myrrdin Wyllt in Porius; and the term 
heathen goodness could well be applied to both men, as well as to 
Johnny Geard in A Glastonbury Romance. 
In his Autobiograph.y John Cowper continually refers to his 
father ; and despite the gulf betwe_en them, in thought, in be-
havior, in temperament, Powys and his 11Begetter" had much in 
common. Both retained tb.eir hold on the simple and the child-
like. :Much has been made by commentators of Powys's eccentrici-
ties, his manias and phobias; Powys himself has given them a 
1. ~., P• 315. 
prominent place in his Autobiography; but one is led to speculate 
on whether this very prominence is not so much a revelation of 
difference between himself and his fellow mortals as it is a 
courageous contemplation of what constitutes, in fact, the com-
mon failings of humanity.1 The contrast between John Cowper 
Powys's opulent self-revelations and his father's proud reserve 
is less significant than the measure of independence they shared,, 
of massive self-sufficiency, of contempt for worldly frivolity, 
ambition and vanity, of a most formidable mental power of 
"hiding up" their real identities. 
!»hat John Cowper was not the only one of his father 1 s nu-
merous progeny who preferred the countryside to the city and in 
varying degrees immersed themselves in the magical change of the 
seasons testifies not only to a childhood spent in the country 
but to the powerful in;fluence of their father 1 s own interest in 
nature. A rare flower, a rare bird or butterfly caused their 
father to rub his hands in silent ecstasies. Their respect,, 
even reverence, for natural things, amounting in John Cowper to 
a hyper-sensitivity, was nourished early by their father, who 
cautioned them on their birds 1-eggs-hunting expeditions never to 
take more than one egg from a nest and never consciously to.tor-
1. His frequent reference to his sadistic tendencies, for instance,. 
may easily be exaggerated. By his own admission these tendencies 
have never resulted but once (a commonplace cruelty in child-
hood) in an overt act. 
15. 
ture nor wantonly to destroy any living creature. One of his 
' 
father's greatest delights was long walks with his ~ons along 
' ' . 
country roads, over fields and meadows and through the woods. 
. ' . 
He knew the names of all the native flowers, not the botanical 
.. '" .... ~ .. 
names, but the common local names. His approach to nature, which 
was John Cowper 1 s t.oo, was not, for all his collection of birds 1 
eggs, scientific, but saturated with a "childlike sense of the 
. ' . 
i~credible romance of his own existence upon e:arth. 111 
0f his mother, Powys says little in his Autobiography. 
Littleton finds it difficult to talk of her tlfor she was as 
\ ,_ t ' .. 
complex as our father was sim~le, 112 though she apparently shared 
' .. . \ 
her husband's unworldliness. Her tastes and gifts were pre-
. ' ' 
dominantly aesthetic. Drawing and painting appealed to her 
and she went, before her marriage, to art galleries and exhibi-
.. 
tiona. Whereas she loved music, her husband could not tell one 
note from another, a lack of sensitivity to music which he seems 
~ ' ' ... .. . 
to have passed on to his eldest son. The latter likewise claims 
~ 
a deficient taste in painting and architecture, except for his 
.. 
appreciation of El Greco whose pe~uliar genius he claims3 to 
have found out entirely for himself, before the painter had 
grown into a cult among Powys 1s aesthetic-minded friends. 
' 
1. Intro. to L. Powys's A Baker's Dozen, P• 14. 
2 .• 11Powys Family, 11 P• 8. 
3. ~., P• 386. 
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Leonardo 1 s 11 Last Supper" did not thrill him. Quite understandably, 
the painter~ whose works appealed to him unreservedly were land-
scape painters, -- Poussin, Gainsborough, Ruysdael and Salvator 
Rosa. Obviously many aesthetes would consider his taste execrable 
and he seems not to have studied systematically to improve it. 
Nevertheless it is questionable whether his appreciation of art 
is not really fine or subtle, whether what he says to his own 
disparagement is not simply more forthright, more honest an ap-
praisal than even some experts are wont to give. Because he 
refuses to discourse at length upon the specific acknowledged 
masterpieces he saw in Florence, and recorded instead the impact 
upon himself of all its singular beauty, he ought not to accuse 
himself of any aesthetic lack. It is all too easy to respond 
reverently when one's taste is not in question. 
But if you ask me what I got out of Florence toward·s 
the intensification of ~ identity, or towards the acqui-
sition of cunning craftiness in ~ wrestling with life 
I think I would say, 11a certain way of absorbing the 
actual substance of weather-stained marbles and stones, 
and a certain way of absorbing the sun-scented road-
dust on the steps of old churches, old monasteries, old 
bridges, so that I could feel the eternal solace of a 
rich antiquity without bothering ~ head about the nice-
ties of aesthetic distinctions or teasin! my wits about 
the accuracies of historic conclusions. 11 
Certainly some of the allusions Powys makes to artists and 
paintings in the course of his novels reveal an uncommon sympathy 
1. ~., P• 357· 
and sagacity. 
His mother did stimulate John Cowper's love of reading as 
she did the other children's, a fact corroborated in their own 
cases by both Littleton and Llewelyn, and acknowledged by John 
Cowper with a disarming simplicity and tenderness: 11to sit by 
Mother and appreciate Poetry and Literature and how to read and 
recite. 111 
As a reader John Cowper Powys modestly disclaims any pre-
cociousness, believes in fact that not to have learnt the trick 
of reading to himself until his seventh year, represents a tardy 
mental development; but once started he read indefatigably. He 
remembers spending the whole of a wet afternoon in his father's 
study shortly aft~r their arrival at Rothesay House, reading 
"with intense, prolonged and spell-bhund absorption Alice Through 
the Looking Glass. 112 Walter Scott was an early favorite with 
him. He remembers reading Ivanhoe and The Talisman aloud dur-
ing the evening readings in the house at Dorchester and all of 
Scott's works except one, Count Robert of Paris. These romances 
were then and continued to be the most powerful literary in-
fluence on his life. 
1. Ltrs. to Wilkinson, ltr. dated Nov. 15, 1956, P• 387. 
2. ~., P• 22. 
That massive solidity, that slow-moving convincingness, 
that leisurely, friendly, whimsical humour, that Homeric· 
nobility, that cheerful endurance of the buffets of fate, 
was even capable of doing something to counteract the 
natural weakness, waywardness, cowardice, morbidily' 
selfishness, of my furtive and evasive character. 
18. 
And $Urely the words he uses to characterize these romances could 
well be applied to much of his own writing, without question to 
Owen Glendower and Porius. 
Jules Verne too he recalls reading avidly, and earlier, when 
at Shirley, his father reading to him a warlike poem called "The 
Passage of the Rhine" from .Aytoun's Scottish Cavaliers. He be-
came an incurable romantic, entranced by stories for their own 
sake, held by the lure of what is going to happen next, the ex-
citement, the atmosphere, as he is to this day. The life of the 
imagination, the power of the mind to create its own reality is 
truer, he believes and reiterates time and again through the 
characters of his novels, 111 in the only sense in which truth mat-
ters 1 , than the most authenticated scientific facts. 112 
Intellectually Cambridge had little influence on him. Not 
until he left there did he even hear the names of three men whose 
works were to make such an impression on him-- Walter Pater, 
1. Ibid., P• 61. 
2. LoC:" cit. 
Henry James and Thomas Hardy. He was later to meet Thomas Hardy, 
being invited by him to his home after Powys had dedicated a poem 
to him in his first published volume. Hardy repaid his call by 
visiting with his wife at Montacute. Powys continued his assidu-
ous reading. Wherever he went he had a book at hand, on walks 
outside of Florence, under the bed at school, in trains across 
the United States; he can remember where he first started reading 
Balzac and James and Nietzsche. Indeed no one who could lecture 
as he did on such a variety of topics without a note in his hand 
could ever have done so without reading incessantly and absorbing 
all that he read. In his recent preface to the new edition of 
A Glastonbury Romance he tells us that in the act of composition 
he remains "most vividly aware of the particular books and par-
ticular writers" who have influenced him. 
As a book-worm I have devoured with a greed beyond what 
anyone could call critical and with an enchantment and in-
toxication that was like being drugged all the novels of 
Scott and Dickens and Dostoievsky and Balzac, and Hardy and 
Henry James. These novels I have read over and over again 
and I know them only a little less well ~han I know the 
poetry of Wordsworth and Keats and Matthew Arnold and Edgar 
Allan Poe, and Payl Verlain~ and the essays of Charles Lamb 
and Walter Pater. 
No one who reads any account of the Powys family chronicle 
can fail to observe within the immediate family group its charged 
sense of blood relationship, solidity, its unity, its intimacy. 
1. (L~don: Macdonald & Oo., 1955), PP• x-xi. 
20. 
Both Alyse Gregory, Llewelyn Powys 1 s wife, and Louis Wilkinson 
have recorded their experience of tribal affection and of tribal 
solidarity that was at once apparent when any of the Powyses ~ere 
gathered. They had so much to say to each other, so many reoolleo-
tions, so many strands of thought and feeling to communicate to 
one another that even a close relation by marriage was made to 
feel an outsider, a foreigner unfamiliar with the native tongue. 
Not that there was any intent upon the Powyses' part to exclude 
anyone; they took up as a matter of course a conversation that 
was interrupted by some unaccountable lapse in time but that had 
not therefore been forgotten. Even when vast distances separated 
members from each other, a correspondence bound them together. 
What is more remarkable, they shared their friends. Louis Wil-
kinson who became a friend of Llewelyn's at Cambridge, visited 
separately with Theodore, and as the recently published letters 
between them bear witness, has been John Cmvper Powys's friend 
over the intervening span of years. Dr. Bernard O'Neill, who 
visited Ge~trude and others, like~ise enjoyed this unique indi-
vidual friendship wit? these three brothers, visiting each in 
turn and never violating a confidence. 
Here are we ••• three writers ••• Llewelyn, Theodore 
and John; and the devil a one of us has Bernie ever taken1 into his confidence as to what he thinks of our writings! 
1. ~., P• 249• 
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The three famous writing brothers are distinct both in their out-
look and in their expression. Their several styles could never 
be confused. Theodore's is simple, terse, sinewy, double-edged; 
Llewelyn's flowing, precise, yet mercurial; John's energetic, ex-
uberant, eloquent. Dr. O'Neill's rema.rk1 stresses the same point: 
every member of this particular Powys generation was like a separ-
ate branch of one single tree. 
Distinct as individuals though they all were, and apparently 
differing widely, even in fundamental matters of behavior and opin-
ion, they seem never to have engaged in bitter family rivalries 
and antagonisms. 
Their affection for each other is everywhere evident in their 
letters and other writings: Llewelyn's tribute to Albert Reginald 
upon his death; and the latter's letter to Littleton explaining 
Llewelyn's heresies, pleading for understanding; and Littleton's 
own warm confession of feelings for John Cow;per - "the closest 
of all my friends for all but eighty years. 112 
The generation ~f which John Cowper Powys is the eldest mem-
ber has distinguished itself in a variety of ways, if even in a 
limited s~~ere and on a local level. John Cowper Powys, aocording 
to Littleton, was in large measure responsible for their achieve-
menta. He had the ~ift of making others aware of their own 
1. Mentioned by Powys in his~., P• 324. 
2. 11Powys Family, 11 P• 27 • 
22 •. 
capabilities. 
Before concluding the formative influences on John Cowper's 
literary life, account ought to be taken of his late development 
as a writer. Though novelists often develop late, they often have 
behind them a considerable body of writings, including their ap-
prenticeship novels. Apparently from the evidence in his ~ 
biograW;y~owys did not do a great deal of writing during the 
period between the publication of his first poems in 1896 and 
1915; he mentions only a life of Keats and a novel or romance that 
was intended largely for his own amusement and as a conversation 
piece between himself and a few friends. His development as a 
writer therefore was remarkably late. His burdensome lecture 
tours may account, in part, for his delayed growth as a writerJ.: 
but certainly they could not have been the only decisive factor. 
I 
When he himself mentions1 the long epoch of his life spent in 
hotels and trains he refers to the years between his fortieth 
and his fifty-fifth year, a comparatively productive period for 
him as a writer. 
Both his brothers, Theodore Francis and Llewelyn, who have 
attained international reputations, developed late as writers. 
One feels that perhaps the dominating pervasive presence of the 
father may have had something to do with this late efflorescence, 
. 
that all three brothers had to absorb the father's temperament, 
1. Auto., P• 454· 
23. 




Admittedly, this explanation is mere conjecture; 
' . . 
yet one has evidence of the man's strength of character and the 
' 
awe in which his children held him. John Cowper, past thirty 
years of age at the time, exults at the perilous but triumphant 
encounter with his father when he dared to ask him for money to 
visit Italy; and he had a n~tural sympathy with the poet Arthur 
Ficke because he had long been dominated by a Uformidable :Seget-
1 ter." 
Another more ~angible factor should not be overlooked. The 
development of his creative faculties deserves at least a few ob-
servations. To one who h~s clung so tenaciously in his writings 
to his native soil, his home shires even, these wanderings over 
'' 
alien ground, in cities so ant~pathet~c to all that he held most 
precious, must often have produced a blight on the inmost level 
.. \ \ \ . ... , . 
of his being. Where another writer might readily have been stimu-
lated by these same experiences, goaded to reb'ellion and protest, 
-\. l v ... • • 
he must have been thwarted creatively. He says, 2 in speaking of 
Nature, that unless one finds surroundings congenial to one's 
' . 
soul, one may be continuously frustrated and unhappy without 
' 
knowing why. That the urban scenery in general was never con-
, 
genial to him, may be inferred from its virtual absence from his 
. ~ . ' 
novels. Even more, then, was the raw and savage environment of 
1. Ibid., P• 556. 
2. se;-his chapter "Culture and Nature" in The Meaning of Culture 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1939). 
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industrial America, material he could not work with at all. It 
. ' 
must be remembered that no recognizable element from all those 
' 
years in .America appears in his novels. Even the few Americans 
. . 
he attempts to portray only reveal, in their characteristics and 
' . 
language, his utter ignorance of them. Powys seems not so much to 
' . 
have relied on any direct observation of them as on what he might 
·have read or heard about them generally. And of the vast sprawl-
ing, festering industrial cosmos he is astonishingly silent. Per-
haps what he says of his friend Dreiser's novels sufficiently 
clarifies his own viewpoint about America, inasmuch as he believes 
Dreiserts novels have most entirely caught its spirit. 
Here is the torrential stream of material energies. Here 
are the men and women, so pushed and driven and parched and 
bleached, by the enormaus forces of industry and commerce, 
that all distinction in them seems to be reduced to a strange 
C?lorlessness; while the primordial animal cravings, greedy, 
earth-born, fumble after their1aims aaross the sad and lit-tered stage of sombre scenery. 
Powys, if we may judge by his literary "criticisms, .. culti-
vates his enthusiasms; he immerses himself in what is congenial 
and moving to him: he ignores what fails to interest him and 
wastes no time on condemnation. .America, on the whole, he failed 
(to quote an opinion on art he admits borrowing from Goethe) to 
11appropriate11 to his "authentic inner life"; and unless one does 
that he declares 11the treasure houses of the world will be of no 
avail.n2 
1. One Hundred :Best :Books (New York: American Library Service, 1922), 
P• 28. 
2. ~., P• 377• 
CHAPTER III 
THE PEOPLE OF THE NOVELS 
Range of Characterization 
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Surely some measure of a novelist's greatness must lie in 
his vision of humanity, in the number and variety of the people 
who inhabit his world, in the sympathy and understanding with 
which he views them and in the range of incidents in which they 
move. The greatest novelists have not been niggardly in these 
respects -- unless of course one insists upon including such 
books as Gulliver's Travels where the author's primary interest 
has been mankind, not individual humanity. Such books however 
and Powys's MOrwyn falls in this category -- lie outside the 
mainstream of the novel. Balzac, Dickens, Dostoievsky have 
peopled their world with a multifarious depth and range of char-
acter. Their work, in truth, encompasses God's plenty, as dc:>es 
the work of Chaucer and Shakespeare. The bountifulness of human 
life is the mark of the foremost in the art of the novel. Among 
modern novelists, Proust and Mann both seem to bear aut this 
dictum. In some instances the creation of archetypes seems to 
be accepted in lieu of' abundance -- Don Quixote, Sancho Panza, 
Panurge in the novels in which they appear, ts name a few; but 
these archetypes appear in a single work, not a series of novels. 
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The scope of Powys's portrayals is both deep and wide, a 
fact that is evident even in his early novels. By the beginning 
of the middle period, with Wolf Solent that is, his characters be-
come formidable creations: he ceases to be only a recorder and 
fashions his own dimensions of reality. 
Other writers, even some of the greatest, have had obvious 
limitations in range. The limitations of Powys 1 s experience and 
understanding are not easily· catalogued. Dickens it has been said 
did not deal successfully with aristocrats; they lay outside his 
imaginative range. Nor could he draw young women without a touch 
of the sentimental Valentine; besides, his young heroines were all 
very much alike. Even more amazing to our time is the way he has 
created his world while avoiding almost all the perilous stuff of 
sex. Jane Austen never touches the deeper passions. As Hardy 
dealt largely with people of limited education, so Henry James 
rarely moves away from the educated. Several contemporary Ameri-
can writers of international fame have largely confined themselves 
to primitive, even brutal types. Even the great writers therefore 
have their -limitations of range. A measure of Shakespeare's great-
ness lies, in fact, in the very ease and sureness with which he can 
encompass the characters of so many men and women at all levels of 
society. A writer can transcend his limitations: the world he 
creates depends especially upon his perceptiveness and grasp within 
the range of materials he has chosen to deal with. The human 
heart, after all, beats· equally within the breast of whore and 
warlord. 
Powys moves with almost equal facility through all economic 
and social levels. In his contemporary novels he deals with the 
aristocracy somewhat gingerly. If we know little more about Lord 
Tintinhull in Wolf Solent than what Squire Urquhart relates of 
him, we have on the other hand a lively portrait of the Squire 
himself. He is a convincing man of leisure with his own esoteric 
interests, whose behavior and 0utlook bespeak a man who was to the 
manner born. Lord Carfax, in the same novel, seen only briefly, 
is, with his worldly and imperious air, an impressive figure. 
With Lord P. in A Glastonbury Romance, more fully drawn, we are 
permitted to peer behind the facade of courtliness and power. 
Fer the most part Powys introduces us to the minor aristocracy· 
and the gentry; and these he shows us not against the fabulous 
adventures of an international set or as members of some exclu-
sive coterie but, as for instance the Ashovers are presented in 
Ducdame, in the comparatively restricted sphere of the family 
group in their home shires. 
The later novels, including Owen Glendower contain a profu-
sion of great lords and ladies -- even bishops, princes and 
monarchs. Against a historical background, or as in Porius, 
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against a background where history and prehistory merge, they are 
no less successful as characters than those who compose the other 
levels. 
In the early and middle period novels Powys's focus of in-
terest is the middle class, his principal characters b~ing drawn 
from an educated and professional gro'J:lp, however humble the indi-
vidual. There are writers, artists, clergymen, preachers, actors, 
teachers, scholars, doctors, lawyers, gentlemen of leisure, often 
impecunious leisure, often dependent on a small income or more 
wealthy relatives, with a sprinkling of businessmen. In the later 
novels, concerned with the distant past, we are shown a variety 
of retainers -- governors, churchmen, scholars and warriors along 
with bards and poets. These, with their wives and daughters, 
their mothers and sisters and aunts compose the center foreground 
of the canvas. While the mainstream is here in this refined 
milieu, not necessarily intellectual but always one of sensitivity 
and culture, it by no means exhausts the scope of his economic and 
social range. Besides small tradesmen and clerks, owners of tea 
shops and boarding houses there are representatives of all manner 
of other ways of life, adventurers, plain soldiers, tramps, stone-
' 
cutters, grave-diggers, barmaids, nurses, companions, gardeners, 
cab-drivers, gamekeepers, brothel-doorkeepers, madams, mistresses, 
maids, cooks," and fortune-tellers. Indeed Powys's world is like a 
great river followed f'rom its source: it includes within its reaches 
all manner of minor currents, swift and slow, eddies, backwaters, 
shallews and deeps. 
His servants and retainers alone constitute a considerable 
world af their own, though they exist, as it were, at the margin 
of things. And beneath them in the sacial hierarchy, in the murky 
depths of it, exists anather world, composed of the bedraggled, 
the disreputable and the derelict, of the half-witted and the 
demented. And these are not always drawn as slight sketches: at 
times they even share the center ef the stage. 
To find a gallery of women as comprehensive in scope as 
Pawys's --with an equal range of personality, temperament, emo-
tian and charaoter -- ene would be forced to turn te some of the 
great master~ of feminine portraiture -- to men like Ealzac, Dos-
l 
toievsky, James, Dreiser. Certainly few writers who have had 
such a profound understanding of female psychology or such a pro-
found sympathy with the idea of the Eternal Feminine itself have 
been able to clothe it with an equal sweep and splendor of dramatic 
utterance.1 
Powys's girls and women are altogether different beings f'rom 
his men: they think in another realm and they feel in another 
realm. 
1. See, for eXample, "Methods,n PP• 50-53, PP• 69-71; 11Nature, 11 
PP• 105-107. 
2. The failure of many highly regarded male navelists (Hemingway 
and Lawrence, for ex.) to portray women as women has been fre-
quently remarked upon. Other novelists have been criticized 
for their distorted, if not fanatic, view ~f women in general 
(Faulkner, for ex.). 
And the thoughts of the one of this particular pair of 
human intruders who was a man continued to reduce these 
stones and pebbles and sea-waves to the insubstantiality 
af bodiless ideas; while the thought of the ane who was a 
woman accepted each "minute particular" as a sort of ab-
solute, the way things were, in this world, where a girl 
could be happy walking on a sea-wall and desperately mis-
erable shut up in High House.l 
To the subject of sexual experience as two young girls 
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mi~ht discuss it, Powys gives a disarming fancifulness and grace, 
with a mixture of bluntness and indirection peculiarly feminine. 
Pontopereia is telling Eione something of her own feelings as the 
two explore the latter's encounter with the God, Pan. 
"What I've always done, since I was Ol so little, is to 
tell myself stories of love-making when I'm alone in bed. 
Sometimes I wake up in the night--yhu know?--feeling very 
amorous and then I tell myself, 0 such weird and funny 
staries--not very nice stories always, I'm afraid! It de-
pends on what I'm feeling that particular night. :But do 
tell me, my Sweet, what you did when .Al'cadian Pan laid 
hands on you. And first, do tell me this. Did his thin 
hairy legs and goat's feet give you the shivers?" 
At this point, to Pontopereia's complete astonishment, 
Eione burst out laughing. "Shivers?u she cried. 11 I 
should say not: I like goats very much. Goats are my 
favourite beasts, just as Crows are my favourite birds, 
and blue dragon-flies my favourite insects and eels my 
favourite fish! I begged .Al'cadian Pan to let me stroke 
his thin hairy legs and it wasn't he who made me sit on 
his queer2knees, it was I myself' who made him take me 
on them. 11 
The significance in a woman's life of her physical appearance, 
her sexual attraction, is indicated in a hundred subtle ways:3 how 
1. Weymouth Sands (New York: Siman & Schuster, Inc., 1934), p. 157. 
2. Atlantis (Londan: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1954), PP• 216-217. 
3. See also this chapter, P• 33. 
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some deformity, some distortion, some feature caricatured by na-
ture, some unequivocal plainness may determine the limits to her 
experience. 
He had been rather slow to recognize the peculiar quality 
of Eione's charm, owing to the fact that there was nothing 
in her plain and simple face to correspond with the unusual 
loveliness and grace of her figure, but now that he was set-
ting off on this historic ex~edition the whole quality of 
her personality invaded him. 
Whereas Pontopereia whose limbs were "thick, heavy, awkward and 
unwiel~" had a face "moulded with exquisite delicacy as if for 
the perfect expression of pure inspiration. 112 Wolf Solent 's 
reflections on his half-sister Mattie's face almost presage a sue-
cession of drab years: "What heavy ill-complexioned cheeks! What 
a disproportionate nose! What a clouded apathetic brow, and what 
patient eyesl n3 
Whether Powys deals as successfully with his male characters 
as with his female may be debated -- at least on the grounds of 
continuous success. Some of the male characters do not quite 
hold together; at the least, they strain belief. Since they are 
the exceptions, however, one should not lose ·sight of the many 
really powerful creations, some of whom, certainly, inhabit the 
loftier regions of the imagination -- Lexie Ashover, the sunny 
hedonist. of Ducdame; Wolf Solent, full of scruples, at once re-
1. Atlantis, P• 145. 
2. Ibid., P• 175• 
3. W"'if Solent, 2 vols. (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1929), 
I, PP• 306-307. 
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flective, hesitant and resolute; Matt Dekker the urbane, righteous 
and yet bewildered clergyman and his son, Sam, of A Glastonbury 
Romance; the two Cobbolds, one the corrosive cynic, the other noble 
in his faith, in Weymouth Sands; the staunch Master Brut of Owen 
-
Glendower, Taliessen, the poet, in Porius and many, many more. 
Even minor characters like Roger Monk, Urquhart • s huge servant, 
with his peculiar intermingling of the sinister and the subservient 
is a major creation, as is the Modrybedd's steward in Porius. 
Age, certainly, presents no obstacle to Powys's creative 
imagination;.both men and women are realized from childhood to old 
age. In fact Powys triumphs in areas which now, under the impact 
of modern sexual psychology, are rarely explored -- the portrayal 
of chaste young maids, sweet and tender, while yet devoid of 
mawkish sentiment. Not that Powys's young girls are all chaste; 
some of them are disarmingly generous, carefree, wanton; one at 
least is lecherous. Powys can give expression to the yearning 
love of a virginal heart, to a young girl's tremulous modesties, 
. 
her delicacies, her hesitancies, her wiles, her surrenders, her 
trusts -- above all, perhaps, her acceptances and patience. He 
reveals too, sometimes, the passionate heroic spirit, underlying 
them, that can shed patience and submissiveness in a moment and 
assume miraculously an age and an experience that leaves a man in 
bewilderment and awe. Christie Malakite in Wolf Solent, Mary Crow 
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in A,Glastonbury Romance, Perdita in Weymouth Sands, Catharine and 
Tegolin in Owen Glendower, Tenna Sheer in The Inmates, Lil Umbra 
in A Brazen Head are some among the many principal characters who 
invite inspection. 
In some of the novels there is even to be found a kind of 
amorous chorus of girlhood -- an ever-present society of Welsh 
and English Nereids or Rhinemaidens who move in and out of the 
mainstream of action. One frequently associates them with particu-
lar scenes: the playful Annie Bristow trapped by Luke in the stocks 
on the village green, the ravishing Luned with Rhisiart on the 
stairway to the Ladies• Tower, and Tossie Stickles in tears over 
her shame lying on the great four-poster bed in the spare-room. 
Powys sees inside these creatures -- and how bewitching he mak~s 
them even in their plainness, sometimes 'Tendering what is usually 
known as beauty in a woman totally unimportant. n1 Unlike the ac-
counts in so many stories of adolescence, these go beyond the 
trifling frustrations of selfish little egoists, striking at the 
very center of primordial feminine 'being itself, at the "strange 
dim undersea of feminine self-consciousness."2 
Some of his male youths, untried, unsure, somewhat baffled 
by the world's grossness and indifference display in varying de-
g.rees their reserves and hesitancies, qualities that almost seem 
1. A Glastonbury Romance (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1932), 
P• 818. 
2. ~., P• 817. 
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concentrated and lifted into eminence in the full-length portrait 
of Sam Dekker in A Glastonbury Romance. 
As the young girls in their hopes, their ambitions, their 
desires foreshadow their own future, so that actual future is 
revealed in the many middle-aged and elderly women whose lives 
Powys unfolds for us -- women who have never loved and in their 
desperate loneliness seek to stifle a young companion's love with 
their thwarted maternal affection, women whose husbands and lovers 
are dead and who live on in a sort of half-life, defied or for-
gotten or betrayed by their children, set aside as some discarded 
article in an attic chest. Some of them, still formidable in their 
solitude and neglect, challenge their progeny and hold on with 
regal dignity to their position, perhaps graciously attended by a 
married brother, their husband 1 s bachelor bastard or some other 
odd relative like Corporal Dick in Ducdame or Baltazaar Stork in 
Rodmoor with whom, in conversation at least, they perpetuate an 
older way of life. 
Powys seems indeed to have an especial fondness for these 
men somewhat advanced in years, whether middle-aged or older, 
bachelors, widowers many of them, men who have either retired 
from the world's business a:r never did engage in it, or perhaps 
have grown tired of it. Without question Powys penetrates their 
tone and outlook, whether they turn at the end in disgust upon 
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the world like Stork, or retire into past glories like the 
Seneschal, or into the delights of scholarship and learning like 
Brochvael, or whether they invite the society of young people 
like Heber Sigerius. The may even, like Lord P., pay a visit 
to one of their children and find, though welcome, that they are 
no longer needed, or like James Loder, tyrannize over them. Through 
their lives, one and all, is wafted the inescapable fragrance of 
fleeting time and an end to all things. We sense this in part 
because of their isolation from the world's activity, in part 
from the presence of young people, the disturbing ~ttractions 
of young girls~ One wonders whether it is the absence of women 
in their immediate day-to-day existence that gives to their lives 
such an air of loneliness and isolation -- whether it is the 
knowledge that once the door is shut upon their visitors they 
will be left in empty rooms, or worse, in the care of cantanker-
.ous and spiteful ~emale domestics. Powy's insight intp these lives 
that have reached and passed their great noon penetrates into the 
secret of their dying fall, into its despairs and its disillusions, 
its glowing and its stoical acceptances. 
The scope of Powy's character portrayals encompasses far more 
than a formidable grasp of the varied mentality and outlook of 
particular age-levels. He confronts one with an even greater profus-
ion of types simple, complex, ignorant and intellectual,contemplative 
and active. Jason, Otter, for example is a masterful seizure of 
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the elusive depths in individual psychology, of the dodgings and 
scurryings, the appearances and reappearances of the 2nmost self 
in its dealings with the exterior world •. He is that rare phenome-
non in fiction, the artist or creator who convinces the reader of 
his originality and his ability to create. Powys achieves this 
by allowing the force of the man's personality and the energy of 
his mind -- not talk about his creations -- to suggest his genius. 
Pleased that Solent should wish to read his poems, he is yet re-
luctamt to release them to Wolf with a view to having them pub-
lished. 
"For you Londoners to scoff at£" retUrned the othar. "My 
poems may not be much, 11 Jason went on, "but I don •t like 
their being poked about by you clever dogs, any more than 
I'd like to have such rogues spit in my porridge.ul 
In the end Jason accepts Wolf's offer to help, though witheut 
any apology for his rudeness and spleen. That it should be neces-
sary to show his poems to .the world for the sake of a few needed 
pounds is deeply disturbing to him-- an affront. His innuendoes, 
his intermingling of the fanciful and playful with the direct and 
sinister are the precise voice for this enigmatic character. His 
utterances are a Blakian fusion of the childlike and the wise. As 
Wolf Solent says of Jason, he has the "terrible instincts of a 
child ••• he is so appallingly direct.u2 His cryptic comments 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 654· 
2. .!Ei2:.. ' p. 521. 
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pelt his companions like raindrops precipitated £rom a cloudless 
sky. 
"Those girls of' yours will be very annoyed if' you don't 
come," said Jason. 
"Why, they don't expect me, do they? Your mother doesn't 
expect me, does she?" 
"All women, 11 said Jason, with a chuckle, his spirits re-
viving when he1saw Wolf''s discomf'ort and indecision, "ex-pect all men!" 
The way he speaks of' his own brother, Darnley, to Wolf' has a char-
acteristic twist of' indirection. 
"Ylour f'riend Darnley, 11 he now began again, "believes in 
politeness. He thinks he can smooth everythlling down by that. 
He doesn •t know what he 1 s got against him. 11 
"What has he got against him?" enquired Wolf' • • • 
The reply of' Jason was so violent, and so abrupt that it had 
an uncanny ef'f'ect upon the placidity of' those vaporous elm-
trees. 
"He's got God against him!" cried the poet. "~hat he tries 
to smooth down are the porcupine quills of' God!" 
Quincunx in Wood and Stone, like Jason otter, eccentric, rare, 
ref'ined is another superb complex characterization. "So hopeless-
ly devoid" as he is "of' the least push of' practical impetus113 he 
expresses, in extrem~ f'orm, the underlying attitude, unconscious or 
inarticulated, of' so many of' these men towards all mundane matters. 
The chief' thing was to be alive, and not too tired, or too 
cold, or too hungry, or too harassed by insolent aggressive 
people! How delicious a thing lif'e could be if' it were only 
properly arranged! If cruelty4and brutality, and vulgarity, and of'f'ice-work, were removed! 
1. Ibid., P• 513. 
2. Ibid., P• 517. 
3. (New York: G • .Arnold Shaw, 1915), P• 611. 
4• P• 701. 
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In the story of' Crummie Gear d. 1 s love for Sam Dekker, who does 
I 
not even notice her as a woman at all, Powys discloses all the 
nuances of response in a young girl 1 s heart. The pathos of the 
situation is not lost: we are made to see in it the eternal bitter 
condition of all women and yet we are saved from banality by 
Powys' s humorous indulgent view of her. Crummie is a young girl 
who suffers,·but she is not of heroic stature. 
Crummie 1s unique gift from Nature, the most exquisite 
thighs that had been seen in Glastonbury since those of 
Merlin 1 s perfidious Nineue, and which to herself', in her 
orgies of narcissism, were so pleasure-yielding, were as 
far as Sam was concerned, something almost to be ashamed 
of. She would have preferred to appear before Sam in a 
heavy nun's garment descending to the ground and with her 
fair hair covered up by a black hood. How could she have 
possibly known that it was Sam before whom she was now 
destined to appear, when, hearing the doorbell ring, she 
hurriedly put on her skirt, wrapt herself in an old woolen 
dressing-gown, and with her fair hair loose and her bare 
feet in little tattered slippers ran downstairs.l 
For simple, bluff masculine heartiness one can turn to Will 
Zoyland in A Glastonbury Romance and for feminine guile and fatuity 
combined to his simple-minded partner in adultery, Eudoxia Pippard. 
A charming portrait of a child is given us in the dialogue of 
young Rhisiart, the orphan, with his enthusiasm, his dim reoogni-
tiona, his impetuous loves and hates, his b~wilderment, his trust, 
his little tyrannies, his loneliness. There is given us the de-
lightful touch of his throwing aside his studies to hear the old 
stories he already knows by heart. 
,1. A Glastonbury Romance, p. 1016. 
How well the boy knew every word of' this tale% He must 
have heard it so often that it had become his; but it was 
clear it didn't come to life for him, unless the Father 
related it. Only it must be related without the least 
change! It must be a reality independent of' the1relater and not to be tampered with by any human agency., 
"Go on," he interrupted, 11to when you were eating dog's 
flesh, and to wh~n the English were feasting over their 
fires, and when you heard them singing The Rose of' North-
umberland, and to when it was beginning to get dark, and 
to when you heard Owen 1 s trumpets far away in the woods 
and saw his men come rushing down from the mountains, and 
to when he swore he would cut off' Rhys Ddu's head if' you 
didn't open the gates, and to when the English marched 
off when they knew he had come, and to when you had meat 
and wine again, and to when Owen was-why are you laughing 
at me, Father?" 
"I'm not laughing, my son.u 
''Why are you screwing up your mouth like that then?" 
11 I was thinking, Rhisiart • 11 
11What about, Father?u 
"Just thinking--that's a11. 11 
11I know what it wasl It was about Owen's other castle 2 being taken. Why. don't you ever tell me more about that?11 
Even the simplest creatures have their depths -- half-wits 
like Binnory in Ducda:me and Zed in Weymouth Sands. Powys' s char-
acterization of' them is not a clinical report: it is a poetic 
transcription. .And if' no one ever spoke as they speak it is no 
matter. Their vision of' things convinces and endures. This same 
power to seize a peculiar vision and to give it utterance infuses 
his portraits of' Finn Toller and Mad Bet in A Glastonbury Romance, 
as well as others of his demented tribe. 
Obviously no commentary on the novels as a whole can hope 
1. Owen Glendower, 2 vols. (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1940), 
II, P• 874• 
2. ~., PP• 875-876. 
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to reproduce the vitality of Powys 1 s characters nor do much more 
than adumbrate his insight into human nature as it is revealed 
through them. Nor can the characters be viewed in isolation. The 
background against which they move, the ideas that propel them, 
the events they take part in must all be considered in any final 
appraisal. It should be evident, however, even at this point, that 
Powys 1 s world is a large one. 
His novels for the most part -- and this is, withsut excep-
tion, true of his greatest works -- deal with a multifarious host 
of characters. While the milieu of the principal characters is 
predominantly one of education and culture, the scope of the 
novels is panoramic. They encompass all social and economic levels, 
all ages from childhood to senescence, men and women both, with 
almost equal facility. His rendering of feminine nature alone is 
a unique achievement. His portraits of complex and simple types, 
of subtle intellects and primitive minds, of the half-witted and 
the demented are all marked by masterful psychological insight and 
deep understanding. Without losing anything of the unique humor 
of each separate living person what he gives us in virtually all 
his novels, within the confines of a village, a town, a region, 
is not the fortunes of a restricted group, nor even the landscape 
of a whole society, so much as the motley assemblage of humanity 
in general. He is able to impart at once a sense of illimitable 
diversity and of sheer number, of generation heaped on generation 
and sprawled all over the earth. 
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Methods 
Noticeable among the diverse inhapit~nts of the Powysian 
world are several groups· of recurrent types. In almost all the 
novels a young man is the central observer or he is the one about 
whose life much of the drama revolves -- Rook Ashover in Ducdame, 
Porius, and even Nisos in Atlantis; at otlier times like Magnus 
Muir in Weymouth Sands and John Abyssum in A Brazen Head he is 
one of several main characters. Frequently the story begins to 
unfold through him as a stranger newly arrived in a community: 
such is the case with Adrian Sorio in Rodmoor t- Wolf Solent, John 
Crow in A Glastonbury Romance, Dud No Man in Maiden Castle, Rhi-
siart in Gwen Glendower and John Hush in The Inmates. 
Four earn their living by writing and two, being secretaries,. 
do considerable writing in the course of their labors. In fact 
one, Rhisiart, becomes a lawyer. Two are young scholars. If 
not always precisely intellectual they are all at any rate heavi-
ly weighted on the side of sensitivity and culture. Powys ~imself 
has said, reinforcing deductions that could be made by any peruser 
of his autobiographical writings, that his characters have rarely 
been gathered out of the general experience of life. These young 
men (and another group shortly to be mention~d) are most often 
aspects of himself, rearranged, exaggerated, stripped, split, 
tran~planted and transmogrified. Certainly one detects a strong 
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family resemplance in all his protagonis~s, though they are by no 
means all alike. The resemblance between.any two of them might be 
difficult to establish. Where a hook-nose like a beak may be a 
distinguishing feature of both Rhisiart and Magnus Muir, they have 
little else obviously in common. Yet Wolf Solent possesses this 
same nose, one that might well describe Powys's own. Both Solent 
and MUir too are physically awkward, even clumsy, just as Powys has 
cenfessed he himself is. As Dud No Man does, so both Solent and 
Muir carry a stick ~r cudgel that, like Povrys 1 s own, becomes an 
expression of their unique identities, symbolic in fact of that 
magical power to remake the world of whioh Powys speaks in his 
Autobiogra;ph.y. 
Even their ec.centricities, mental quirks, psychic powers, 
sometimes accompanied by neurotic symptoms -- present in almost 
all these characters and ranging from harmless superstitions 
through eccentric c?mpulsions and fainting spells to sexual im-
potence in Dud No Man and homicidal sadism in Owen Evans seem-
' 
ingly have their roots in Powys•s inmost self. 
Many people, Powys says, are constitutionally equipped to deal 
effe.ctively with life "whether i.n victory or defeat, without re-
course to any philosophical li£ebelt.'~ But there are other people 
1. In Spite Of (London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1953), P• 2. 
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• • • who su.:ff'er from many dangerous weaknesses, weaknesses 
that perhaps escape the usual categaries but brim over into 
manias, vices, neuroses, phobias, and superstitions, that 
become a real trouble as their victims wrestle with life.1 
These people "artistic, sensitive and poetical" or ttmorbid 
and eccentric112 compose the greater part of Powys 1 s young protag-
onists. Lacking the pawer of self-assertion, they are not always 
able to deal with bold, brash and calculating people. The neces-
sity of adjusting themselves to material interests becomes a 
serious burden. Decisions, in fact, are unwelcome, are postponed 
and avoided. Some of the minor characters, too, Hamish Traherne 
inRodmoor is an example, balk at disagreeable encounters and 
evade their responsibilities (Dud No Man becomes Old Funky's 
dupe, Magnus lJiu.ir succumbs to the wiles af Curley Wix and her 
mother, while John Abyssum's rebellion ends in comic ineffective-
ness and bungling); but like Traherne when he yields to Nance's 
plea for him to intervene with Brand Renshaw on behalf of her 
sister, like Solent accepting Manley's challenge, they can screw 
up their courage to the sticking point. Their shyness or re-
serve remains nevertheless indicative. 
MUch of Pawys's philosophy is in fact concerned with how 
the gversensitive or 11flllll:cy" ones," the seeming misfits in life's 
scramble, may adjust themselves to a world they never made. 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Loc. cit. 
Our philosophy tells us that the kindlier we feel to all 
that we behold, the better it will be for everybody. But 
it is ~-no, all that business can be thrown "to the 
crows", as .Aristophanes loves to say!--it is not incumbent 
upon us to try to "love" anybody or anything. Kindness and 
consideration, friendliness and sympathy, are the feelings 
required for the'benefit of all.l 
These men for all their unintentional selfishness are kindly, 
sympathetic, tender-hearted. They are intensely aware of life 1s 
cruelties; and their feeling for animals is hypersensitive. Even 
a dead animal deserves some show of decency and respect. So Dud 
No Man and Wolf Solent both feel compelled, upon seeing a dead 
hare in their path, to lay it aside where it will not be trodden 
upon. 
Despite their hedonism these young men, though they may seek 
and often do find ecstasies and assuagements in their erotic en-
tanglements, draw subtler and more evenly tempered enjoyments 
through the senses from the commonest objects of experience, en-
couraging their physical sensations (especially those that spring 
from Nature) ••• "to invade, dominate, instruct, educate, nourish, 
and inspire" their reason. These sensations, says Powys, consti-
tute "the only safe, wise, sane, wholesome, healthy, normal, in-
dependent, ecstasy-creating, happiness-bringing, fathomlessly 
inscrutable, never-exhausted purpose of life .. 112 
They and their counterpart.s are all given to long rambling 
' 
walks, through every holt and heath, sometimes with their loves, 
1. Ibid., P• 311. 
2. 'DO'Stoievsky (London: John Lane The Bodley Head, 1946), pp. 185-
186. 
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often alone; and they know nature and find delight in it; know as 
a rule the coming and going of all kinds of growths in their sea-
sons, from rare flow:ers to wayside weeds. Several are linked 
together, Solent and Porius for example, by a crafty way of ab-
stracting themselves from their surroundings, and in this detached 
mood they immerse themselves in all manner of memories and odd 
wayward objects out of their experience. Wolf Solent actually 
calls his sensations, summoned up out. of a few simple elemental 
things -- grass, earth-mould, dead leaves, cart-tracks in the mud 
and wayside weeds -- his 11mythology," that very "mythologyn Powys 
speaks of as "a thrilling happiness in merely being alive" where-
in "the whole purpose of the stupendous panorama of :Being is com-
pletely attained. 111 
These characters therefore are composed not alone of many 
facets of Powys's own character but of many elements of his own 
philosophical commitments. They are not so much the spokesmen of 
his philosophy as they are the reflections of that philosophy in 
their behavior and attitudes. They are the seekers of values, 
the gropers in the dust and darkness of human affairs. 
There is scarcely a one of them that has not a touch of the 
ascetic about him, who does not, even when married, withdraw some-
what from the organized conviviality of his fellows. "For the 
1. In Defence of Sensuality (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1930), 
P• 308. 
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gregarious warmth of the crowd is the enemy of all deep joy. The 
secret of cosmic happiness lies in growing more and more deeply 
aware of one 's loneliness. ••1 It is a way of life that reappears 
in another special category of Powys characters -- more imagine.-
. -
tive projections of himself -- the prophets, seers, mystics, 
necromancers, psychic mediums and dealers in the occult generally: 
Quirm in Maiden Castle, Broch-o 1Meifod in Owen Glendower, Geard in 
A Glastonbury Romance, Wyllt in Porius, Zeu.ks in Atlantis. Though 
as characters they differ widely, they bear some similarity to 
each other, particularly in their common interests and their phys-
ical make-up, their frequently gross manners and their dispositions. 
They are all either strikingly ugly, even revolting, or merely gro-
tesque and ungainly. 
Being older men, some of them quite old, they have learned to 
practice m~re skillfully the mental devices with which to resist 
those pressures of society that would invade and destroy their in-
most identity. Some of them indeed have trained themselves to ignore 
entirely the dictates of the herd. Geard, intent, in the beginning, 
upon humanitarian endeavor, comes finally t~ renounce the world, as 
does Wyllt in Porius. One is reminded, by their occult powers, of 
what Powys has said of himseYf as the magician and thaumaturgist 
and, particularly in Sylvanus Cobbeld, who makes his obeisances 
1. Ibid., P• 312. 
-
even to the common garden instruments, of Powys's own private 
rituals. Cobbold, a man of no accepted faith, a priest without 
orders, is perhaps Powys 's supreme triumph in characterization. 
He has his gods, he prays, he has his rituals. He is devout and 
holy, a preacher and a prophet. Physically grotesque and at the 
same time majestic, he is at once clown and hero. In his fusion 
of his own miserable failings, his obtuseness and obstinacy, 
with his awareness of the unutterable· woe in human destiny, he 
attains what G. Wilson Knight has designated,1 in reference to 
King Lear, the comic-grotesque. Don Quixote is perhaps his near-
est relative. A portentous figure in appearance and action, he 
has the look of a comic Michelangelo prophet. He survives a scene 
of pure farcical derision, wherein he is mocked at for. his resem-
blance to a preh~storic hare, passes through a Dostoievskian di-
alogue with the Devil and ends in a state of tragic dignity~ 
defeated, imprisoned, without hope for himself, but triumphant 
in his unshakable faith in the human spirit and man's long dia-
logue with man. His dimensions transcend the plane of everyday 
reality; he steps int~ the symbolic realm of those whose charac-
ter is compounded of the salt of human tears and the sweetness of 
indulgent human laughter. 
In his diatribe against vivisection he reveals another 
1. See his ess'ay "King Lear and the Comic-grotesque" in The Wheel 
of Fire (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1949). 
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significant aspect of this type, namely their tendency to act as 
the spokesmen for Powys's opinions and philosophy.1 Cobbold's re-
lations with the girls of Weymouth, his living so freely and in-
nocently with Gypsy May and ~ret, stand as ~n exhortation against 
the Puritan condemnation of sex-pleasure. "It is indeed a mon-
strous thing the wicked a:nd cruel harm, the insane and deadly harm: 
that religion with a puritan bias has done to human nerves. 112 
The charge of corruption which leads to his confinement is iron-
ically underlined by the clandestine depravity of Dr. Girodel 1 s 
rendezvous, of which his brother, who must sign his commitment 
papers, is an habitu~. Like Cobbold, Wyllt too has l.earned "the 
difficult· art of turning simple endurance into subtle enjoyment 113 
by embracing life with his sensations, nespecially those that have 
nothing to do with sex. u4 Wher~ Cobbold sublimates his sexual im-
pulses, Wyllt seems to have shed them altogether. He seems indif-
ferent even to the allurements of his reputed paramour Nineue, 
whose sexuality leads us, in fact, to the only recurring feminine 
type. 
Gladys Romer in Powys's first novel already foreshadows the 
type -- an embodiment of concupiscence. Philippa Renshaw in the 
second is almost the pure type as we have it finally in Nineue in 
1. See Chapter VII, "Themes and Ideas.n 
2. Dostoievsky, P• 183. 
3. In Spite Of, P• 302. 
4• Dostoievsky, P• 185. 
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Porius and in Lilith in The Brazen Head. They are 11the Platonic 
Idea of all the evasive allurements in the world that are the ob-
jects of impersonal desire. 111 Even the pressing note of wicked-
innocence which_Porius feels on first seeing Nineue has already 
been realized in Gladys Romer when she strays into the stone-
worker's shop. They have all, these women, the slim-snake-shapes 
of Lamias, "twisting and turning and twining in the madness of 
unsatisfied desire. 112 As does Lilith, they play an eternal game 
of temptation and provocation. Their origin would seem to be 
traceable to the elfin ~ylphs Powys mentions3 as the incarnation 
of airy tantalization in his younger days. They are prompted by 
the obsession of impersonal lust; and nothing is "more remote 
from and destructive of the Sylph-nature" than "the maternal in-
stinct in women, so realistic, so formidable, so wise, so indul-
gent • 1.4 They are the worm in the apple, these Sylphs and Lamias, 
the destructive obsessive sexual forces unloosed long ago which 
were not there originally -- 11a bubble of desire, a bubble of the 
bloody sweat of lust115 born of the burden of sex-suppression. In 
Nineue and Lilith, this lust that is in opposition to the true 
feminine pri~ciple has of course been transformed into allegory. 
1. Porius (London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1951), P• 93. 
2. Ibid., P• 71 
3. ~., pp. 189-190. {See also, PP• 222-223.) 
4· Pori'us, P• 674• 
5. Loc. cit. 
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Indeed we hit here upon a change in character portrayal that 
marks one of the general differences between the novels of the 
third period and those written prior to it. The third period 
novels, ~t will be remembered, are largely fabulous; and a con-
siderable number of t;he characters, when they are not fairly de-
' 
fined symbols -- like ~rdin Wyllt -- come perilously close to 
allegory. Some of them, in fact, are allegorical -- Nineue, the 
Gaures, Gorsant, even Medrawd in Porius and Lilith, J3onaventura, 
and Peter of Maricourt in The Brazen Head. 
Powys's excursions into symbolism in character portrayal 
are infrequent but certainly noteworthy. Some of these charac-
ters take on a symbolic value solely by reason of their actions 
and their opinions -- Sylvanus Cobbold for example; others are 
consciously wrought as symbols. Among the latter, most fanci-
fully conceived, are the Modrybedd in Porius, three aged aunts, 
descendants €lif the queens of Marak~sh, one of whom, Erddud, aged 
more than eighty, dies upon being embraced by her nephew Brochvael, 
whom she has passionately yearned for over the years. The young-
est, Tonwen, some years beyond seventy, goes galloping off 
tlnrough the forest on a h~rse with her lover, who is himself over 
one hundred, to do battle ~gainst the Saxons, her wild-floating 
long white hair trailing behind them. They are the three witches 
from Macbeth relieved of their fateful character and made more 
51. 
nearly human, human in that their reckless spirit does exist in 
aged breasts. The marvelous adventures are only a means to give 
it voice. 
Another such figure, full length, appears, in Wolf Solent. 
Surely no girl like Gerda Torp ever existed. It cannot be denied 
however that she is the expression of certain universal qualities 
in women. We are permitted to see her, directly, only through 
the eyes of Wolf Solent, first as her lover, l~ter as her husband •. 
His first meeting with her has the enchanted atmosphere of a 
marchen. In many ways she is a commonplace girl -with erdinary 
intelligence, ordinary interests, ordinary social consciousness. 
What sets her apart, and only Wolf himself appears to be sensi-
tive to the full implications of this attribute, is her transcen-
dent beauty -- 11a beauty ~estructive of all ordinary human re-
lations.111 
Darnley likens her to Helen of Troy. He remarks that she is 
worse than a flirt, that she has what Helen of Troy must have had 
- "a sert of terrible passivity. 112 She is aware of her beauty, 
its agitating effect on men. Her provocativeness is not deliber-
ate, not a conscious act; rather it is a state of being, an in-
heritance of immortal origin. Her beauty becomes the symbol of 
the seductive quality of a woman1 s body to all men, capable of 
1. P• 89. 
2. ~·, P• 111. 
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lifting man's spirit to reverence and worship and selflessness and 
also of provoking him to self-seeking, treachery, violence. Beauty 
as well as ugliness can bring enduring sorrow. With her beauty, 
comes calumny (echoes of Hamlet's warning speech to Ophelia cannot 
be escaped in this novel so full of Hamlet echoes) -- bawdy jokes 
and smirking lechery. One gift else has this girl with the swift 
unconscious movements of a healthy animal who can outrun her lovers 
in an immemorial chase, hide and desert them: she can reproduce 
in utter purity the notes of a blackbird's song; and it is this 
gift she offers her lover, loses with su~h poignant sadness. 
Her simplicity is composed of infinite shades of thought and feel-
ing. Powys has succeeded in making her at once an elemental, a 
classic nymph of spring or forest and a simple human girl, as he 
puts it a Dawn Goddess with a broom. 
Powys can transfigure ugliness: make of it something sublime, 
an attribute of the gods. In his portrait of Selena Gault, the 
consciousness of whose monstrous ugliness it was impossible to 
avoid, he lifts his characterization once again into a symbolic 
dimension. She becomes the personified burden of all the ugliness 
in all women at the same time that she remains unique, many-faceted 
and contradictory. Confronting her arch rival she assumes for 
Wolf ua classic image of outrage in grotesque modern clothes • • • 
ld 1 I ul an e er y o. He notices too -- and this is typical of Powys's 
1. ~., P• 290. 
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sensitivity to the least intimations of individuality -- that her 
hands were of' surprising beauty. So too, something of' her inhuman 
detachment is indicated in the way she continually addresses Wolf' 
as "boy, 11 in those curt, imperative phrases: "Sit down, boyn1 
''We won't quarrel, boy112- "Let's go to the grave, boy. 113 Selena 
Gault at home with her cat, Selena Gault peering at Athelwuff's 
remains by matchlight in the dark church, Selena Gault discomposed 
by her old enemy- these glimpses and many more summon up an image 
taut and vibrant with life. She is more, mu.ch more than a mere 
symbol of' ugliness: she is also the incarnation of' a certain sav-
age loyalty; and the malediction she hurls at Wolf' "crouched and 
hunched tt over his father 1 s grave, "like an immense black dogn4 
has in it the relentless vengefulness of' an Erinys. 
As Selena Gault's laconic utterances exactly express her mas-
sive reserve, her isolation and her hesitant gropings toward a:f-
f'ection, so is the dialogue everywhere expressive of' character. 
Powys can shape it into the evasive, subtle, ironic instrument of' 
that formidable Catholic champion, Mr. Ta:x:ater, whose casuistry 
is so baffling to his opponents, so that his very tone is con-
veyed by his phrases, the very look of his hands as Luke describes 
1. Ibid., P• 24• 
2. Ibid., P• 297 • 
3. ~·, P• 472. 
4• ~., P• 795• 
them, as though "beyond the pen and the wine cup, they never touched 
any earthJJy object.n1 Powy-s's style· can give expression to Taxa-
ter•s world of abstractions and of ideas in conflict in all its 
delicate eYasiveness, in all its persistent clarity. 
u.r•ve never seen an unhappy nUlal. They are almost too 
happy. They are like children. Perhaps they're the only 
persons in existence who know what continual, as O.Pposed 
to spasmodic happiness means. The happiness of 'sanctity 
is a secret that has to be concealed from the world, just 
as the happiness of certain very vicious people has--for 
fear there should be no more marriages.l 
Taxater 1.s arguments are delivered with the deftness of' the fencer, 
with a grace and ease that belongs to a stylist. 
"Certainly, I am serious. Do you not know-young :puritan 
--that some of the noblest spirits in history have not hesi-
tated to increase the :pleasure of girls 1 lives by giving 
them frequent kisses? In the Greek days he who could give 
the most charming kiss was awarded a public prize. In the 
Elizabethan days all the great and heroic souls, whose ex-
quisite wit and :passionate imagination put us still to shame,. 
held large and liberal views on this matter. In the eight-
eenth century the courtly and moral Joseph Addison used 
never to leave a coffee-house, however humble and :poor, 
without bestowing a friendly embrace upon every woman in 
it. The religious Doctor Johnson-a man of your own faith 
-was notoriously in the habit of taking his prettier visi-
tors upon his knee, and tenderly kissing them. It is no 
doubt due to this fact, that the great lexicographer was 
so f'requently visited;-especially by young Quakers. When 
we come to our own age, it is well known that the late 
.Archbishop Taraton, the refuter of Darwin, was never so 
happy as when romping round the raspberry-canes in his 
garden with a crowd of .Playful girls.2 
The conversation between Baltazaar Stork and ~s. Renshaw is simple, 
taut; :perceptive, revealing. One is made to feel the :profound 
1. Ibid., :P• 719. 
2. Ibid., P.P• 74-79· 
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attachment ~or each other that transcends the restricted area of 
their intellectual differences. The dialogue has shadings, nuances 
of tone and feeling. Mrs. Renshaw's disquisition on the nature of 
women and their position in the scheme of things is once again in 
a style idiosyncratic, peculiarly the expression of the woman her-
self-- simple in some ways, complex in others,- direct, aloof, a 
combination of her own restrained yet passionate nature linked with 
her deep faith in God that tends ever so often to seek expression 
in the conventional phraseology of piety and dedication. 
"We can console ourselves. We have our duties. We have 
our little things which must be done. God has given to 
these little things a peculiar consecration, He has touched 
them with his breath so that they are full of unexpected 
consolations. There are horizons and vistas in them such 
as no one who hasn't experienced what I mean can possibly 
imagine. They are like tiny ferns or flowers -- our 
'little1things,• Nance, growing at the bottom of a prec-ipice. 11 
The speech of Odysseus, even more simple, sometimes even blunt, 
yet laden with its own connotative riches, is the speech of an 
adventurer, of a man who, having undergone the privations ef war 
and of voyaging, appreciates the little creature comforts. 
"I must have a good bath and a mighty meal and a lordly ac-
tion of the bowels. 112 
Even his "seething ache 11 to be off again, which he feels in 
his "wicked old midriff113 he expresses with a mixture of this same 
1. Rodmoor (New York: G. Arnold Shaw, 1916), P• 252. 
2. Atlantis, P• 115. 
3 • .lli,1., P• 55· 
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bold Rabelaisian zest and acceptance that Powys cunningly infuses 
with the imagery of the poet and the dreamer. 
"But this happy easy lazy time has not done it! The marrow 
in my bones howls and growls for the random odds of the old great 
Circus! ••• 111 
Squire Urquhart's debonair chatter, sprinkled with aristo-
cratic insolence, toll-pike joculari~y and colloquial condescen-
sion is a masterpiece of extravagant humor. The manner is at once 
large, bold .and intricate. It catches the flavor of the man wheth-
er through his longer rhythms or the more frequent nervously in-
sistent bounce of his repetitions and interrogations. 
Mt-. Urquhart proceeded. 11We must select, my :friend. We 
must select. All history lies in selection. We can't put 
in everything. We must put in only what's got pith and 
sap and salt. Things like adulteries, murders, and forni-
cations.11 
"Are we to have any method of selection?11 Wolf enquired. 
Mt-. Urquhart chuckled. 11Do you know what I've thought ? 11 
he said. "I've thought that I'd like to get the sort of 
perspective on human occurrences that the bed-posts in 
brothels must come to possess-and the counters of bar-
rooms-and the butlers' pantries in old houses--and the 
muddy ditches in long-frequented lovers' lanes. 112 
Urquhart's unflagging gusto and verve is revealed in his enquiry 
into the mental states of suicides, with its overtones of Hamlet, 
both as gay clowning and as ingenious speculation. 
"They talked of suicide when Redfern died, 11 he went on. 
11I'd like to know what you think, Solent, about this busi-
ness of shuffling off without a word to anyone? D1ye think 
1. Ibid., P• 56. 
2. Woif So lent , pp. 50-51· 
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it 1s easy for 'em? D'ye think they do it with their brains 
cool and clear? D 'ye think they have some pretty awful mo-
ments or not, ha? Come, tell me, tell mel I hate not to 
know these things. Do they go through the devil of a time 
before they bring themselves to it, eh? Or do they sneak 
off like constipated bragles, to eat the long ditch-grass 
and ha' done with it?'* 
"Do they mind it or don't they?" repeated the Squire. 
"People pity 1 em; but what does anyone know? Perhaps the 
only completely happy moments of a man's life are when he's 
decided on it. Things must look different then--different 
and much nicer, eh, So lent? :But different , anyway; very 
different. Don't 1 ee think so, Solent? ~ite different. 
• • • Little things, I mean. Things like the handles of 
doors, and bits of soap in soap-dishes, and sponges on 
washing-stands! Wouldn't you want to squeeze out your 
sponge, Solent, and pick u~ the matches off the floor, 
when you'd decided on it?tt 
His especial mixture of reckless jauntiness and tart commentary, 
with a lapse into dialect, is nicely summarized in ~is speech to 
Wolf as they wander about the horse-fair together. 
"You and I know more about some of these good folks than 
they know themselves," remark;ed Mr. Urquhart grimly. "Our 
History'll make •em sit up a bit; eh? what? Well, off 
with 'ee, me boy; and if you want to find your mother, I'd 
look for her in the refreshment-tent, if I were you. Never 
know'd but one woman who could see a horse-show out to the 
end--and she was a tart of Lord Tintinhull's. 'Sack' they 
used to call her; and 'sacked' she was, at the finish, poor 
bitchl Well, good luc~ to 'ee. We'll do some solid work 
tomorrow, please Godlu 
Torp's speech on the other hand is the speech of a pure clown, 
shrewd with the shrewdness of folk wisdom and garrulous as an 
aging wife neglected by h~ husband; his words are an incomparable 
1. Ibid., PP• 434-435• 
2 • 'LoO':' cit • 
3. ~., P• 274• 
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m~ture of folk imagery, and age-old proverbs interspersed with oc-
casional pomposities. 
"Something's fretting that wold gent, looks so," went on 
Mr. Torp. "Miss :Bess been showing her laces to he, in 
parlour, like enough! 'Tis a wonderful disposing of Ere-
vidence, Mr. So lent , when old men can flu.tt er young ladies 
and make their hands fidget. nTis not been allowed to I, 
such privileges and portions. And yet I be a man, I reckon, 
what knows the road royal. as well as another l ul 
If not all the tags of old saws are really old, he at any rate ini-
parts the flavor of age to them. 
11 Cold meat for me dinner, and hot damnation for me pudding,, 
seems solu remarked that good man. 11Well, if I've got to 
walk to Nevilton this afternoon, I shall traipsy round to 
ostler Jim's this morning. He'll be finished cleaning up in 
Peewits back-yard by now; and him and me oan sit snug for a 
while ••• 2 tdoors all locked and maids all mum,• as the 
saying is." 
His least comments have spice. 
"Missus be cantiferous wi 1 I • cos them •taties be so 
terrible rotted, 11 remarked the man, in a loud, hoarse 
whisper, leaning forward towards his guest and confiden-
tially tapping his knee with his pipe. "And them onions 
what she been and cooked all morning, she 1ve a-boiled all 
taste out o• they. Them onions might as well be hog-roots 
for all the Christian juice what be left in •un. 113 
Even the cantiferous Mrs. Torp can weave into her tart speech 
homely images of her own, self-righteous and belligerent • • • 
"body could reason there was some blood twixt ye; though in these 
"which-way" times •tis hard to speak for sure. n4 The addition of 
1. Ibid., P• 507• 
2. Ibid., P• 784. 
3. ~., PP• 89-90• 
4• ~., P• 378. 
the "which-wayn gives the sentiment Mrs. Torp's stamp; with it, 
one catches her very intonation. So, too, is her mention of hu-
man bones always being buried 11religious-deep.n1 
Old Funk:y in Maiden Castle, whose needs are small, requires 
a specialized vocabulary and a kind of shabby eloquence. Though 
we meet him only briefly, the borrowed pomposities with which he 
intersperses his coarser speech, along with his quaintly ominous 
slurring of words could not be more expressive of his character. 
Here in Funky's phrasing we come upon Powys's ability to use the 
intimations latent in a simple phrase. Thus when Funky indicates 
to No Man the nature of his former relation with Wizzie, he says, 
"There were a time when her and me were wondrous confiding, 112 
and that is the reason "'tis best to seech other, 'tis best to 
come to 1appy 1rangements. 113 
Old Funky is a member of that nagtag and bobtail assemblage 
of the people -- beggars, wanderers, derelicts, eccentrics and 
madmen - the whole flotsam and jetsam of nobodies who ar.e some-
bodies that , like a· mysterious swir•ling current, washes continu-
ously against the solitary piling of the main characters. Powys 
has created for them a language of their own that in itself is 
a singular achievement -- poetic at times, rooted in immemorial 
usage and ancient. tradition, gnarled and earthy and rock-ribbed. 
1. Maiden Castle (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1936), P• 115. 
2. Ibid., P• 116. 
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The Angles of Vision 
~ch of what constitutes the reality of people in other novels 
is missing in Powys•s. A dominant characteristic of his men is 
their lack of what has been called the acquisitive instinct. The 
more one scrutinizes the whole vast assemblage ~f characters, the 
more one is impressed by this lack. They desire neither wealth, 
• 
nor power, nor fame. They do not bother themselves about posses-
sions. Many of them never work. Many of them are poor. On oc-
casion they may even express some concern about their poverty. 
Even so, sca;rcely a dozen of his men -show the least sign of "want-
ing to get ahead" (never mind where or how). In other words they 
live a full life, or seem to, without taking into account what 
occupies so much of the harried human race from BUll-UP to sun-
down. One has only to think of the novels of Powys' s friend Iirei-
ser to measure the extent of this omission. If Powys were pic-
turing a distinct leisure class, say. as Henry James does, this 
omissi0n might be less startling, and, certainly in some instances, 
for example in Ducdame, he is. The leisure class, however, is usu-
ally preoccupied with class distinctions and social prestige --
in an impolite scramble, at least, to keep up, if not to improve 
its position. Maneuvering is all; and we have almost none of that 
either. 
True, several businessmen have grandiose schemes afoot to 
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extend their holdings and enlarge their enterprise.s. Mortimor 
Romer seeks power, and Owen Glendower dedicates his li£e to estab-
lishing Wales as a sovereign nation, while several lesser men, 
underlings and clerks like Tom Barter and Sippy Ballard, indicate 
their desire to make their way in the world; but even the ambition 
of these Underlings strikes one as pale. Rhisiart in Owen Glendow-
~ alone of all the young men who people Powys's world seems to 
have an eye for the main chance. The very men of action, .OWen 
Glendower, Porius, Odysseus, like Wolf Solent, seem rather to drift 
into action than to follow a determined course. Gwen Glendower in 
the midst of a battle upon the outcome of which the fate of his 
country depends permits events to shape themselves; and Porius, in 
a like situation, engages in amorous adventures and philosophical 
disputes (to be sure, Porius lives in a fabulous world, full of 
enchantments and supernatural visitations). 
His women too lack the ambition so often ascribed to them --
that of outdoing their neighbor. Perhaps in no other fictional 
world are they'less concerned, either with awoman1 s finery, or 
the' endless details of her toilette. A woman is rarely intent 
on making an appearance in the world, rarely engaged in rival-
ries with other women about their taste or fashion in clothes or 
furniture or equipage. 
These exclusions1 are of course deliberate. They point 
1. See also Chapter IV, 11The Background -- Society, 11 PP• 159-160. 
up Powys' s desire to catch what he calls the "real reality" of 
people as opposed to the realism that seeks to delineate them by 
the accumulated minutiae of experience. His male characters re-
veal themselves primarily tbrough their view of the universe and 
their relationship to it and tbrough their erotic life. "Real 
reality, 11 he says, 11doesn •t exist through every moment of our 
working day ••• it just isn't there during a great m~ny moments 
• • • 
II MUch of the experience of life is a mechanical process 
that constitutes a kind of 11oblivionn,1 in that one's separate 
identity is forgotten. MUch of what one does, therefore, is in a 
sense meaningless to one's inmost being. Man must be shown in his 
wrestlings with his secret life-illusion -- ''that peculiar con-
sciousness people build up as to their dominant 'entelechy' or 
ultimate life-floweri.ng. 112 
This life illusion, ~hen, to go a step further, implies the 
individual's confrontation of his fate, involving him ultimately 
in "some kind of struggle between good and evil, between endurance 
and misery, between creation and destruction. 113 11The real reality" 
' 
must go beyond three-dimensional realism not alone by restricting 
the points of observation but by "an inspired and intermittent 
awareness of another dimension, n4 by a two-fold extension "inwards 
1. Dostoievsky, P• 36. 
2. Wolf Solent, P• 648. 
3. Dostoievsky, P• 14. 
4• ~., P• 175• 
into the mystery of the soul11 and "outwards into the mystery of the 
1 
cosmos." 
Indeed what makes Dostoievsky's novels the subtlest in the 
world is not merely that 
••• he has soaked religion with sex and drenched sex with 
religion, but because he has explored sex to the wild beat 
of the 'tom-tom' of ~erves and not to the gentler strings 
of the heart's harp. 
The extent to which Powys himself has utilized this point of view 
may be gauged by the thematic material o~ A Glastonbury Romance --
a continuous interweaving of religious and sexual currents and sym-
' bols, in relation to which individual character is revealed. Amqng 
some of the many scenes and actions that illustrate this distilla-
tion are John Crow's appearance at Stonehenge; his vision'of' King 
.Arthur's sword; the annual gathering around Mother Legge's magic 
punchbowl; and Geard 1 s adventure in his own Chapel Perilous. 
At the well-spring of sex we approach the mystery of the in-
dividual soul in its relation to the mystery of the cosmos. 
For the love of two really lonely human creatures who are 
absolutely satisfied with each other, is like an en-
counter between life and deat~, between ]eing and Not-
]eing, between day and night. 
It is "so vast a mystery that it is no wonder it should sometimes 
result in the creation of an altogether new being. 114 
All this is not to say that Powys excludes every other con-
sideration of character portrayal. The sex-religion nerve is 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Ibid., P• 183. 
3. rn:Defense of Sensualitl, P• 150. 
4• ~., P• 152. 
. 
merely the most sensitive channel. to that sense of ourselves as 
unique entities that constitutes our 11real reality. 11 :But this sense 
of ourselves i~ fused with the world that lies outside ourselves: 
society and the workaday world are suggested by myriad subtle in-
fusions. 
Thus only one glimpse is offered of the Andersen brethers in 
their stone-carving establishment, and that is dominated by the 
erotic tie generated by Luke's meeting with Gladys. For there-
mainder of the book, apart from their fraternal bond, we see Luke 
largely through his flirtations and his brother James through his 
serious loves and his conception of the forces of good and evil. 
This same focus of interest, to the exclusion of almost everything 
else in the reund of daily li£e is repeated in the characters of 
Adrian Soria in Rodmoor, of Rook and Lexie Ashover in Ducdame, and 
of Vfolf Selent. Adrian Soria is revealed through his encounters 
with Nance and Philippa Renshaw and finally through his nihilism, 
Rook Ashover through his three lovers, his silent struggle with 
his mother over the perpetuation of the family name, as also 
through the clash af his philosophy of acceptance with HastingJs 
philosophy of rejection. Again in Wolf Selent we see the pro-
tagonist through his relationship with his mother and the two 
women he loves, Gerda and Christie. His life as a school teacher 
is all but non-existent even in his thoughts and his job of 
writing the chronicle for Urquhart becomes essentially a de-
cision for good or evil. In fact the only episode that refers to 
his work as a school master revolves around the idea of pity and 
forgiveness through which his relationship with Jason otter is 
developed. Urquhart in Wolf's mind becomes a symbol of evil. 
Even the colloquy between Urquhart and Wolf about their joint pro-
ject, the only one of any consequence between employer and em-
ployee in all of Powysls works, is a complex interweaving of 
several themes that have to do with Wolf's assessment of the uni-
versal order. Sam Dekker is disclosed to us first through his 
sensual experiences, then through his saintly exaltation and 
mysticism. Porius offers still another example of a major figure 
whose characterization is determined by this same concentration 
of values. Though Porius becomes for the reader the principal 
link in the chain of events, the observing eye, his character 
slowly evolves, apart from the mainstream of dramatic events, out 
of his weird encounters with the mystical magician Merlin and his 
provocative paramour Nineue and the polarity of values they em-
·' 
body and between which he makes his final choice (Nineue, Morfydd 
and the Gaures constitute, in fact, separate facets of Porius's 
diverse erotic nature) and out of the contrasting religi·ous and 
philosophical values established by his relationship with his 
half-brother Rhun, a worshipper of Mithras, and with Medrawd, the 
nihilist. 
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.And of what is the enigmatic character of Johnny Geard com-
posed but a similar succession of heightened experiences -- some 
' 
mysterious, uncanny: his solitary excursion into the bowels of 
Wookey Hole cave, his vigil in the enchanted room of Lord P's 
castle, his prayerful ministrations on behalf of the suffering 
cancer patient Tittie Petherton. About his family life we know 
little. His relations with his wife are only once mentioned. In 
proportion to these episodes the details of his duties as mayor --
until the flood scene -- are comparatively insignificant. If he 
has an official office we never see it. 
In an essay on Henry James, Powys says he cannot off-hand 
recall a single clergyman or priest in any of James's novels and 
he asks whether we do not here "stumble upon one. of the little 
. 1 
smiling prejudices of our great conformist." That Powys should 
make the observation is understandable, for Powys's novels abound 
in priests, heathen as well as Christian. Only two novels, (ex-
eluding the satire Morwyn), Weymouth Sands and Maiden Castle lack 
some member of the priestly caste, and even in the former we are 
provided with a portrait of a man most holy, if unorthodox, and 
in the latter with a mystical-minded one. They are further evi-
dence of Powys's compressed vision. 
Two other notable portraits emerge from Powys's observation 
of the workings of faith, entirely different £rom each other: the 
1. In Suspended Judgments (New York: G. Arnold Shaw, 1916), P• 383. 
disreputable, bedraggled vicar in Wolf Solent, T. 0. Valley, or 
Tilly-Valley as he is contemptuously referred to by Squire Urquhart, 
in whose pay he is; and Father Pascentius in Owen ·Glendower. For 
all his mean appearance, his weakness, his cowardice, his lack of 
dignity, Valley emerges finally as a person not without worth --
kindly, humble, patient, dutiful within his limitations, persever-
ing in his faith. In the end he achieves an invincibility of 
spirit that lifts him into the hierarchy of unforgettable crea-
tures born of man's imagination. He is drawn, not disrespectfully, 
but with deep understanding and sympathy. Valley is full of sur-
prises, a baffling mixture of psychological simplicities and sub-
tleties, as his outburst to Wolf Solent on the road back to 
Ramsgard reveals. 
"J3ut they can 1 t hurt T. E. Valley. None of 1 em can • .• • 
drunk or sober ••• and that's because I'm God 1 s Priest 
in this place • • • God 1 s Priest, Sir. However you like to 
take it!"1 
His portrait, broadly splashed with comedy in its outlines, is yet 
conceived, as one comes gradually to realize, with an astonishing 
insight into human nature. There is genuine pathos here, alto-
gether devoid of sentimentality -- a man seen in all his bare 
forked reality. Yet here again the avenue of approach is almost 
exclusively through the disclosure of his steadfast faith amidst 
his own worldly shambles. 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 159· 
Father Pascentius on the other hand is a scholar, a diplomat, 
and above all a man of deep and wide sympathies, devout, magnani-
mous, indulgent, forgiving. Faith in him is not solely a matter 
, of punctilious observances, nor even a matter of strict interi?1'e-
tation of dogma. With his virtues and high-mindedness he might iru. 
less skillful hands dissolve into an abstraction. For all his 
strength, his abilities, his astuteness, he is lightly touched with 
mortal frailties -- with garrulity combined ~th an intense inter-
est in horticulture. That he remains a human being, warm, natural, 
is evidence of Pawys's rare grasp of character, his sensitive-
ness to the infinite variety in human nature. 
Where the man 1 s world is seen largely through the prisms of 
the erotic and of the religious, woman's is seen largely through 
that of the erotic alone, though a woman's reflections upon her 
immediate circumstances may call forth comment that has far wider 
implications. Thus Mrs. Renshaw, echoing Hardy's reflections on 
Tess, can well say that 
"God has ordered, in his inscrutable wisdom, a different 
right and w.pong for us women, from what there is for men. 
It may seem unjust. It may be unjust. We can no more alter 
it or change it than we can alter or change the shape of 
our bodies. A woman is made to obey.nl 
It is a woman's peculiar destiny in the Powysian world to 
have her life circumscribed for her by her men-- by fathers,: 
1. Rodmoor, P• 2$1. 
husbands, brothers, sons and lovers. She lives only to encourage, 
to comfort, to love them; only to revile and to desecrate them; 
only to mourn for them. Her life is a continuous sacrifice. She 
fashions her life around her man, enduring his follies, his ca-
prices, his selfishness, his infidelity, his tyranny, his intel-
lectual pretensions and conceits. 11The wisdom of women is many-
sided. It can be used as whores, as mothers, as housekeepers, as 
wives, as sisters, as companions, and above all as old maids.n1 
In Christie Malakite, Powys distills for us particular quali-
ties of feminine being -- fragility, reserve, mystery, patience, 
acceptance. She lacks physical allurements; her figure, slight 
and sexless, resembles the meagre, androgynous forms of early 
Italian pictures. In the extreme circumstances she finds herself, 
condemned by society for her devoted care of her father who has 
committed incest with her sister, she takes on heroic proportions. 
Her fortitude, combined with her fragility, her very lack of 
masculine initiative and self-assertion, gives her a spiritual kin-
ship with all the suffering heroines down the ages. Her quietly 
ferocious independence is like a cry of protest against man's 
unjust prerogatives. 
Very little of what we see of Gerda Torp, also in Wolf Solent, 
stands outside of her relationship to her lover and husband, Wolf 
1. In Spite Of, P• 308. 
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So lent • The big scenes that reveal her ha:ve to do with them alone, 
with the fluctuating and evasive bond of their love for each other. 
Rer attitude towards others --her mother, Ann Solent, Christie, 
Weevil and Carfax - are but peripheral manifestations of this 
bond., 
Whereas Gerda and Christie live in the serenity of rural life 
in peaceful times, Catharine and Tegolin are caught up in the march 
of national ambitions and the reversals and horrors of war. A-
gainst the vast canvas of Owen Glendower, their distinct and origi-
nal characterization can be lost. Both represent different aspects 
of that quality' of endurance in women that often so diminishes the 
more pretentious claims of masculinity. Powys's understanding of 
the most delicate shadings of feminine sexual psychology has per-
haps never been more evident than in the two scenes where each of 
the girls, having dutifully rejected their lover, must go to bed 
with another man. 
Persephone Spear, the enchanting Communist agitator of A 
Glastonbury Romance may as well be an apple vendor for all the 
insight one gains into her character from her work; for her po-
litical and philosophical position is never defined, her acti~­
ties never described. Even her relations with her husband are 
'ignored, and for a very good reason: their erotic l.ife is non-
existent. It is through her love-affairs with Phli.li.p Crow and 
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Will Zoyland iihat her character emerges, as it is through her 
delicate erotic nature generally that her life is finally deter-
mined for her. Yet this reserved, withdrawn and fragile spirit, 
whose slim 'boyish form is so enchanting to others, is powerfully 
evoked and fully envisioned. 
Few writers, surely, have evidenced so outspokenly their 
championship of femininity as has Powys in his female characters. 
Few women in his notable gallery exhibit those disagreeable traits 
that have come generally to be associated with femininity --
namely garrulity, with its dependent vices of gossip-mongering 
and crafty vilification; vanity, envy, jealousy, cantankerousness, 
termagancy; and frivolous emotionalism. Feminine garrulity, when 
we find it at all in the early novels, is confined to the domes-
tics, to monsters like l'&'s. Fringe, Mrs. Watnot and Jl.ilr:'s. Vabbin. 
Their chatter is continuous libel and vituperative. The backstair 
females like a flock· of circling vultures are ever on the watch 
for their carrion of scandal. Mrs. Torp, relatively less loqua-
cious, is a mistress of innuendo and envious raillery. She might 
well have been a termagant but ~or Mr. Torp's aplomb. 
Aside from noting along the way a few trifling vanities such 
as any girl, or boy, may be guilty of, one does not encounter a 
really vain woman until Lady Ulanda in The Brazen Head; except 
for her, these men with their beards, Owen Glendower, Odysseus 
and Lord :Boncor, for example, are far more vain than any of Powys • s 
women. Even Sylvanus Cobbold's mustaches that give him the look of 
an amiable walrus are a touch of vanity in his otherwise selfless 
soul. 
Women are jealous of each 9ther, but considering the provo-
cation given them by their men, the incidence of jealousy is not 
excessive. Philippa Renshaw and Nance Herrick come immediately 
to mind, outraging each other's most secret feelings in vying for 
the affections of Adrian. When a man is engaged to a girl he 
ought not to go walking night and day across the tenantless fens 
• 
with another, who is known to be both alluring and unscrupulous, 
unless he deliberately wishes to provoke a display of jealous 
rage. The wonder is rather that the man did not have the wit to 
anticipate it. On the other hand, Gerda and Christie with whom 
Wolf divides his time (except for odd hours spent with his mother), 
despite his being married to the former, maintain a cold neutral-
ity. Gerda objects only to the hours Wolf spends with his mother 
and in this she shows her perspicacity, for she knows, what Wolf 
seems not fully aware of, that Ann Solent's overweening posses-
siveness prompts a desire, perhaps not wholly conscious, to see 
. them estranged. Only the comic episodes between Marret and Gypsy 
. 
May, simple, even primitive types, show evidence of any especial 
feminine form of jealousy; and their encounters are almost a 
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parody of it. Man's sexual immorality does not disturb these 
women as much as men are disturbed by their own rivalry, for wom-
en, as Powys often s~ys, are incorrigibly immora1.1 
"Conventions, symbols, logic, ritual, reason, even words 
themselves, are nothing to them! They live by some wild, 
free, natural reality underneath these things, the very 
reality perhaps from which we protect ourselves by these 
laws and rules and. traditions and rituals. 11 2 
No, it is Rook who feels a blind, irrational jealousy at the 
thought of Lexie's running off with Nell, not any of the three 
girls who are involved with the brothers with each other. And it 
is Sam and Matt Dekker who make Nell feel "like a pack of exciting 
oats between two champing steeds. n3 In the Powysian world in the 
matter of sexual jealousy there is little difference between man 
and woman, except that it is more often man than woman who pro-
vides the occasion for it. 
Except for her lack of vanity Okyrhoe in Atlantis would in-
deed be a compendium of all feminine foibles and vices. It is as 
if Powys had made up his mind in creating her to include one wom-
an at least in his histories of humankind to please the anti-
feminists. Bu.t she does lack, he tells us, any faintest resem-
blanca to self-adoration and, though she can become as indignant 
as a sea-mew at being found practising·seductive expressions 
1. See for example: A Glastonbury Romance, ~· 948. 
2. Porius, P• 339. 
3. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 947• 
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before her mirror, she views her beauty objectively. ":Beauty for 
her was something wherewith to carve out empires or to drown con-
tinents.111 
Into the wine-fragTant air about her Okyrhoe was projecting 
all the seduction she could. In fact she was playing the 
unmitigated harlot at the expense of the old king. She had 
not missed his attraction to her specially rounded breasts; 
and thus, as she kept asking him certain simple and direct 
questions, questions which she selected for the absence from 
them of what couldn't be answered without an effort of 
thought-questions such as: "What was one of your earliest 
recollections, gTeat King? 11-she took care, in lifting her 
wine-glass to her lips, to reveal ever so little more of 
the rondure of one ·of these same breasts, whose perfect 
orb, culminating in a nipple as rosy as the wine at her 
lips, was never wholly revealed or wholly concealed, but 
was always, like the tip of a coral flagstaff in the heart 
of a milky· isle, 'being partially glimpsed, to the most ex-
quisi~e titillation of the old hero's amorous proclivi-
ties.~ 
She is a greedy, treacherous, ambitious opportunist with a lying 
tongue and murderous thoughts. Coarse, bumptious and garrulous 
she lacks a+l that modesty, graciousness and charm that is so con-
spicuous in the Powysian feminine world; as the overpowering pred-
atory female, she makes a virtue of shamelessness. 
Of evil women, i£ by evil is meant knowing a thing to be 
wrong and freely choosing to do it, there are even fewer than of 
evil men and there are few enough of them. Even Medrawd, the 
emperor's nephew has the excuse of his nihilistic philosophy. 
Lucinda Cobbold is a neurotic and Mistress Lowri a sadist. Only 
1. Atlantis, P• 207. 
2. ~., P• 244• 
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Gladys Romer in Wood and Stone, who also, doubtless, suffers from 
sadistic tendencies, is deliberately oppressive and cruel. 
To these women all men are as children. 
"The steering of events from day to day is with us and 
not with men! Teleri knew Medrawd better than the emperor 
will ever know him. And I know Rhun as Rhun will never 
know himself. There isn •t a man in the world who doesn •t 
cling to some woman--though she may be a dead woman--but 
all men are-children to women--every one of them! And 
every woman, yes, even the most virginal of maids, at the 
bottom of her heart is a mother1to the whole world, and like Nature, absolutely alone!" 
Time and again it is the woman, whether young or old who has the 
insight into human passions and who recognizes the stern truths of 
reality. She views indulgently man's inconsistencies, his devilish 
caprices that reveal him more often as a chance-tossed object than 
a rational will. 
• • • "How different women are from men! I suppose we all 
accept from our earliest childhood, this tragic division 
between the happy and the unhappy. Men seem to discover it, 
like a new light on things; and at once want to do some-
thing, or at least to make some grand ~ of doing some-
thing!112 
The mild quaint little lady Tilly Crow astounds her shrewd husband 
Philip by paying visits to his ex-mistress and their bastard 
child. Catharine, so young, is far more ~ise in the ways of the 
heart than Rhisiart who has already known something of women's 
passions and she detects immediately the self-delusion inherent in 
his plans to run off with her to Brittany. It is Tegolin rather 
1. Porius, P• 619. 
2. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 817. 
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than Rhisart who is the none for straight and steady looks. n1 
It is he who must seek comfort from her, not she from him, after 
she has given herself to another man to save his life. Beside 
Tegolin 1s courage and endurance, man's physical acts of courage 
look small. 
Some of these men know whereon they lean, what this sterner 
stuff of women 1 s nature is composed of. Rhisiart himself was 
aware, from the first time they met, "of something in Tegolin 
that was stronger than himself • • • n2 
The invalid James Loder reflects to himself, upon his son's 
remissness, that we must all face the truth: "A woman 1,s love 
lasted on even when a per son became a feeble pantaloon • • · • We 
come back. to the women-folk at the last. n3 
It is Cordelia who rescues her husband Owen from his all-
engulfing mania. 
Grotesque and Cranach-1ike though poor Cordy's naked 
body was, it was the body of a woman still, it was the 
ultimate symbol, the uttermost "Gleichnis," of life's 
wild experiment. Grotesque it might be, as nakedness 
went, but combined with the look she managed to fling, 
like a passion of immortal wine over the dark flame of 
his obsession, it overcame, it triumphed ••• 4 
Through his women, man often stands revealed to himself. Ee re-
1. Owen Glendower, P• 836. 
2. Ibid., P• 837• 
3. weijiouth Sands, P• 176. 
4. A Glastonbury Romance, PP• 1083-1084. 
quires their 11unfastidious realism111 to -pierce the armor of' his 
self-delusion. With all his introspections, his quick perceptions,. 
Wolf' Solent fails, until the end, to understand himself'. Re is 
obtuse, however, only where he himself' is concerned. His sensi-
tivity to the weakness and defenselessness of' others is, in fact, 
one of' his dominant traits. But the reasoning Wolf' Solent is 
disturbingly fallible. His good inten~ions, undermined by sel~-
interest, lose themselves in moral casuistries. All four women --
Gerda, Christie, Selena and his mother -- to some extent recognize 
this failing. Gerda's bitter denunciation of' his selfishness is 
balanced by his mother's sympathetic persiflage. 
11That 1 s what you do, Wolf'. You look the other way! 
You do that when your feet take you to the Malakite shop. 
You're doing that now, when you carry this naughty book 
back to that old rogue. Why do you always try and make 
out that your motives are good, Wolf'? They're often abom-
inable! Just as mine are •. n2 
It remains .for Christie, the shy reticent spirit, with all her 
startling detachment to perceive most deeply. 
"Everything that happens, 11 she cried passionately, 11is only 
something to be fixed up in your own mind. Once you've got 
it arranged there·, the whole thing's settled ••• all is 
well. What you never seem to realize, f'or all your talk 
about 1good 1 and 'evil,' is that events are something out-
side any one person's mind. Nothing's finished ••• until 
you take in the ~eelings of' everyone concerned! And what's 
more, Wolf', 11 .she went on, 11not only, do you refuse really 
1. Ibid., P• 618. 
2. Wbif Solent, P• 721. 
to understand other people; but I sometimes think there's 
something in you yourself you're never even aware of, with 
all your self'-accusations. It 1 s this blindness to what 
you're really doing that lets you off, not yoyr gestures, 
not even your sideway flashes of compassion." 
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Her candor and sagacity, in some ways an ironic commentary on Wolf's 
tortuous meditations, are the natural flowering of a soul who has 
been bound on a wheel of fire. Exiled from the community through 
her loyalty to her erring father, hounded and driven, she has come 
to know a hawk from a handsaw, a convention from a deep truth. She 
refuses to accept talk on the level of chatter. No trifling hu-
man scruples any longer baffle or disturb her. The quick shrewd 
answers given by this "withdrawn ~iestess of' .Artemis"2 have a 
shocking honesty. 
The .llrglwyddes, OWen Glendower 1 s wife, patient long-suffering 
' 
watching the stealthy ravages of war upon her kin and household, 
can touch the quick of Owen's master-nerve and uncover him to him-
self. It is Perdita Wane 1s uncompromising love for Jobber Skald 
that weans him away f'rom his maniacal imperative "to settle" with 
Dog Oattistock. His talk of a debt of honor is only an evidence 
again of man's specious reasoning. It is Perdita who sees this 
honor for what it is -- a manifestation of a wicked little pride. 
The pompous bullying Philip Crow, whom everyone stands in awe of, 
needs the gentle-hearted Elizabeth Crow with her unassuming dig-
nity to disperse his egoism. 
1. Ibid., PP• 704-705. 
2. Ibid., P• 117. 
John Crow lying on the hillside with his Mary and observing 
a piece of red flannel that might have been an old woman's pet-
ticoat tied to a plqw sees in it a symbol of remedial hope for 
"all the hideous miseries beneath the sun. 111 
"If there is," thought John, 11it"'s through women that it 
comes to us now;. 11 It seemed to him at that moment as if 
upon the kindness of women, upon the yieldingness and pa-
tience of women, and upon a certain reassurance--the mere 
absence from th~ir nature of the horns of the male beast-
that their presence gives, as of the anonymous weeds and 
hedge-rubble under his fingers, all hope for better things 
depended.2 
In the revolt of the women gods in Atlantis Powys seems to 
herald a new and better order which Petraia, that old forthright 
and discerning nurse of Odysseus, is permitted to formulate. 
It means that women are not only from now on freed from the 
yoke of men, but that men are from now on subject to women, 
and must learn, if they don't want to witness the death and 
perishing of the entire human race, to subject themselves 
to their mothers and wives and daughters. 
"From now on men must learn that their highest worship 
is their worship of women and that this worship is called 
Ura:nian be·cause it resembles the inspiration of the Heaven-
ly Muse1 113 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 649· 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. P• 141. 
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We are all without moorings in the Powysian world, adrift in 
the ebb and flow of a boundless sea -- flotsam·and jetsam. The 
very names~ Ashover and John~ suggest a vagabond exist-
ence -- rooks and crows, since immemorial time hunted and still 
enduring birds, the vagabonds of the fields and woods, full of 
sly stratagems and in their very flight suggesting a disordered 
rabble. Their very stragglers are sentinels and all over the 
world they jeer at man·'s efforts: steal his food and avoid his 
shot., Rook Ashover with his i~~n detachment mocks at his an-
castors and circumvents his family's desires. John Crow, whose 
features suggest something of the congenital tramp, limps across 
the landscape on his way from a precarious livelihood, intent 
upon shaking up his fellow man's complacency, a rebel and an up-
start. 
When Thomas Hardy came to Montacute vicarage to visit Powys 
and was asked to inscribe his name in the children's archives 
down at the Robbers' Castle under the high garden-wall, he wrote 
"in that cl.ear classic hand I had seen in the manuscript of Tess, 
1 
'Thomas Hardy, A Wayfarer.'" Everyone of us is a wayf'arer; 
these journeys along the roads and across the fields that Wolf 
Solent and Magnus J!Jfilir and others are continually making are just 
such journeys as we all make. Odysseus must be off on his last 
1. Auto., p. 211. 
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voyage. Peter of Maricourt, along the turnpike, gazes from the bot-
tom of the shallow bowl he stands in at the three radiating roads 
that offer themselves as rivals to his next move and speculates up-
on the presence' Qf "some planetary Anangkee, or sublime necessity. 111 
The wayfaring sense is strong in Wolf Solent even as he stands 
leaning (the pure posture of a wayfarer) against the pigsty-rail-
ing beside his home. 
That smell of pigs' urine, mingled, just as it was a year ago, 
with the smell of the £lowering hedge, gave him a thrill of 
delicious sadness, and all Dorset seemed gathered up into itl 
Little wayside cottages, fallen trees, stubble-fields, well-
heads, duck-ponds, herds of cattle visioned through the 
frames of shed-doors--all these things flooded his mind now 
with a strange sense of occult possession. They were only· 
casual groupings of chance-offered objects; but as they 
poured pell-mell into his memory, across the reek and the 
jostling of those uplifted snouts, he felt that something 
permanent and abiding out of such accidents would give him 
strength to face the ink-stained classroom--to face the days 
and days • • • 2 
Before he turns round to walk through his gate and into his home to 
join his wife he comes to the realization that he is in truth Alone 
that "every soul was alone. n3 
All are wayfarers and outcasts; all are alone. Porius is a 
gathering together and a culmination of these themes, crowded with 
outcasts of races and religions, with lone survivor~ of vanished 
tribes. Among the many stories circulating in Edeyrnion about the 
aged Oadawg Hen is one that tells how he was "a great chieftain 
1. A Brazen Head (London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1956), P• 275. 
2. Wolf Solent, P• 954· 
3. ~., P• 966. 
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who had been 'disinherited' or 'gone awry. 1 " 1 Prince Einion 1s 
. retainer, called Afagddu, came from nobody knows whence and is 
described as he sits in the moonlight with his features blurred 
into an unearthly whiteness as "ageless, sexless, tribeless, with-
out class, or name, or nation. 112 The Derwydd is the last of his 
priestly cast and the Gawr and the Gawres, his daughter, are the 
last of a giant race, called the Cewri, predatory outlaws living 
in the mountains. Peleg and Ghosta, Jewish captives in England, 
contemplate the ancient hatred of their race and its effect upon 
their condition of servitude, while Lemuel Livius the.Jewish mer-
chant of Burgos is summarily tortured for no better reason than 
that he is an infidel. 
Class distinctions determine yet another society of outcasts, 
which in the Powys novels is reJ>resented by a considerable body 
of highly vocal and active domestics, with a few hangers-on from 
elsewhere in the social hierarchy, -- almost a chorus, whose prin-
cipal function it is to sit in upon the play and act as commenta-
tors. 
In the earlier novels they appear to be, in their way, up-
holders of tradition. No higher term of reprobation exists in 
their vocabulary than new-fangled, unless it be foreigners. The 
irrepressible Mrs. Fringe, a staunch adherent of the Church of 
1. P• 315. 
2. P• ;1..31. 
England community, speaks of papists as if they were capable of the 
most unreasonable acts in their ordinary day-to-day existence. The 
old cab-driver at Northwold, brought up chapel by his dad, talks as 
though no ~ossibility of change existed, dividing people into 
Chapel-folk and Church-folk as if, like their sex, such matters 
had been determined at birth. When a village girl is free with her 
ways, Mrs • .Fringe is quick to condemn her as a new-comer. While 
the maid at Mr. Goring•s, when admonished by her master about the 
way she referred to a visitor, retorts that she is not used to 
waiting on foreigners. 
Religion is a matter of ethics and ethics primarily a matter 
of sexual morality. Pandy is somewhat astonished to find that 
11actressy gels" from London can be as delighted with "a bit of 
white Christmas, same as decent-living folks, 11 but wonders wheth-
er the lllikes o• she" would be given "the sacriments. 111 Intruders 
like Netta, Rook•s mistress, are made to feel their position when 
the servants, "old-fashioned and eccentric, 112 have taken their cue 
from old Mrs. Ashover, though Martha Vabbin can relax her severity 
when other customs, like gi~ing jewelry to servants at Christmas, 
are observed. Ever since then, Mrs. Vabbin declares, she has had 
11a Christian forbearance for the poor sinner • • • Fornication 
ain •t the only thorn in the blessed Lord • s flesh. n3 Mt's. Fringe 
1. Ducdame (New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1925), P• 108. 
2. Ibid., P• 19. 
3. Ibid., P• 128. 
would have the good Lord distinguish between people who, like her-
self, have taken no drop of liquor, and looked at no man edgeways, 
though nher own lawful partner be a stiff corpse of seven years • 
burying11 and those who like JiiniDY Pringle, go 11rampaging with har-
lotries.111 :M:'t's. Vabbin maintains that bastards are denied the 
11sacriments. 11 She heard tell that when Corporal Dick "askit for 
a sip o' them things 11 the Reverend talked "terrible straight to 
2 the poor hedge-dropped lad." Individual caprice is judged by 
this self-constituted society according to tradition and Holy 
Scripture. When the master and mistress of the house do not share 
. 
the same bed-room, the inhabitants of the kitchen consider the nat-
ural order of things reversed. Such ways are "heathen ways what 
gentry do pick up in their travels," is sexton Pod 1 s comment and 
he elaborates his theme with a kind of plebeian Platonism. 
"If the holy Lord had meant us to sleep single He would 
never have put it into our brains to hammer up these here 
double beds. Double beds means sleeping double. Any tur-
nip can see that. And who would hav~ thought of girt 
double beds if the Lord hadn't whispered into the patri-
archs' ears them holy texts about the Woman being subject 
to the Man?"3 
In a crisis religion frequently gives way to superstition. 
The roots of these folk stretch back beyon~ their present culture 
into a remote past of ballad-story legends, heathen incantations 
and the practice of the evil-eye. Wild rumors, says Wolf Solent, 
1. Wood and Stone, PP• 157-158. 
2. Ducdame, P• 108. 
3. ~., PP• 225-226. 
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"drawing their sap from the human passion '£or the supernatural" 
gather weight in the country side. Both Witch Bessie in Wood and 
stone and Betsy Cooper in Du.cdame, 11gypoos, 11 as the servants call 
them, outcasts and wanderers, peerers into ttgirt woldn crystal-
stones can shake with their predictions and their curses the rea-
sonable opinions o'£ the whole community.2 Relations arriving in 
Northwold to attend the funeral of Canon Crow stir up all manner 
of gossip and conjecture among the laboring men gathered in the 
bar o:f the Northwold Arms. 
11 I hope your lady won't mind my saying so but it's singu-
lar how old customs abide in certain breeds. I don't 
know how near related to the Canon ye two be; but every 
man's child born in this piliace knows one thing about this 
family. 11 He lowered his voice as he spoke. "There's not 
one o:f ye Crows when 'a comes to die, that has a son left 
to bury •un.· They be all sons' sons that lay 1un in 
ground. There must be Scripture for 1t; though why it 
should be as 'tis is beyond~ conjecture. Some man of 
old time, amidst 'en, must have done summat turble ••• 
eaten his own offspring like enough, in want o:f kindlier 
meat ••• summat o 1 that ••• and ever since such do-
ings they all outlive their sons. "Tis a kind o:f Divine 
D:i:spensation, I reckon. n3 
To these predominantly illiterate people, words, when they are 
not Scriptural quotation, come under suspicion. Evil alone issues 
:forth from strange syllables and educated people are of the Devil's 
party. When Luke asks Mrs. Fringe whether she overheard any words 
as she listened in on a dispute, she contemptuously discounts the 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 765. 
2. See the disappearance of Lady Ann, Du.cdame, P• 308, :f:f. 
3. A Glastonbury Romance, PP• 12-13. 
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very possibility of acquiring any information through words. 11 'Tis 
no good arstin' me about their words ••• God save us from such 
words ••• :But I know when a wench is moon-daft on a fellow. 111 
It is no wonder according to Pod that a man, even a clergyman, 
should lose his reason when he takes to writing books, no wonder 
-to :Mrs. Wix that tutors ''what teach dead languages" are not "quite 
a11 there, 112 no wonder to Manley of Willum's Mill that educated 
gents can get into the devil's own trouble. 
While the fabric of respectabilit~, decency and decorum, 
however rooted in superstition, ignarance and usage, overspreads 
this chorus of the "lower orders," rebellion and outlawry pulses 
within. Eliza Chant and her fellow guests may live a vicarious 
existence through the gentry they are so proud to seDve. As 
loyal adherents they brook no treason in their midst and will 
hear no ill said of their masters. :But there are· those who come 
from across the border who will EJ>eak ill' and many in the vil-
lage or town who owe no allegiance to any family. They have a 
nose for scandal these common folk and are quick ~o retail in 
the local tavern or kitchen pantry the gentry's high jinks. A 
man may·make love in the hayfields in the afternoon and find his 
tale told by evening in -the tavern bar. Sparkling up f'rom the 
ale mugs come ugly stories from the past, and man may have re-
1. Wood and Stone, P• 393. 
2. Weymouth Sands, PP• 314-315. 
vealed to him what he would rather not know. There is insolence 
and outrage in word and action, contempt and rebel mockery of great 
folks' doings, and not only of great folks, so that the very struc-
ture of a whole society .sags. There are women like IVft's. Pippard and 
Mrs. Torp whose only purpose in life seems to be to bring people's 
) 
faults to their atte.ntion, as well as to the attention of others., 
Thus Mrs. Pippard remarks at the Christening ceremony that "Parson 
can't hang over Missus long enough, when she have child at breast. n1 
Though the gentry ma-y discount her infamous tales, they are not far 
from the truth, no more than those of the goatish dispositioned,; 
brandy imbibing gardener, Isaac Weatherwax and his friend the 
cook, Penny Pitches, who had "the tongues of a dozen cantankerous 
shrews and a dozen loquacious trollops"2 residing in her gnome-like 
skull. These two, both in appearance and in speech, are a kind of 
Dionysian rout spouting through the surface of respectability and 
threatening to overturn society's whole simmering pot. Weatherwax 
knows the sexual proclivities and foibles of all the folks for 
miles around -- can point out "the cunningest bitch-badger this 
side o' Tarnton. 113 When Sam Dekker comes upon the two old crones 
in his father 1 s kitqhen, radiating tipsy contentnent, Weatherwax 
singing his favorite bawdy ditty about the Miller, the Malster and 
the Devil, the orgiastic outbreak, of which their talk has always 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 886. 
2. Ibid., P• 98. 
3. Ibid., P• 863. 
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apparently been prophetic, seems already to have begun. "Best for 
'un to zing, 11 Penny mutters brokenly. "Let 'un zing, Master Sam, 
let us all zing and dingl"1 Well may :Mr. Valley at the school-
treat inveigh against the Kingsbury jig and lechery, wishing he 
could pen the whole throng of girls and boys in behind the ropes 
that they might dance till dawn. "Do you suppose it 1 s only for 
the dancing that all these men are co11ecting?"2 
Gwrgi and Canna in their rabbit-broth-fragrant retreat are no 
less antagonistic to the established order, no less active in fur-
tive discussion and arrangements of amorous intrigue. Brochvael, 
their master, is well acquainted though still non-plussed by 
Gwrgi 1 s "equivocations, indirections, tergiversations, 113 as he is 
by his predilection for elderberry wine. "We 111 do what we're 
told to do," Gwrgi says to his cow. "Watch the race and praise 
the winner. n4 
A completely different level of reality from that of grown 
up people is suggested by Powys 1 s reference to a child's 11most 
thrilling moments of happiness11 being "secret and magical."5 This 
. 
level of reality constitutes another world -- an outcast world of 
children that Powys is ever and again reminding us of, by an 
1. Ibid., P• 1030. 
2. ~ Solent, P• 599· 
3. Porius, P• 163. 
4• .Loc. cit. 5. Auto., P• 26. 
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imploring look £rom little D~lores in Wood and Stone, by the gamin-
like propensities of Wizzie Ravelston in Maiden Castle, by the 
full-blown mischiefs of Neb and Gunta in Porius. And little Ben 
Cattistock won't tell his father the name of his dog because he 
will think it silly and Nelly Morgan is convulsed with fury at the 
thought of the little Pomparl~s bridge, which she had known all her 
life, being replaced by a much bigger and broader one. Children 
are frequently seen peering in on the adult world, fascinated, 
bewildered, incensed by what they see. So Nance and Julietta look 
in on the King's visit to the prison, and Olwen gazes in upon the 
death of Mr. Smith and Rhisiart upon the death of Owen Glendower, 
and Teleri roams corridors at night keeping vigil outside the bed-
room door of Euronwy. They peer in at this world in other ways 
too, sometimes inadvertently when they seek as they do in real life, 
~ 
to fix in their own minds particular human :t'elationships, the way 
Caddie and Olwen and Rhisiart and Nellie Morgan and Neb and Gunta 
all do, stumbling upon the inconsistencies and vagaries of adult 
existence. 11Does ••• Marret ••• live ••• ~ Mt'. Cobbold?" -
"As his servant • • • or as ••• 1 his ••• lady-love?" In his trea-
sure-box collection of girl's photographs culled from the news-
papers, :Ben's world begins to over-lap the adult's; but he keeps 
them hidden and his world secret. The impact of the disenchanted 
1. Weymouth Sands, P• 378. 
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world beyond occasionally reveals itself unbeknownst to the children 
or in little hints to them that set their wits to moving -- {l)lwen' s 
parentage may not be known to her but in her wild and feverish be-
havior, her precocity, she reflect-s her troubled origins. Ben 
Oattistock has the hectic in his blood too and Rhisiart, though 
more subdued, has yet the inquisitive and restless nature of a 
child's uncertainty in the midst of revelations and transitions, 
while Marret's "annunciation-look" has its own peculiar history. 
To Nellie Morgan the moment of conflict and revelation is precipi-
tated by her own Bove Town band when they turn upon her and call 
her "Bastie. 111 Once her situation is exposed to her young compan-
ions, she must engage in the outcast's ancient battle of survival, 
a battle brutal and unrelieved, wherein she is driven, cornered 
and physically assaulted. 
The countryside in Powys's novels is literally over-run with 
by-blows, or hedge-dropped children as bastards are sometimes gent-
ly termed. The references to bastardy in Powys would seem roughly 
proportionate to the references to cuckoldry in Elizabethan litera-
ture -- no book without at least one bastard or without the hint of at 
least several more or the expectation of one. Owen Glendower tells 
his French allies that no people are as prolific as the Welsh in pro--
ducing illegitimate offspring. Not always is the appellation "bastard11 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 375• 
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accompanied by society's stamp of disapproval. The outcast status 
is not conferred on the devil-may-care soldier of fortune Spardo, 
who boasts of being a bastard son of ottocar, King of Bohemia. 
On Will Zoyland bastardy confers a kind of aristocratic licence, 
a freedom from conformity, both in action and in speech, not ac-
cepted in legitimate offspring. His robust frame and jolly dispo-
sition are more pleasing to his sire than the ways of his legitimate 
brother and in the end he falls heir to the greater share of the 
estate. His peculiar position leads him to look less conventionally 
upon sexual indiscretions. As cuckold he holds no animosity to-
. ' 
wards his wife or her young conscience-stricken lover. With dis-
concerting generosity he offers to share his wife's love with hin 
upon some mutually agreeable terms, quaintly fastidious. Even his 
wife 1 s bastard he accepts with equanimity, as pleased with it as if 
it were his own child. 
Corporal Dick on the other hand, acknowledged yet not fully 
accepted, has always borne the stigma of the outcast bastard. With 
him, unlike with Zoyland, the standards of society in the matter of 
sexual ethics are rigidly upheld. Despite his own origin he can 
storm into the family manor, rail at the incumbent heir and threat-
en him with bodily harm for having installed his mistress there. 
he will "larn" her too, "to play the bitch in gentlemenJs houses. 111 
1. Ducdame, P• 120. 
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All through Powys's novels runs the theme of sexual mischiefs, 
playing egregious pranks, alike upon sober citizens and erring 
waifs. Arsinoe, whom everyone but the girl herself knows to be 
the bastard daughter of Hector, son of King Priam, is deceived in-
to accepting without question the grotesque lie that her betrayer 
Oky.rhoe is herself the daughter of Hector. Doubting Oky.rhoe's 
veracity from the beginning, Petraia, the shrewd old family nurse· 
in Odysseus• household, one of a number of such nurses in Powys 1s 
t'a.mily of characters, speaks for all nature's offscourings. 
11 
• • • when I hear people tell me that they are connected 
with the family of Peleus or Theseus or Ka.dmos or Priam my 
feeling i's simply this: if you have this noble blood in your 
veins your friends may be the better for it and your enemies 
the worse for it, but for you your.self life will be the same 
to you as it is to the rest of us, and death will be no long-
er in coming, nor kinder in the way in which it comes, than 
it is to the rest of us; for as my grandmother used to say, 
and she goes back further than your precious Ka.d.mos, 'the 
nearer to the First Man the stronger the1hand; the nearer to the Last Man the shrewder the head! 1 " 
Everyone must deal, as Squire Rook of Ashover does, with the pos-
sibility that the monster twins who travel in witch Bessie's cara-
van and whose gran~other she is, are his own bastard idiot half-
brothers. Bastar-dy is not the only badge to signify the underlying 
chaos in all human affairs. 
Nature continually spews forth mutations, among them anomalies 
of behavior, sexual oddities and deviates. The theme of incest oc-
ours more than once and receives eonsiderable prominence in two 
books at least - Wolf Solent and Weymouth Sands. :Mr. Mala.kite is 
1. Atlantis, PP• 213-214. 
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alone with his thoughts, will be to the end of his days. The set 
inward expression of his gaze, his preoccupation, his sinister la-
conic utterances, all testify to his withdrawal :from his immediate 
surroundings, this "disease of life. 111 With Captain Poxwell the 
establishment of his infraction of the tribal taboo is not nearly 
so clea:r. He may be the victim of evii rumors, of his own dark 
thoughts, or of his daughter's provocations. We only know cer-
tainly that he spends his days in solitude gathering sea-shells --
the symbolic cowries. As with Oedipus, so here, these malefactors 
are not the only ones who a:re banished from society; their off-
spring also join the ranks of the lonely and deserted. Indications 
of these and other forbidden worlds of aberrant eroticism turn 
up .in :furtive gestures, wayward glances, unexplained seclusions, 
a world that exists :for the reader in shadows, fleeting, evasive, 
malign. The extremity of this outcast world is reached in the 
Sin-Eater who, suspected of sodomy, is hunted and driven from all 
men's haunts to live like a beast i~the :forest until his perpet-
ual self-immolation redeems him in madness. 
Rhisiart could see at once he was a stage below the level 
of the outcasts that in Hereford were known as vagabonds. 
He certainly wasn't a beggar. All the beggars he-rd seen 
before had been 11 characters, 11 characters of a sort 1 But 
in the man who now stood mumbling in the doorway there was 
nothing left but physical craving. He lack.ed the heart 
even to lift his curse, still less his hand, against ~­
thing, human or divine. He had no love, no hate, no 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 505. 
wrath, no grievance. He hadn't even self-pity. His 
abasement was so complete that it was beneath humility, 
below resignation. His need was so dominant that it 
had obliterated the last human emotion--the emotion of 
gratitude. Either he had once been flung a scrap from 
that kitchen-door or had managed to pillage some gar-
bage from one of those neat receptacles for refuse be-
fore it reached the pigs, for he now hovered in that 
entrance in his rags and his nakedness with an air that 
partook at once of a migratory bird and of a starving 
cat.l 
In their own way, of course, everyone of Powys's creatures 
shares the loneliness and exile: the older generations in their 
gradual estrangement from .their youth, even the merchant over-
lords like Philip Crow and Mortimer Romer and Dog Oattistock 
94. 
whose contempt for the people amounts to a self-imposed is9lation., 
But these rough categories do not embrace the multitude of other 
figures that constitute Powys's veritable Walpurgis Night. There 
are the eccentrics and what Powys calls the "pariah" type of per-
sonality, those who, lacking the attributes society values most 
-- the power of self-assertion -- inevitably find themselves vic-
timized. They may be hypersensitive; they may be cowards; they 
may suffer from some constitutional quirk or from some traumatic 
experience -- whatever the cause, they become the prey. So we 
discover both Quincunx and Lacrima frightened, bewildered, help-
less in their relations respectively with Romer and Gladys whose 
power over them, increased by material circumstances, threatens 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 252. 
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eternal misery. Their subserviency and enslavement is psychologi-
cal. Lacrima, the pariah type, is not, like Quincunx, an eccentric. 
His eccentricity has resulted from a protective strategy -- a with-
drawal from society that in turn intensifies his isolation. He 
simply cannot, as the successful do, manipulate others to his own 
material advantage. He must shun the world outside and cultivate 
his garden. The chief handicap of old Moros has been his kind-
heartedness: "He always found it difficult not to identify his 
feelings with the feelings of every person, man, woman or child, 
whom he came across. 111 
The numberless victims of chance that constitute the society 
of the disreputable are sometimes barely indicated, at other 
times powerfully evoked in a single scene or personali-ty. There 
is the whore Jennie Morgan and young Tewsy the doorkeeper at 
Mother Leggie 1s brothel in A Glastonbury Romance; and the shabby 
down-and-outer Stalbridge, the ex-waiter at the Hotel Lovelace, 
whose ttdignified obsequiou~ness" when he is first introduced has 
about it "the mellow beauty of centuries of feudal service,u2 
and the utter and inescapable face of misery of the man on the 
Waterloo Steps; and the semi-imbecile beggar, Jimmy Bagge, in 
whose household lies a bed-ridden miser who starves his wife be-
cause "too precious be they shillinses to be squandered on 
wit-tles! u3 
1. Atlantis, P• 179· 
2. Wolf Solent, P• 33· 
3. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 976. 
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Nor does Powys forge~ the separate w,orld of physical_pain, 
its humbling indecency and wretchedness as it manifests itself in 
Abel Twig's piles, or its unspeakable agony in Tittie Petherton's 
cancer. Mat Dekker, who had heard the woman's anguished groans 
before, can say at another time ••• "but never a sound quite 
like that. 111 
Ugliness too is a reiterated symbol of' the outcast as is mal-
formation of' one sort or another, notably in the extended portrait 
of' the female dwarf' Sibli, whose actual features were not so dis-
pleasing to Rhisiart except for her purple beard •. In its strength, 
its sympathy, its energy, its humor, this portrait np.ght suggest 
some of Velasquez's dwarf's were it not perceptively modified, may-
be even overweighted, with sentiment. 
With what remarkable ingenuity Powys has managed to insert 
the realm of those who only seem to live a little beyond this side 
of the well-trodden path, in among the weeds, toward, but not 
reaching, the briars and choking vines, halfwits like Bert Leard 
and Binnory and Bagge and Zed. They belong seemingly to the 
supernatural, to some fairy-tale order whese sense perceptions 
are ~nexplicable. Binnory•s garbled utterances, at times mys-
teriously prophetic, at times so embarrassingly truthful, reports 
gathered through a keyhole or heard with an ear to the wall, be-
come in time an ironic refrain. Larry Zed with his half-suppres-
1. ~., P• 296. 
sed sensuality, his childish delights, and equally childish ani-
mosities, his musings on the nature of the universe, goes beyond 
science and case history, beyond the role of satiric commentator 
into a .realm of pure creation. His compressed but turbulent world 
is something the reader comes eventually to experience for him-
self: he does not look at Zed's world; rather he peers out from 
it on another. 
"Among the most moving characters in all literature, one, Don 
Quixote, is an actual madman and the other, Hamlet, pretends to be 
mad till he comes within an inch of being so. 111 Moreover "the 
ghastly levities of insanity" in that terrible scene in King Lear, 
11where the professionally mad fool and the pretended mad Edgar 
are hustled by the really mad king into the hovel on the heath" 
have exercised, Powys admits, "a peculiar influence over his 
2 fancy." Some of Powys 1 s most moving scenes and many of his most 
important characters revolve about the hydra-headed reality of 
madness and sanity. As early as Rodmoor and Ducdame one encount-
era in Adrian Sorio and Hastings the frenzy of the death-wish. 
Geard in A Glastonbury Romance relinquishes himself to death in 
an act of spiritual defiance. Medrawd, the nihilist in Porius, 
would see everything destroyed, while Jerry Cobbold, the clown 
whose loathing for humanity and disgust of life is only a little 
1. The Inmates (London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., .1952), "Prefatory 
Note, 11 P• vi. ~ 
2. Loc. cit. 
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less than Medrawd's, holds up with Rabelaisian gusto "the grossest 
·animalities, excesses, lapses, shames for his fe~low men to laugh 
t ttl a • His wildest fooling is a paraphrase of Lear 1 s scalihing in-
sights. He too, as he says, has "peeped behind that curtain, when 
brother was playing his scrannel pipe and there 1 s nothing there. u 2 
·He sublimates his madness in an annihilating cynicism, and yet is 
mad for all that. It is he, the boon companion of Dr. Girodel, 
"the notorious quack, empiric and abortion-procurer, u3 who finally 
signs the papers that commit his compassionate brother Sylvanus on 
spurious charges of immorality to Hell's Museum. Mad Huw' s obses-
sion stems from the bitter truth and the King's near madness from 
his compulsion to avoid it, so that when he speaks the truth, the 
King, roused from his melancholy trance, echoes him. Throughout 
the novels madness and sanity are continually at play with ap-
pearance and reality, and the demented, as it were, escape through 
the cracks in the earth-mold and as with Mad Bet on Wirral Hill, 
who, like Lear, will only be got by running, dance their goblin 
dance of defiance and unreason. The whining protest of the homo-
eidal maniac, ,Finn Toller, is but another wrench at the kind of 
sanity that makes of madness a blessed state. 
11 
••• 'twould be Gibbet Hill, only they hangs 'em behind 
walls now, so us pore buggers can't wave to our aunties. 
I wouldna 1 mind Gibbet Hill one 'arf what I minds behind 
walls.u4 
1. Weymouth Sands, P• 218. 
2. Ibid., P• 330. 
3. Ibid., P• 216. 
4• A Glastonbury Romance, P• 1060. 
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This grotesque, pitiful, tatterdermalian throng gives the 
world of Powys 1s imagination a density, a diversity, a multiplic-
ity. An especial atmosphere envelops this procession of derelicts 
and misfits and loonies and lonely ones. The disgust, the loath-
ing, the withering emptiness in the macabre and the horrible 
simply do not exist here. Some thin mist of affection rises out 






Only one scene, the short opening scene of Rodmoor, in all 
of Powys 1 s thirteen novels, actually takes place in a city and 
that in a park. The background of all the novels (although A 
Glastonbury Romance and Maiden Castle are concerned with a town, 
the rural scene predominates), is the countryside. Nor do any of 
these stories merely unfold against a backdrop of Nature: Nature 
plays an integral role in the drama. Powys almost seems to be 
saying that man, to be properly und~stood, must be seen playing 
out his life beside the other animals, amidst the vegetation, 
against the inanimate even, the rooks and waters, as under the 
recurring cycle of the seasons and the ever-shifting, never-
changing weather. Cities and whatever else man has made to out-
wit nature falsify the kind of universe man lives in and is a 
part of. (Even in Dickens, whom Powys reveres, the inanimate 
city is made animate.) By a constant interpenetration of char-
acter and scene and action with Nature, Powys makes it the key 
to a aeeper insight into man. 
For the most part Powys shows Nature in her benevolent 
moods, rare, tender, beautiful, evasive -- the countryside of 
H~·dy's Blackmore Vale in Tess of the D'Urbervilles, not the stark, 
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relentless Nature that prevails in The Return o:f the Native. In 
six o:f the novels Powys deals with the same Wessex countryside, 
but unlike Hardy, he rarely shows man in contention with the :forces 
o:f nature, though storms and :floods may on occasion destroy him 
and his works. While Powys emphasizes the benevolent aspects, and 
the prevailing impression as one reads through the novels is cer-
tainly o:f peaceful pastures and hedgerows and o:f sheltering woods, 
one would be vvrong to say he does not recognize the :forbidqing as-
pects, or that man lives on sufferance only, at the mercy o:f great-
er :forces than he commands. The menace o:f the sea, dealt with at 
length in A Glastonbury Romance, is a sufficient reminder that 
Powys like Conrad, sees man as living among natural :forces that 
might as readily overwhelm as nourish him. Even amid the holiday, 
seaside-resort atmosphere o:f Weymouth Sands, one witnesses a ship-
wreck in a tempest with all hands lost; and in Rodmoor one learns 
o:f the steady encroachment o:f the sea upon the land and o:f anci-
ent hamlets buried under :fathoms of water. After all, Powys' s 
:fictional background is the English countryside, not tropical 
jungles or typhoon-ridden seas, and he remains true to it. Never-
theless, even seemingly peaceful pastures may be the scenes of 
violence and bloodshed, and Powys indicates them with passing ref-
erences, rather more effective perhaps by reason o:f his reticence •. 
One hears a distressed cry in the night -- perhaps it is a hare; 
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one witnesses the £light of a predatory owl; one comes here and 
there along the roadside upon a dead animal or a decaying tree. 
On occasion a chance sight, seen obliquely as it were, may be ex-
panded into a symbol by direct assertion or by intermittent repe-
tition: the moving light of a lamp at night in a shed known to be 
a slaughterhouse assumes a sinister significance. The look of 
abominable despair -- the snarling ecstasy of a ourse -- on the 
decomposed features of a cat lying with swollen hairless belly in 
the river-mud provokes the on-looker, echoing a character in Hardy, 
to "'make the fig' at the Emperor of the Universe. 111 
In Powys 1s first novel, Wood and Stone, almost every chapter 
is formally introduced by a d~scriptive passage on the season and 
the weather. Thus, Powys speaks of the "drowsy languor" of the 
• 
orchards overspread with 11 a soft blue vapor" as providing a "re-
sponsive background" for "the furtive loves' o£ mortal men112 and 
declares that every natural locality has its special hour of self-
assertion when its unique qualities attain a sort of tempmrary 
apogee. It might almost seem that these localities await some 
answering dramatic crisis in human affairs to which they form an 
inevitable background. And the furtive loves of men do respond 
to "the seething sap of these incomparable days. 113 At other 
times, he says, "when Nature seems to pause and draw in her 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 371. 
2. PP• 184-185. 
3. P• 212. 
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1 breath," men's wills seem benumbed and their· normal .powers of re-
sistance are diminished. 
And from the first moment we are conscious of the dawn 
we are conscious of it as a tning in itself, as personal 
as sunlight and moonlight, but in a curious way less nat-
ural than these two. There is indeed nothing on earth 
more supernatural than the first light of dawn. The life-
juices, the life-sap 'in all living things, sink lcw1 with 
the approach of this stranger £rom beyond the border. 
This is the hour for which the dying wait so long, a~d 
at the coming of which the watchers by the bed shiver 
and stare at one another.2 
Throughout the book men and women, both, apparently respond to 
some gathering together of the elements. James Andersen's mad-
ness, for example, is affected by the weather. In addition Nature 
assumes a symbolic value as indicated by the title Wood and Stone, 
which represents the antipodal spiritual antagonists -- Love and 
Power. 
In Powys's second novel, Rodmoor, landscape and weather are 
made even more directly to affect the lives of men. As Traherne, 
the priest, explains these influences to Nance, the Rodmoor air 
tends to the malign, the perverse; people cannot remain quite sim-
ple and natural. The setting is the north-east coast of England, 
the fen-land -- an eternal level of desolation -- where the sea 
has been for centuries slowly devouring the land. And the sea 
and the winds and the land stretching out level to the horizon, 
without reassurance, are constantly described in anthropomorphic 
terms. Linda fears the sea, Nance distrusts it; Adrian is pre-
1. P• 537 • 
2. Porius, P• 266. 
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sumably driven mad by it. In such an extended passage as the fol-
lowing, Powys often underlines the arbitrary intrusions of Nature 
in the affairs of mankind. 
In a country like East Anglia so peculiarly at the mercy 
of the elements, every one of the winds has its own peculiar 
burden and brings with it something healing and restorative 
or baleful and malefic. The east wind here is, in a para-
mount sense, the evil wind, the accomplice and confederate 
of the salt deep, the blighter of hopes, the herald of dis-
aster. The nat'th-west wind, on the contrary, is the wind 
that brings the sense of inland spaces, the smell of warm, 
wet earth and the fragTance of leaf mould in sweet breath-
ing woods. It is the wind that fills the rivers and the 
wells and brings the fresh purifying rain. It is a wind 
full of memories and its heart is strong with the power 
of ancient love, revived even out of gTaves and sepul-
chres. To those sensitive to finer and rarer earth influ-
ences among the dwellers by the east coast there may be 
caught sometimes upon the north-west wind the feeling of 
pine woods and moorland heather. For it comes from the 
opposite side of the great plain, from Brandon Heath and 
even beyond and it finds nothing in the wide fen country 
to intercept it or break the rush of its sea-ward pas-
sage.l 
Thereafter Po~v.ys deals more subtly with Nature, insisting far 
less on explicit statements about the multifarious influences of 
Nature on man, relying more and more on the power of suggestion 
and on the complex interweaving of character, drama and scene to 
provide an enveloping atmosphere. In expressing the erotic urge, 
itself so firmly rooted in the mysterious processes of nature, 
Powys places many of the love-scenes out-of-doors where they take 
on an identity of their own by reason of the background and the 
very images that seem linked to the particular characters and the 
1. Rodmoor, PP• 349-350. 
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essential nature of their particular eroticism. 
Wolf's pursuit of Gerda and her eventual surrender is are-
markable evocation of the classic chase in a modern setting. Ger-
da herself suggests a hamadryad, or some nymph of spring or wood; 
and as Wolf himself is a commun~ with Nature, his wooing of her is 
inescapably bound up in it. Powys uses all tpe potencies of na-
ture to enhance the encounter, all the riches of suggestion inher-
ent in the old legends and their link with Nature. Even his 
descriptions are thickly laden with natural images: the girl's 
passivity being "like the quiescence of a great unpicked white 
phlox in a sun-warmed garden. 111 And her passivity ha!'l of course 
its parallel in the passivity of the very earth itself, which she 
suggests -- the inert, expectant, promise-crammed earth. '!Ibis 
daughter of the prosaic 'rorps, so unlike them that they treat 
her as an offspring of the union between some god and a mortal, 
reminds one, with her beauty, of some rare fragrance caught un-
expectedly upon the wind, of a startling mutation in nature, an 
exquisite bloom suddenly come upon in the gloom of a forest --
even as Vfolf comes upon her in the shadowy interior of the 'rorp 
m~nage. Other attributes of earth she has too, for despite the 
town gossip, the lecherous tales told about her-, like far-off 
stories troubling a later human consciousness, she belongs to a 
1. Wolf Selent, P• 131. 
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primeval world before the idea of sin. She is innocent of sex, 
both of the experience and its ways. When Wolf finally impor-
' 
ties her to love, she puts him off with a "not now111 as though 
sh\ were answering to the eternal rhythm of the seasons, like 
growing things, not to be forced, whose seeds must await the pro-
pitious hour. While Wolf baffled in his pursuit of her, yet ap-
preciative of the immemorial quality of that pursuit, speculates 
amid the hazel twigs whether, like another Daphne or SJ!rinx, she 
might have undergone some miraculous vegetable transformation, 
she r~joins him, having lost something he believes 
":from the outermost sheath of her habitual reserve and like 
a plant that has unloosed its perianth she displayed some 
inner petal of her personality ~hat had, until that moment, 
been quite concealed :from him." 
Her blackbird 1 s song whistlings are only for her lover. Only when 
she herself is truly moved does she respond, can she respond, like 
birds themselves singing only when they are in harmony with their 
surroundings in due time and in due season, like the full-throated 
songs of Keats's nightingale or of Whi~man's ~brush, singing their 
joy, their gratitude, their acknowledgement to the gods. 
Nor are these the end of her Nature-trappings: she is as 
swift-footed as an animal and knows every turn of her natural hab-
itat. She delights in watching the water rats, is fearful that 
Wolf may injure one by throwing stones at him to make him swim. 
1. ~., P• 221. 
2. ~., P• 139. 
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Her fingers to his touch are ice cold and she dabbles her legs in 
the cold stream without hesitation. She suggests, in her appear-
ance, her manner, her movements, a mortal daughter of the goddess 
of Spring. It is spring when they meet and Powys flavors the very 
air with every spring flower and weed in wayside ditch and meadow 
and wood. As they stroll along the muddy little river, Wolf no-
tices the marsh marigolds and the unnatural metallic opacity of 
the green of alder leaf-buds; notices, when twilight comes on, 
that it has the "unblurred enameled distinctness111 of certain old 
English painters. The day, typically in Powys, is not suffused 
with sunshine. 
Wolf felt his soul invaded by that peculiar kind of melan-
choly which emanates, at the end of a spring day, from all 
the elements of earth and water. It is a sadness unlike 
all other~, and has perhaps some mysterious connection with 
the swift, sudden recognition, by myriads and myriads of 
growing things, of the strange fatality that pursues all 
earthly life, whether clothed in flesh or clothed in vege-
table fibre. It is a sadness accentuated by grey skies, 
grey water, and grey horizons; but it does not seem to at-
tain its most significant meaning until the pressure of 
the Spring adds to these elemental wraiths the intense 
wistfulness of young new life.2 
The day she finally surrenders to him is a day of cold, low-
hung clouds, of diffused mist when motionless rain-drops hang on 
millions of grass-blades. And when, after their love-making on a 
bed of aromatic yellow bracken, she whistles her blackbird notes 
again, their tone is 
1. ~., P• 150. 
2. ~., P• 145• 
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"the tone of the hour just before dawn, the tone of that 
life which is not sound, but only withheld breath, the 
breath of cold buds not yet green, of earth-bound bulbs 
not yet loosed from th!3ir sheaths; the t'one of the flight 
of swallows across chilly seas as yet far off from the 
warm pebbled beaches towards which they are steering their 
. way.ul . 
Just as certain aspects of scene and weather will be forever 
attached in Wolf's mind to remind him of this day, so the reader 
too will be led to associate this pair with these aspects which 
have become more than a backdrop, more even than a fanciful, poet-
ical accompaniment, which merge in fact with the very personalities 
of these lovers. It may be that the place, the hour, the day, the 
season, like initiating spirits, have conspired to bring about this 
fulfilment of their loves. 
The game-keeper's cottage amid the eerie stillness of the snow-
bound hills of Antiger Woods is in.harmony with Rook Ashover's ca-
pitulation to Cousin Ann. The limestone platform reached by an 
underground river in a cave profusely illustrated with monstrous 
phallic symbols formed of stalagmites and stalactites provides 
the bed-chamber for Persephone and Philip. The peculiar nature of 
their erotic experience -- he with his cold and calculating lusts, 
she with her restless, yearning desires -- does literally explore 
the Stygian realm of the unconscious. Sam Dekker, on the walk 
Nell has requested him to take while she prepares for the consum-
mation of their love, becomes aware of the earth's fecundity, of 
1. ~., P• 233· 
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the hidden stirrings of vegetable juices in roots and stalks, of 
the magnetic springtime soil. Ria own nature, which partakes of 
the earth's heavy sluggishness, awakens to the mystery of sex, 
echoed in the faint, dim filmy light of the new moon obscured by 
the river mists and insidious vapors from the marshes. The 
poignant scent of musk roses rising up f'rom where his boots have 
pressed deep into the earth, adds another element to his enchant-
ment seems 'in f'act a very summons f'rom his lover. Wha~ Powys 
does is to permit the parallel rhythms in nature to portray the 
little history of this love episode and, in doing so, to place it 
in its proper perspective, not alone en this particular portion 
of the earth's crust, but also in the far reaches of geologic 
time. As the reader leaves these lovers sleeping "the sleep of 
such as are 'free among the dead, 1 the sleep of consummated love" 
than which nothing in the world is comparable "except the sleep 
of. mother and child,'' he is wafted upon the little gusts of mid-
night air over a hedge-sparrow's nest uholding two cold untimely 
eggs, 11 over a walled garden where hang 
motionless the heads of the honey-sweet jonquils and the 
faint-breath'd narcissi, too heavily asleep in that pri-
mordial sleep of green-calyxed vegetation, deeper and 
older than the sleep of birds or beasts or men, to re-
spond, even by the shiver of the least petal among them, 
to these light motions of'the midnight air.l 
Such conversation pieces between Nature and the individual 
quality of the lovers, on the theme of the unique experience of 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 320. 
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their love, constitute a specialite de maison of Powys's literary 
feast. The opening scenes of A Glastonbury Romance with John 
Crow and Mary Crow at Harrod's Mill, afford another fine example. 
Powys 1 s ability not merely to use Nature but to permeate his 
scenes with it, so that character and feeling and action are in-
separable from it, is nowhere more in evidence than in the chapter 
11The Forests of Tywyn11 in Owen Glendower, which has to do with the 
unrealized love of' Catharine and Rhisiart and her final betrothal 
to another in accordance with her father's wishes. This chapter, 
with their renunciation and Catharine's marriage might almost form 
a short story by itself', so compact is its form, so sustained is 
its mood. 
Though the dark, dripping trunks of the beech-trees may 
have understood nothing of this dialogue, there was some-
thing in the girl corresponding to this dumb world of' 
rain-soaked vegetation that didn't miss the curious ef-
fect of' their voices as they hurried along. The wet 
vapours that moved with them were thinner and less pal-
pable than rain; but' they were chillier and even in a 
queer sense more watery. They were like the element 
of water in its essence, that essence through which all 
those vast Forests of Tywyn, with. their dripping branches 
and fallen leaves, were compelled to endure whatever life 
brought. 
And the voices of' the boy and girl as they moved, some-
times running, sometimes moving as gently--so soft was 
the drenched moss--as if they were gliding without lift-
ing their feet, struck this passivity in the girl with 
the effect of voices in a derelict boat, carried on a 
tide in which "near' and "f'ar 11 have been drowned. There 
come moments in life when one accumulative aspect of 
Nature--in this case the 'drifting of' rain-soaked leaves 
in desolate mist--permeates and possesses the human 
soul.l 
As these lovers walk daily through these forests, persistently 
1. PP• 589-590. 
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aware, as of some throbbing wound, of their imminent, yet unimagin-
able parting, the intensity of tlieir feelings mounting day by day, 
their suspense and frustration have their counterpart in the mist 
in which they are always enshrouded, as it hangs in whitish drops 
upon the leaves of an oak tree, 11drops that were forever quiver-
ing in their fall, but which never fell. 111 
Later when, Catharine • s marriage already arranged for, Rhi-
siart is lost in the forest, he becomes aware of the indigenous 
smell of funguses, persistent and mortuary. Autumn lasted longer 
in these forests and since their extent 
was so vast, the mass of vegetation with its sweet, sick-
ly autumnal smell, never quite obliterated by the other 
seasons, was correspondingly vast; and so now on this 
particular day, when the wild winds sank down and the 
persistent rains ceased, the whole forest became one 2 
all-dissolving, all-absorbing, all-unfathomable fungus. 
As mushroom-growths have been used to symbolize :fecundity, the per-
vading mortuary smell of fungus in combination with the symbol of 
autumn as culmination and death, would seem to give the cour:se of 
their love its appropriate moods and rhythm. These mist-enshroud-
ed forests, where all t:Q.eir encounters take place, is a world 
apart, a world of intimacy and privacy, aloof from the world of 
sorrows, the world of importunate events and duties connected with 
war and diplomacy against which their love takes place. An air 
of Pelleas-and-Melisande enchantment e~velopes this pair with 
1. P• 591. 
2. PP• 600-601. 
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Lu's great white hound bounding at them out of the mists and the 
faithful Glew,.with his great war axe over his shoulder, accompany-
ing them. Stripped of use-and-wont clutter, their love, compressed 
within the framework of a mood, achieves a quintessential spirit of 
yearning and renunciation. 
Considerable attention has been given these love-scenes be-
cause the erotic is one of Powys's chief angles of vision. But 
interpenetration of Nature and character is by no means confined 
to such scenes, witness the spectacular emergence of Stonehenge 
as the vagabond John Crow limps towards it over Salisbury Plains. 
The description of the meeting of these two men, John Crow and 
Owen Evans, amid these heathen stones upon the expanding sweep of 
the downs, unrelieved from horizon to horizon, has the character-
isti~ Powysian agitation and grandeur and suggestiveness. The 
marriage of the sky with this circle of stones, the plunge into 
the unknown, into the dark and legendary past (Powys, against the 
accepted opinion of experts, associates the stones with Druidic 
ceremonies of human sacrifice.) and these two queer humans, the 
one lapping water from the concave surface of the sacrifice stone 
while the other stands aghast at the symbolic horror, merge with 
the varied religious and mystical impulses which are the focal 
point of the story. He might have given this description the 
more obvious splendors -- a gorgeous sunset, a burst of sunrise 
(the position of the H~le stone .suggests the connection with 
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sun-worship); instead he places these majestic stones against the 
dying light of day, in "a vagu.e, neutral Cimmerian greyness" when 
the stars "atmospherically speakingu were blurred and indistinct, 
for had they been bright, "their eternal remoteness would have 
derogated from the mystic enormity of this terrestrial portent. n1 
"It was as if the daylight had ceased to perish out of the sky, 
even while the surface of the earth grew dark. 112 The wind even 
contributes to the scene, the north wind that has been traveling 
with John Crow for many miles over a period of a week, that has 
followed him over the plain, exacerbating the discomfort caused 
by his blistered feet. Now as he gazes at the shadowy immensity 
of these stones, the wind drops and yet is sufficient "to stir the 
dead stems of last year's grasses and to make a faint, very faint 
susurration"3 as it moves among the Stones. 
0ne is conscious in Powys of what lies underfoot, of every 
least flower and weed and grass; and perhaps more than any author 
he makes one conscious of the look of things and the "feel 11 of 
things overhead. Like Claude Lorraine with his sunsets, like 
El Greco with his silvery cloud-streaks, like Turner with his 
pearly luminosities, Powys too has his characteristic skies and 
weather, rather more varied than any of these painters. He is 
partial, for one thing, to vaporous skies, to shifting lights 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 89. 
2. Ibid., P• 81. 
3. Ibid., P• 89. 
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and shadows -- to movement therefore, and to such ef£ects of weath-
er as give to the substantial physical surroundings a touch of il-
lusion. 
It was certainly a peculiar day for lights and shadows! 
A soft, elusive, fluctuating radiance that seemed con-
tained within a delicate sub-aqueous vapour, at once-
faintly rose-tinged and faintly greenish, hovered like 
the SUbmerged lamp of a drO\~ed fhip, over the roo~s 
and masonry of the ancient town. 
Mists along the sea shore, mists seated on mountain tops, mists 
hover:ii.ng over rivers and marshes, mists ens:prouding £orests recur 
again and again. MUted skies, predominantly grey in tone, and 
especially the two twilights fascinate him. The phantom light 
preceding the actual dawn -- ~kiphos, or wolf-light -- illumines 
one of his most imaginatively conceived and powerfully dramatic 
scenes, adds in fact to its drama -- the meeting on the bare downs 
between Sylvanus, escaped temporarily from Hell's MUseum, accom-
panied by his fellow inmat~ the Phoenix, and the doll-like Marret, 
with her faithful servitor, the half-witted Zed. The same light 
receives extended comment in the opening chapter of Atlantis and 
in the scene between Odysseus and the Tiryad. 
Prominent, too, are the comings and goings of the moon and 
sun. It is to see the one go down and the other come up in the 
same interval of time that Lil-Umbra and Peleg meet; and the same 
phenomenon is made visible during Odysseus' last voyage. Re~ 
splendent colors splashed across the heavens we are given to 
1. ~., P• 1045• 
see only o~ce, appropriately enough at the seaside where earthly 
preoccupations are diminished by sea and sky. 
Powys tells us himself that 
Uncultured people require blazing sunsets, awe-inspiring 
mountains, astonishing waterfalls, masses of gorgeous 
flowers, portentous signs in the heavens, exceptional 
weather on earth, before their sensibility is stirred 
to a response. Cultured people are thrilled through 
and through by the shadow of a few waving grass-blades 
upon a little flat stone, or by a single dock-l~af 
growing under the railings of some city square. 
Conversely, to the cultured mind, no scenery is ordinary and the 
simplest scenery, what is closest to the habitual round of our 
lives, is most likely to disclose to us the deepest secrets. Not 
for nothing, as his brother Llewelyn Powys once said, did Chaucer 
choose the daisy whose odor more than any exotic flower is 11drug-
ged with sunshine and earth-mould. 112 
With Whitman, for whose prophetic utterances Powys has ex-
pressed his admiration, Powys celebrates Nature's offscourings or, 
if not exactly celebrates, as Whitman does, he places them in the 
scheme of things, neither despising nor neglecting them -- bird 
feathers, remnants of withered lichen-clusters, scattered frag-
menta of acorns, berries and oak-apples, shards of beetles, dead 
hares and cow dung and nail parings. Powys 1 s own attitude that 
the poignant recognition of the dissolution of all earth-life 
1. The Meaning of Culture, P• 176. 
2. Thirteen Worthies (London: Grant Richards, Ltd., 1924), P• 17. 
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strikes the sensitive wanderer at the sight of every least one of 
these may be reflected in his tender portrait of Kleta, the nymph 
of Odysseus' oak-tree, who became the tender nurse to all the in-
numerable offscourings, animal, vegetable and mineral "that seemed 
i;o her queer mind to be in need of a :f'riend. 111 
It was especially the curious hieroglyphs and mysteri-
ous patterns which are the written messages :from all the 
unnoticed things that di? to make the dust out of which 
other things are born that fascinated the aged Dryad as 
she moved day by day about her wild garden.2 
Powys 1 s preference for movement in nature is evidenced also 
by his :frequent reference to the winds, whether the light sus-
surations produced by a fallen wind or wild blowings that sweep 
over the countryside flapping ulsters and shrieking through the 
bare-tree branches or buffeting a traveler as he plods over a 
long stretch of downs. Like the appearances of the sun and the 
moon, the rising of the wind or its subsidence may be dramatic; 
and, as in the scene in My.rddin Wyllt's tent, it may act with 
suspicious wilfulness and intention. With the wind as with other 
natural phenomena Powys gives us only a few instances of its more 
spectacular achievements. Storms, tempests occur; and we exper-
ience the wind's ferocity, but the extended ~assages with the full 
blasts of the writer's rhetorical trumpets to describe it are not 
typical. What the reader comes to know, as he must in the gentle 
1. Atlantis, p. 48. 
2. ~., P• 44• 
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stirring of curtains, is the feel of the wind in its everyday as-
pects. Where other writers may make use of the wind only in its 
extremes, as if it existed in no other form, P~r,rs gives us a 
sense of an eternal but variable presence; and without that sense 
certainly no writer can convey the out-of-doors. It is just what 
that homely phrase, 11the out-of-doors, 11 expresses that Powys so in-
comparably conveys. These winds that blow so rolfsteriously over 
the surface of our planet showing us the underside of leaves, mov-
ing seeds across the land, setting our nerves on edge, lulling us 
into a peaceful trance, how necessary a part they play in the 
understanding of our sojourn on earth. 
Few authors, if any, have made such constant use of moving 
water -- springs, streams, rivers and more particularly river 
mouths, currents gurgling and swishing and sucking, floods, waves, 
the ebb and flow of the tide and the very heaving up of the sea 
upon the land. The beginning of the last chapter of A Glastonbury 
Romance where Eowys describes the Atlantic storm and the flooding 
of the land is one of those sustained passages of descriptive elo-
quence that contemporary writers as a whole seem to avoid, either 
as being bravura, and therefore in bad taste, or as being in any 
case irrelevant. Nevertheless such passages are to be found in 
th~ great writers, are so to speak, in part, the lasting weather 
of their work -- the London fog in Dickens, Egdon Heath in Hardy, 
the sea and the jungle in Conrad. To be sure, for such descrip-
tion to be effective, Nature must be made an integral part of the 
work. 
What purpose then does Nature serve in Powys other than dec-
oration? Has it some philosophical significance? Man, Powys 
seems to be saying, whether he works with the elements of Nature 
directly or not, whether he lives in cities and works in offices 
and never notices the light of common day, has never seen a flow-
er grow, never felt the mud under his boots, is only another mani-
festation of nature and in an infinite variety of ways is affected 
by the least processes in nature, by so-called inert matter itself. 
There is, in fact, a constant reciprocal process between man and 
his surroundings. What Powys emphasizes in nature is the myster-
ious -- fluctuating winds, moving waters, spectral half-lights of 
pre dawn, the mystical green after-sunset light, evasive moon-
I 
shine, drifting mists, the arrivals and departures of sun and moon 
and the sun itself, often a kind of misty eidolon-- a sort of 
second sun peering through a haze, veiling all in a suffusion of 
"liquid luminousness, 111 blurring and softening every harsh pro-
jection or prominent outline. Nature is secret in its workings, 
a mystery filled with a myriad subtle sorceries. The mere sight 
and sound and touch and smell of things may transport or sadden 
us, disturb or comfort us through inexplicable longings, subcon-
seious impressions, dimly realized responses. 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 258. 
There began to fall upon the place where they sat, 
upon the cobble-stones of the little quay, upon the 
wharf steps, slimy with green seaweed, upon the harbour 
mud and the tarred gunwales of the gently rooking 
barges, upon the pallid tide flowing inland with gur-
glings and suokings and lappings and long-drawn sighs, 
that indesdribable sense of the coming on of night at 
a river's mouth, which is like nothing else in the 
world. It is, as it were, the meeting of two infinite 
vistas of imaginative suggestion--the sense of the 
mystery of the boundless horizons seaward, and the 
more human mystery of the unknown distance inland, its 
vague fields and marshes and woods and silent gardens 
--blending there together in a suspended breath of inef-
fable possibility, sad and tenderi and touching the 
margin of what cannot be uttered. 
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As these reflective wayfaring spirits of Powys's imagination 
stroll along country paths, through fields and meadows, along 
river banks, and harborsides and beaches, they stir up a whole 
ocean bed of impressions; and when they themselves are not busy 
with them, Powys is on their behalf. Powys continually hints at 
subterranean layers of reciprocity, psychic and ohemioal affin-
ities, between all living things, even between particular types 
of landscape and individual beings. A multitude 0f childhood 
memories may adhere to the sight of milk-weed growing at the road's 
. 
edge, or to an empty snail-shell lying beneath a dook-leaf, or to 
the curve of a sandbank; but the sense of smell, of all mortal 
senses oan carry the human soul farthest baok "in its long pay-
ohio pilgrimage. 112 
1. Rodmoor, P• 203. 
2. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 1117. 
And as these tides came in, over the brown desolate 
mudflats, they awoke strange legends and wild half-
forgotten memories along that coast. Ancient prophe-
cies that had perished long ago, like blown-out candles 
in gusty windows, cold as the torch-flames by which 
they were conceived.l 
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Our sense of smell is the lowest in the hierarchy of the senses, 
the nearest to the bestia~, for which reason perhaps, Shakespeare 
had Regan command Gloucester to "smell" his way to Dover. 
Where else but in this Powysian world, in which "certain days, 
days under unique conditions of the wind and the weather" can 
"call out from the soil of a particular dl.strict, that district 1 s 
own native peculiar sme1.1 112 are we likely to find a woman standing 
in her garden, inhaling deeply the smell of earth-mold and dis-
ti~guishing an even more delicate fragrance in the air -- a fra-
grance analyzed for us in a short disquisition on primroses and 
moss. 
Not a patch of earth in any of those spinneys, and 
copses, and withy beds, that edged those water-meadows, 
not a plank, not a post, in the sluices and weirs and 
gates of those wide moors, but had its own growth, some-
where about it, of moss "softer than sleep." More del-
icately, more intricately fashioned than any grasses of· 
the field, more subtle in texture than any seaweed of 
the sea, more thickly woven, and with a sort of intimate 
passionate patience, by the creative spirit within it, 
than any lichen upon any tree trunk., this sacred moss of 
Somersetshire would remain as a perfectly satisfying 
symbol of life if all other vegetation were destroyed 
out of that country. There is a religious reticence in 
the nature of moss. It vaunts itself not; it proclaims 
not its beauty; its infinite variety of minute shapes is 
not appre~ended until you survey it with concentrated 
care. With its peculiar velvety green, a greenness 
1. Ibid., P• 1115. 
2. Ibid., P• 531. 
that seems to spring up like a dark froth from the 
living skin pores of the earth-mother, this primeval 
growth covers with its shadowy texture every rook and 
stone and fragment of masonry, every tree root and 
hovel roof and ancient boarding over which the rain 
can fall. The magical softness of its presence gath-
ers about the marg..ins of every human dream that draws 
its background from life in the West Country. The 
memories of youth are full of it; the memories of old 
people who have gone to and fro in West-country vil-
lages wear it like a dim, dark garment against the 
cold of the grave; and when the thoughts of the bed-
ridden turn with piteous craving to iihe life outside 
· their walls, it is upon deep, rain-soaked, wet moss, 
sprinkled with red toadstools or with broiv.n leaves or 
wiiih ~ifting gossamer seed, that they most covetously 
brood! 
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Doubtless many critics would regard such a prose ode on the reti-
oence of moss~ its ubiquitous presence, and its spiritual li£e in 
the minds of West-country inhabitants as an ~ecessary intrusion. 
Such minute and delicate perceptions show how steeped Powys is in 
his· own parcel of ground, how aware he is in what way it differs 
from alien ground. Nor can such perceptions be rightly considered 
irrelevant. These indigenous scents inhaled by Miss Crow are as 
substantial, as significant a background of her life as her little 
sitting room, in fact more significant, inasmuch as her room is in 
a house she has only just moved into; and later when she enters 
this room and she has received her guests we are made to feel that 
her inherently kind and generous disposition has been replenished 
by these country airs. It does not escape Miss Orow's attention 
that the great bunch of flowers -- pink Oampions and bluebells 
1. Ibid., P• 532. 
-
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bears the imprint of children 1 s :fingers -- "the stalks plucked o:f:f 
so short under the :flower-heads and the blossoms pressed so tight-
1 ly together • 11 
The lilac-scented air and a southwest wind may be more con-
ducive to lovers• meetings, more compelling motives :for sending a 
girl to her lover than any conscious decision of hers, :for "the 
real reality of life, 11 as Powys says in another· connection, always 
strikes a person "sideways and incidentally112 and seems just the 
very thing that no one allows :for. 
The sense of the out-of-doors comes from the setting of in-
dividual scenes, from :formal preludes and interludes, ~rom short 
disquisi~ions on :flora and :fauna and weather, and also from a mul-
titude of images saturated in Nature and permeating his whole work. 
A girl may be 11as slim and slippery as a bluebell stalk pulled out 
by the root, u3 or have an "arum-lily throa~, u4 and she may nestle 
next to her husband on ~heir wedding night like a "blissful little 
mackerel between the :fins of a great sturgeon. 11 5 The personal-
ities of two girls may be depicted by a succession of natural images. 
Lovely were they both, as they lay there in that glim-
mering light, but whereas Angela seemed to draw to herself 
1. Ibid., P• 527. 
2. Ibid., PP• 1045-1046. 
3. ~ Selent, P• 682. 
4• Ibid., P• 89. 
5· Pori'us, P• 495· 
from out of the storm-cleansed darkness everything that 
was pallid and phantasmal in the rain-soaked meadows, in 
the dripping hazel-spinneys, in the cold, moss-covered 
hill slopes, Persephone seemed, as she lay listening to 
her friend, as if she were an incarnation of all the 
magic of the brown rain-pools and the smooth-washed 
beech boughs and the drenched, carved eaves of fragrant 
woodwork, and the wet reed roofs of thf dyke-hovels 
down there in the marshes of the :Brue. 
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Thoughts may be mole-runs, may be carried like a 11basket of dying 
f . h 112 l.S • Projects may seem not "unreal but sub-real, like a de-
cisionunder water, or in the soft persistent £alling of snow 
upon snowl 113 .A "strange, lovely solemnity" may fall on people 
11 like the falling of slow, thin noiseless rain. 114 People .t s be-
havior is £requently described in animal images: Christie and 
Wolf, releasing their tension after moments of intense drama, are 
likened to 11a couple of excited starlings perched on a gallows that 
sways in the wind. 11 5 Wolf Solent, uncertain about th~ enigmatic 
poet Jason .Otter, deals with him like "a leopard cajoling a ner-
6 
vous eland." , A woman may be as anxious as "a moor-hen exploring 
a suspicious weir 117 or, in a more gross comparison, a person•s 
expression of maudlin complacency may rest on every feature "as 
8 
thick as flies upon newly dropped dung." 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 727. 
2. Wolf Solent, P• 548. 
3. Porius, P• 498. 
4• Wolf Solent, p. 221. 
5· Ibid., P• 916. 
6. Ibid., P• 392. 
7. 'WeYiiiouth Sands, P• 381. 
8. Porius, P• 542. 
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John Ge-ard in the final chapter· of' A Glastonbury Romance, 
expounding his philosophy, says that 11every insect, down to the 
smallest mite, microbe or bacil~us, has an immortal sou1.u1 
~ 
Geard 1 s philosophy is not precisely Powys 1 s and Geard says some-
what clumsily and ambiguously, certainly more ingenu0usly, what 
Powys tells us more clearly, more poetically elsewhere. Even so,. 
there is a suggestion thrown out here that is reiterated through-
out the novels, as well as in Powys's Autobiography: that in all 
things, both organic and inorganic, there resides a feeling-
power, a sensitiveness, perhaps a consciousness of' identity, along 
with material energy some concomitant psychic attribute -- what 
physicists appear compelled to speak of as mind-matter.2 In a 
variety of ways Powys hints at, even perhaps fancifully asserts, 
a reciprocal relation between man and all living things, grass 
blades no less than trees -- the earth itself, the moon, the sun 
-- ultimately perhaps inanimate matter. We ·return in fact to a 
kind of animism, to a view of Nature that is full of spirits, 
both good and evil. 
In A Glastonbury Romance, this animism has become markedly 
evident, although he treats it at times with a flippant, taunting 
humor and in true Homeric fashion has the sun intervene with some-
thing like personal chagrin in the affairs of one who refuses to 
1. I>• 1136. 
2. The Meaning of Culture, PP• 195-196. 
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worship it. MUch of this by-play may be taken on the level of 
symbol rather than of literal fact; but a residue of literal fact 
remains; and much else in the book has to do with occurrences, mys-
terious and inexplicable. Unwilling to accept the older scientific 
account of the physical universe as fixed, final and immutable, he 
has been content in his novels to suggest other worlds, to point 
out through the misty eidolon of a sun, the moving waters, the stir 
of winds, pyschic vistas as yet unimaginable. Nature in Powys is 
magical, both· in the thrilling ecstasies it may afford us and the 
mysteries inhering in it. This astronomical pinfold apprehended 
by our senses is only "one mental bubble, real as far as it goes, 
but only one little drop, among endless other cosmic bubbles of 
similar mental stuff • • • 111 Wolf Solent and others speculate 
on the physical world being an illusion -- a mental bubble 
and on their ability to recreate .the world anew each hour. ''What 
a person wills and what a person imagines become a mysterious part 
of what is. 112 
And whether the world is or is not full of spirits, Powys at 
last makes over the world as he would have it, for in Porius, At-
lantis and The Brazen Head we enter indeed the world of the fabu-
lous, where a tree spirit can exist and inhuman forms can emerge 
and converse with humans and counsel them, where a moth and a f'ly 
1. Autobiography, P• 329. 
2. Loc. cit. 
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may speculate about the gods. 
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The Jl4y"sterious 
As one would expect of an author who suggests the probability 
of subtle influences, psychic and chemical, from all living things 
even inert matter -- and capable of affecting each other, the 
incidence in his novels of such influences on human affairs is con-
siderable. Powys frequently uses the term "psychic or magnetic 
currents, 11 many instances of which might be placed under the prev-
alent scientific classification of extra-sensory perception. 
The early novels use such phenomena sparingly. Not until A 
Glastonbury Romance do they actually dominate scenes and influence 
action to any appreciable extent; in faot that novel is pervaded by 
psychic phenom~na and even by the supernatural. In most of the 
later novels, notably Porius, Atlantis and The Brazen Head, all 
pretense at containing the fictional reality within the bounds of 
known physical laws or even hypothetical extensions of them, is 
cast aside: we enter the realm of the fabulous. 
Without venturing into controversial channels, Powys makes us 
aware of his keen insight into subtle psychological responses be-
tween people, as well as those responses made by individuals to 
objects, circumstances and scenes. Often he makes us conscious of 
what we may have experienced ourselves but not comprehended; at 
other times he reveals to us what doubtless lies beyond our experi-
ence and even beyond our imagination, and yet which, once revealed, 
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is likely to compel us to belief. For example he reminds us of the 
'startling experience of a person left alone with another of its 
species who is sunk in sleep. 
It is then that the wakefUl one suddenly becomes aware 
of the chasm that exists, a chasm resembling a crevasse 
in scoriae rock, between its consciousness and a con-
sciousness like its own that1is fUnctioning in a com-pletely different dimension. 
He can freshen our memories or deepen our perceptions with the sud-
den revelation of that "indescribable look of desolation that bed-
rooms of the absent and of the dead so quickly assume • 112 He can 
illuminate an experience, rarer today than yesterday, yet partaking 
of the universal, such as the experience of two wayfarers leaving 
a town or village, chatting to one another or to others upon being 
accosted by them, who, when they have walked long enough upon the 
same road, will finally be subdued by the pathway, hypnotiz.ed int.o 
silence, into a curious passivity. 
It is then that under the spell of the simplest forms 
of matt~, a mud-ba~, a flint track, a stone wall, they 
are allowed to listen to a speech too deep for sound; 
and they become eaves-droppers of the ancient litany of 
aboriginal matter and grow confederate with the3long piety of the cosmos, whose religion is to wait. 
He can vividly disclose the eerie loneliness of a young girl, ar-
riving in a strange place far from home and the impact upon her of 
separate alien objects in her surroundings; and a husband's intui-
1. Atlantis, P• 9. 
2. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 300. 
3. Weymouth Sanda, P• 157. 
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tive conjecture about his wife's unfaithfulness, derived perhaps 
from the psychic aura emanating from her and the man he suspects 
of having cuckolded him. 
Two early instances of psychic currents (both might in fact 
I 
be explained better as a combination of psychic phenomena and 
chemical influence), both probing beyond the scientifically demon-
strable yet remaining within the realm of thearplicable, actually 
determine the main-stream ?f events; one occurs in Wolf Solent, 
the other in A Glastonbury Romance and both result in violence 
and death. Powys has been called a psychologist writing novels, 
and perhaps in these episodes, and others, he gives us instances, 
as Henry James, Dostoievsky, Blake, Shakespeare and Sophocles have 
done before him, of the creative mind whose psyc~ological penetra-
tion adumbrates, outranges the scientific discoveries to come. 
The mystery of human passnons is not to be understood, let alone 
evoked, by the catchphrases and circumscribed formulas of psycho-
analysis. The complex erotic nature of Malakite's relationship 
with his daughter Christie as a result of Wolf Solent's equivocal 
behavior toward her, is evidence, both dramatically and psycho-
logically, of the supreme power of the creative imagination. 
The second episode is no less a complex of psychic interplay. 
Again three people are involved, this time in a fear link that in-
duces a subservience of one will to another. In addition we are 
asked to believe that those whose peculiar vice or perversion 
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separates them from.the rest of the world -- in their case a sadis-
tic anomaly-- are endowed with a siEth sense that permits them to 
recognize one another, sometimes instantaneously. These intricate 
strands of response on an irrational level, admitting of varying 
degrees of intensity, are distributed among several persons in the 
story in addition to the three involved in the major episode. This 
insistence on multiple instances, along with editorial commentary~ 
somewhat reduces the validity, as fiction, of the major episode, as 
a similar insistence on pariah types does in W@Od and Stone. Wheth-
er.or not Powys has hit upon a psychological truth is another mat-
ter. 
~her psychic manifestations abound in the novels and become 
more numerous, with perhaps the single exception of A Glastonbury 
Romance, in the later novels. Cf the major novels only Weymouth 
Sands is entirely free of questionable psychic phenomena. Extra-
sensory perception in the form of clairvoyance or mental telepathy 
occurs already in Rodmoor, though without altering the course of 
events, and it assumes prominence in Wolf Solent when an apparently 
psychic summoning brings Wolf to Christie's side at a time of cri-
sis. Though prominent in the concluding pages of the novel, Owen 
Glendower's apparition, ~onsciously projected by himself and seen 
by his grandson and others who loved him, fails to alter the course 
of events. 
Of the less mysterious variety of phenomena are premonitions, 
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intimations and predictions involving professional fortune-tellers, 
gypsies, necromancers, mystics and madmen. In no case are they a 
significant factor i~ the outcome of events. All are susceptible 
of varying interpretations -- as an evidence of superstition, of 
psychic powers, of coincidence, of unrevealed natural causes, of 
hallucination. Without them, something from the inexhaustible re-
pository of human wisdom and folly would be missing. Even in a 
scientific age, fortune-tellers and astrologers are still consulted, 
still believed; and people are still disturbed or comforted by e-
vents seemingly foreshadowed in dreams and other enigmatic mental 
states. 
~f the weird and the uncanny, the seemingly ~nexplicable, two 
instances might be cited: the first concerns the blood-curdling cry 
heard by Rook Ashover (there is a family legend connected with it), 
the first time, before he is about to conceive an heir, the second 
time immediately before his death. The second occasion is when 
Owen Glendower, feeling an ice-cold shiver run down his spine and 
his legs growing cold, turns his head only to find (whether real 
or imagined we are not told) a slender wrist and a white cold finger 
apparently pointing at him. This episode is also connected with a 
legend -- presumably a curse that results in death. Other visions 
-- apparitions, hallucinations, mystical experiences -- from ghost-
ly young riders galloping into view along lonely paths to more faces 
seen at windows, to the sound of the voices of the legendary dead, 
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to the sudden plunging of a sword from heaven and its disappearance 
into a stream and a vision of the Holy Grail, will give some indi-
cation of the more spectacular psychic manifestations occurring in 
the ttrealistic" novels. Geard 's ability to relieve Ti ttie Pether-
ton temporarily of the excruciating pain of her cancer and his 
effecting her eventual cure add still another facet to the myster-
ious element. 
Several pertinent questions might be asked. Does Powys overdo 
this element of the mysterious~ the psychic, the supernatural, that 
is, does he seem to give it more weight in his novels than the com-
mon experience of men would justify? By "weight" is meant either 
the actual length of the episodes in proportion to the book as a 
whole or the significance it may assume in determining events or 
in shaping character. If he does, may his inclusion of such ma-
terial be justified on a symbolic level? Before attempting an 
answer, one must take into account Powys 's major premise. This 
premise, in brief, is that intense thoughts and feelings, particu-
larly those violent storms of feeling generated by strongly 
spiritual personalities, set up "psychic vibrations" that remain 
about a place to form a repository of psychic energy that may be 
drawn upon by succeeding generations or manifest itself according 
to its own peculiar laws. 
Only in three novels (always with the exception of the frankly 
fabulous Porius, Atlantis and The ~azen Head), namely Ducdame, 
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A Glastonbury Romance and Maiden Castle are any appreciable portion 1 
of books given to this element. In Rodmoor the psychic is largely 
confined to a single character, the neurotic Adrian Soria. In Wolf 
-
Selent the single in~tance of the psychic summoning may readily be 
ascribed to coincidence (despite Powys's presenting it overwhelm-
ingly as evidence ·of extra-sensory perception), inasmuch as :wor::e.:: is 
in love with Christie and has had her constantly on his mind and 
even feared for her safety. 
In Ducdame the introduction of psychic material is frequent, 
lengthy and aignificant. Powys does, however, take the trouble of 
informing the reader how the fortune-teller's prediction may be 
linked to information supplied unbeknownst to anyone. Yet the fi-
nal tragedy is precipitated ~y a coincidence connected with her 
prophecies. The phantom rider, twice seen by Rook, with whom he 
converses, involves Rook in distinct episodes, repeated at widely 
separated intervals. Hallucinations they could be, though here 
again Powys suggest other forces as the source of the experiences. 
Rook we are specifically told is, where such matters are concerned, 
skeptical. The circumstances in which he finds himself in the 
story and the setting itself are likely to overcome a reader's 
own skepticism with regard to psychic matters. The story concerns 
the survival of a family name and a mother's relentless, even sav-
age, resolve to see another generation born. Ancestry is felt as 
a force quite apart from any supernatural considerations, and the 
' ' 
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gossip and the legends about the family give a sense of the continu-
ity of th~ generations of Ashovers. Rook finds himself besieged, 
' 
threatened and seduced by his family, his mistress cajoled from his 
arms. They one and all look to him for an heir and their desire be-
comes a pr.edominant atmosphere, a conspiracy nourished by whispered 
conversations at the tea-table and on the backstairs, by rumors 
from gypsy caravans and by scurrilous talk in wayside taverns. The 
family fixation on an heir provides a fertile background for super-
. ~ 
stition. The legends ,are linked with the very st~tuary of remote 
anqestors in the fami~y chapel. Ancestral cries of protest against 
. 
imminent extinction of their ancient line and spectral riders as 
. 
embodiments of their hopes fall naturally into place. 
A Glastonbury Romance.' a veritabl.e melange of psy~hic disturb-
ances, is further embellished with hypothetical dialogues -- between 
the dead, between vegetative matter -- and a formidable supernatural 
> • 
machinery of chthonian and celestial spirts; it an~icipates the 
later fables, yet is not one of them. To obje·ct to the multiplic-
ity of JSychic events is like quarreling with the element of chance 
in Hardy: both circumstances are concerned with their major premises. 
' . . 
The expression of his idea that psychic emanations continue to 
'i ' - ~ " 
e:x;ist -- central in Powys's thinking- or var.iations of it, ~.;s-· 
not confined to A Glastonbury Romance. As an editorial comment on 
the death of an aged descendant of the queens of Marakesh, Powys 
' 
tells us that emotions as intense as she was experie~cing 11cannot 
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in their consummation f'ail to have their effect upon the earth and 
air of the s;ot where they have reached their end. u1 Sir Mort Abys-
sum theorizes upon atmospheric aura composed of what might be called 
sense-emanations which, "though they grow fainter with time, do not 
cease to exist when the body and soul which projected them have both 
2 
come to an end." 
. Glastonbury, says Powys, is such a psychic repository, for it 
is here that tradition and story tell us King Arthur and Merlin 
lived, here that Art.hur threw away his sword "in some intense con-
vulsion of human feeling. 113 Both Arthur and Merlin are associated 
by Powys with an abnormal closeness to the secret processes of na-
ture and in fact Merlin is presumed to have buried some heathen 
prototype of the Holy Grail. Here at Glastonbury Joseph of .Arima-
thea brought the Chr-istian Grail and a f'ragment of the Cross which, 
being planted, sprouted into a holy thorn tree. 
On this spot stood the original Wattle Church built by 
Joseph of .Arimathea. Here was the stone church erected 
much later by Saint David of Wales; and here too was dis-
covered, in comparatively modern times, the carefully 
preserved Well, into which a blood-red stream of magical 
water once trickled down from the very slope of Chalice 
Hill. It was to the monkish guardians of this mystical 
spot, doubtless carrying in its enchanted soil, fed by 
the bones of untold centuries, the psychic chemistry of 
religious cults far older than Christianity, far older 4 than the druids, that King Ina's charter was given •• • 
1. Porius, P• 470. 
2. The Brazen Head, p. 166. 
3. A Glastonbur~ Romance, P• 369. 
4• Ibid., PP• 1 5-166. 
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The atmosphere is propitious for mystical and psychic events 
and the persons in the story who experience them are capable)in 
varying degrees, of these intensities of emotion -- Sam Dekker in-
tent upon a life of devotion in Christ has a vision of the Holy 
Grail; John Crow, a worshipper at the heathen stones of Stonehenge, 
has a vision of a flaming sword; Owen Evans, who imagines that 
through suffering he can attain salvation and release from his 
own dark secret vices, undergoes a vicarious suffering and ecstasy 
on the Pageant cross; Geard with ~is simple faith, his profound 
sympathy, his rare magnanimity,communicates with spectral voices, 
heals the sick and restores the dead to life. 
The "miracles" and the spirit visitations do not f'all outside 
the category' of known experience. Such 11miraclesn occur today. 
Pilgrims still journey to shrines for cures. In each case, ex-
cept of course in Geard's healing of the sick and his restoration 
of the dead, the experience is an inner one. Upon Geard' s "mira-
cles11 one may place whatever interpretation on!? wishes: cancers 
have been known in medical history to disappear without a determin-
able cause, and whether Geard's prayers and the patient's ablutions 
in the sacred waters had any connection with the cure may be left 
to conjecture. The act of restoring to life is filtered through 
second-hand accounts, encased in hearsay, and the obscurity that 
surrounds any event witnessed by a multitude of people emotionally 
overwrought. 
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That the number of psychic manifestations occurring in this 
particular novel is large canpot be denied; that the number is ex-
cessive is unlikely. The thematic core of the book is man's in-
dividual efforts to pierce through to the eternal mystery and some-
how to relate himself to it. How, then, can any of these events be 
considered irrelevant? 
The allusions to supernatural machinery, to the intercession 
of supernumerary beings and planetary forces, personified, in the 
affairs of men are another matter. Only in A Glastonbury Romance 
among the novels bas~d on contemporary life does one find Powys 
resorting to the device of supernatural machinery in the form of 
editorial comment, and even in the later fables this device is used 
sparingly. Where the intent is humorous, largely ironic - as it 
usually is in the case of hypothetical dialogues -- the device is 
mildly effective, where serious, the fictional illusion is simply 
crushed under a dead weight of superfluous comment. 
The hypothetical dialogue, for example the one between the 
corpse of William Crow and his wife at the time of his burial, 
with all his relatives around him, and all, but one, more intent 
upon learning the provisions of the will than honoring his decease, 
remains within the established fictional dimension. It tells us 
something of William Crow, about his relations with his wife, and 
about the relatives whose stories are to unfold. The intervals 
of time have been carefully chosen, the first to coincide with the 
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striking of the first spadeful of cold Norfolk clay upon t 1he cof-
fin, when those gathered about the grave are most likely to be 
withdrawn and silent; the second, briefly, with the impact upon 
them of the reading of the will. 
Whether one agrees with Powys 1s vision of things is unimpor-
tant; what is important is that he has sometimes clumsily inter-
larded his story with philosophical commentary in connection with 
these supernatural forces. 
On this particular noon-day not one of these great Ele-
mental Powers became aware, for the flicker of a single 
second, of the existence by Pomparl~s Bridge, between the 
town of Glastonbury and the village of Street, of the en-
tity known as John Crow. But the Great Powers among the 
natural forces possessed of consciousness no more exhaust 
or fulfil the innumerable categories of the supernatural 
than the Great Powers among the nations of the earth ex-
haust or fulfil the categories of humanity. There are 
countless supernumerary beings-all sons and daughters of 
the First Cause--whose meddlings and interferences with 
the affairs of earth haye not received the philosophical 
attention they dese~ve. 
Besides being dull, that passage comes perilously close to stric-
ture. We gain no insight by being told that John Craw's prayer 
to his own human mother aroused jealousy in the heart of the Earth 
or that Mat Dekker •s refusal to make some gracious gesture to the 
Sun has aroused that Deity's anger. 
1. P• 369. 
"Let his Christ protect him! 11 thought (if we can call 
the titanic motions of super-consciousness in such a 
P.ower by the name of "thought") this great outpourer of 
life heat. nAs for us, we will let loose his own off-
spring upon him; and the thing he loves most in the 
world we will rouse up against him. 111 
Presumably a certain humor is intended here" but the effort is 
clumsy and serves to befuddle, not e~lighten the reader. 
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Porius, Atlantis and The Brazen Head are inhabited by super-
natural beings or persons possessed of magical powers, by gods 
and goddesses and their mortal sons and daughters, not to spe~ 
of Titans and·gorgons and harpies and the horse Pegasus himself. 
Even seemingly ordinary mortals enact feats of incredible endur-
ance, strength, even sexual potency. MYrddin Wyllt 1 s and Nineue 1 s 
magical powers are at home in a world where almost everyone e:x:-
hibits at the very least a capacity not different in kind from 
,ordinary mortals but in degree and where the exigencies of every-
day life can often be ignored. Vihere the world's use-and-wont 
\ 
paraphernalia is stripped away, enchantments enter of their own 
accord. Like a child 1 s world, all things in it may be marvelous, 
though merely extensions and exaggerations of what we ingenuously 
term the real world. Several scenes in Porius recall Malory's 
Morte d 1Arthur (except for Powys's humor which gives his scenes 
both more flavor and more depth), not simply because they deal 
with the :figures of .Arthur and Medrawd but because they can con-
1. P• 104. 
jure up some heightened aspect of reality, some refinement of 
treachery and loyalty or other good and evil. 
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The fabulous is indeed in harmony with the infinitely mys-
terious world Pmv.ys envisions; but this infinite mystery cannot be 
spoken of in terms we use to describe the donkey-green common. Ex-
plicit statements about the supernatural, such as are found in 
A Glastonbury Romance, alone of all the "realistic" novels, only 
sound preposterous. As we have seen, his persistent attempts to 
expand the bounds in the other "realistic" novels have always been 
delicately handled: that is, a margin has been allowed ~or varied 
interpretations. When, as in Wolf Solent, this margin becomes a 
weaving of the simple encounter of Wolf and Gerda into the elements 
of myth, we believe in his world. 
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The Past· 
We are reminded in the Powysian world by the visitations of 
the sun and the moon, by other astronomical phenomena, of man's 
brie~ sojourn on earth, of a time-span that moves more slowly, of 
a passage of time that man's mind may calculate, set down in sym-
bols, but that his imagination fails to grasp. Mingled in men's 
minds with these stellar visitors are the myths men have fashioned 
to account for what they see and their place in it -- ancient 
tales spun out by vanished races, their origins an endless tangle 
of roots stretching into the dark, secret earth of our past, tales 
o~ Titans, catastrophic struggles between supernatural beings, gods 
superseded by other gods, continents submerged and lost. And of 
all this, only rumors remain, rumors and perhaps instinctive re-
sponses; ·and always the creative imagination fashions ex.Perience 
into myth and legend until we reach the period of "recorded" his-
tory. In Porius, Atlantis and The Brazen Head we are confronted 
with the intermingling of these mythical gods and legendary ru-
ling spirits with the mere mortals of the stories. Just beyond, 
what matter how many years, lies the fertile chaos of unremembered 
time. Thus Odysseus sails away on his last journey to seek the 
los~ continent of Atlantis, and the tales of certain Welsh tribes 
in Porius contain suggestions of their coming over the seas from 
this same continent. Floods and threats of floods awaken dim 
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memories, memories of past disasters, beyond the memory of living 
men, stretching back link by link, through generation after gener-
ation into an ever-receding racial memory, into some mysterious 
pool of ultimate experience. 
Porius is a tangle of roots into the past, with all manner of 
tribes, each with its proud traditions, its stubborn claims of yet 
more ancient lineage. So we hear the far-off echoes of tribal or-
igins, of blood "that was older than Troy, older than Argos, older 
than Ma.rakesh itself ••• 111 Porius comes upon the last of the 
Aboriginals of Ynys Prydein, giants living in caves on the slopes 
of the Welsh mountains where they had been "long before the 
Ffichtiad appeared as if out of the bowels of the earth with 
their treacherous servility, or the Gwyddylaid had crossed the 
sea with their weapons of pitiless bronze."2 And the Modxybedd 
maintained "the traditions of a race that had in ~ts day treated 
Egypt as a rival, Phoenicia as an interloper, and Hellas as a 
youthful prodigy.n3 . 
In Owen Glendower we are immersed in similar tracings of the 
immemorial past; we hear of ancestors who, before both Christ and 
Caesar, "journeyed towards the setting sun" and paused in Wales to 
mingle their blood with 11the Caer-builders and the 'Mound-builders 
and the Circle-builders" who possessed the land from the begin-
ning.4 In Atlantis we step of course into a Homeric world where 
1. P• 125. 
2. P• 510. 
3. p •. l67. 
4• P• 413. 
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legendary heroes converse with the gods and goddesses of Olympus. 
Powys's effective recreation of the past, in all three of 
these novels, is in great part due to his persuading the reader 
that, in a way, the living are but the temporary repositories of 
ancient lore. The reassurance of recorded histor.y melts away be-
fore us. W~ are set down in an atmosphere of bards and story-
tellers. Even the monuments, after races and tribes have been 
obliterated -- the earthworks, the stone-circles, awesome with 
their secrets -- will one day be level with the ground; and the 
ancient stories alone survive, re-worked, transmogrified, but 
always with a miraculous power of renewal. Sometimes these leg-
ends are merely mentioned, but often they come to life again and 
are interwoven with the story. Rhisiart remembers the tales his 
nurse Madry used to tell him of Bran the Blessed who was so huge 
he could cross the Irish Sea on foot and he wonders in what cham-
ber in the castle where he finds himself a prisoner the gigantic 
head of Bran might be found. But even before h~ comes to Wales 
he dreams of setting eyes on this same fortress of Dinas Bran 
and when he finally does, ·myth and.reality become fused. 
All ramparts ever built, all towers, all fortresses, 
all castles, seemed to him mere clumsy reproductions 
of the ideal perfection of Dinas Bran. It wasn't that 
it was so large--and he could see clearly, even from 
this distance, that it was in a battered, broken con-
dition--but it took into itself that whole hill it was 
built upon! Yes, that was the thing. Dinas Bran was 
not the stones of its human walls, not the majestic 
outlines of its tow~ing battlements, not its soaring 
arches and turrets and bastions; it was an impregnable 
mountain called up out of that deep valley by some su-
pernatural mandate. Its foundations were sunk in the 
earth, but they were sunk in more than the earth; they 
were sunk in that mysterious under-world of beyond-
reality whence rise the eternal archetypes of all the 
refuges and all the sanctuaries of the spirit, un-
touched by time, inviolable ramparts not built by 
handsl1 
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The legend of Derfe1 1 s bride is, in part at least, re-enacted, 
and the enchanted Sword of King Eliseg, who was a contemporary of 
King Arthur, which is carefully preserved by the Seneschal, be-
comes in the end the means of his shame and his undoing. Though 
not forgotten, the Romans are but recent interlopers whose ruined 
villas, paved roads, amphitheatres, and cities, Bath and especial-
ly Durnovaria (present-day Dorchester), are ever along the way of 
his bucolic lovers, his peripatetic heroes, and companionable 
brothers. But m'ore than the separate monuments, the stone circles, 
Maiden Castle and Stonehenge, do these myths and legends suffuse 
the Powysian vision. F.t-equently too the monuments and the leg-
ends are intertwined, as for example they are during Peter of 
Maricourt 1s reflections on the shameless figure of The Cerne Giant 
whose chalk outlines have existed for thousands of years on the 
grassy slopes of a Wessex hill. 
Was it, he thought in his nerve-dazed trance, that ever 
since Joseph of Arimathea brought the blood of Jesus to 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 12. 
this coast, consecrating thereby the ~stery o£ Virgin-
ity and throwing a strange and desecrating shadow upon 
the greater ~stery o£ Procreation, there had been a 
craving, a longing, a hungering and thirsting, in the 
whole earthy substance o£ this portion o£ the West, so 
that the actual soil and sand and stones and rocks and 
gravel and pebbles of Wessex, along with the very slime 
of the worms beneath and the slugs above and the spawn 
o£ the £rogs and the scum of the newts, and the cuckoo-
spit o£ the smallest insect, had been roused to revolt 
against this preposterous edict of unnatural purity.l 
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Nowhere is Powys's sense of the past more subtly enveloping 
than in his ev.ocation o£ the near past, that which is contained 
within an individua!'s living memory or which is closely linked 
with it, expanding under the £ertilizing process o£ age-old uses 
and customs. Not £or nothing has Powys restricted his background 
. 
to the regions he knows bes~, pre£erably to those associated with 
his childhood, for the tap-~oot o£ his sense o£ the past is vil-
lage li£e. There tradition resists change as it never can in the 
city, whose streets and houses must £orever be making way £or the 
more e££icient requirements o£ commerce. 
The village too has its legends -- o£ escapades, forbidden 
lovers' meetings, quarrels, £euds, revenges and bastards. It is 
to write a chronicle o£ the West Country that Wol£ Solent comes 
down to Ramsgard -- a special kind o£ chronicle £or Squire Urquhart, 
who is only interested in the moral lapses of his neighbors. 
Long memories may be awakened or refreshed by an old market 
1. The Brazen Head, P• 290. 
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cross or fountain, by some long-trodden foot-path or time-encrusted 
' 
bfidge, or an old tree or trysting ground. A man may walk across 
~ 
a vil~age street and enter a churchyard and be among the graves of 
his forebears and his neighbors' forebears; and the names on the 
headstones are as like as not to be heard in the village still. 
One has only to compare the country graveyard with its lichen-
covered stones, dignified still in their hap~azard slantings, with 
the upstart polish and p~~tense of the city cemetery to understand 
Powys's preferences. There exists no more certain link with the 
past than these graveyards and churches where whispered prayers 
. 
and silent tears have given expression to human travail. Strange-
ly enough, though numerous scenes are enacted in church, we witness 
no marriages, no christenings, no funerals-- at least fromwithin. 
We see the interiors of these churches rather in the hush between 
ceremonies. The solemn moments of silence may also be eloquent 
with the past. It is a frequent meeting place fo~ lovers-- Nell 
and Sam Dekker, Nance and Adrian Sorio, Nell and Rook Ashover. The 
interiors of two churches form the background, in Wolf Selent, of 
twb bizarre scenes -- Tilly-Valley and Wolf peering out into the 
moonlight at the figures about Redfern's grave; and, in the o~her, 
Wolf, with Selena Gault's bestial visage at his.shoulder, peering 
down, under the dimly lit vaulting of the old Abbey church, into 
~he coffin of Xing Aethulwulf. The dust of centuries in one cof-
fin; in the other, the dust of one whose name, onl~ in death, has 
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become linked with Wolf's own. People come to graveyards on var-
ious errands: like Nancy Quirm, to commune with an only child; 
like Selena Gault, to keep a jealous vigil; or like Betsy Cooper, 
to scrabble among the remains to make certain they lie in consecrat-
ed ground. 
The village provides other ties with the past: the stocks 
still standing on the gree~ in Wood and Stone, reminders of' a more 
stringent order, are turned to frivolous uses by the philanderer 
Luke Andersen. Old saws and colloquialisms too withstand the cur-
rent drift of' language, even as the farmers, servants, tradesmen 
and others hold fast to their West-Country dialect. The;y belong 
as much as any signp<;>st to their own parcel of' earth. The sense 
of' place, a local habitation and a name, is pre-eminent in Powys. 
He knows the magic in a name. Where every hill has a name, where 
even the deeps in a wayside stream have a name, a man who knows 
them can never feel utterly lost. The very village idiot has his 
place in the scheme of' things. Even a fish, if' large enough and 
wary enough, attains a certain renovna and in A Glastonbury Romance 
the catching of' "girt chub of' Izy-df'ord Milltt1 is an experience in 
which everybody partakes. A heightened value. is given to events 
from the fact of' one's having lived in the same spot all one's 
life and become familiar with its every stick and stone, says 
1. P• 766. 
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Lexie, and nto get the passing of'time one has to possess a dial, 
as it were, on which the hours are marked.n1 
Powys has said of Hardy's novels.that we are often presented 
with a picture of a solitary figure moving almost imperceptibly a-
cross the vision, at times outlined against a long stretch of sky, 
at times merging with the landscape. (Powys has used this image 
himself in A Glastonbury Romance.) With such snail-track wan-
derings, su~gesting man's brief passage over the scoriae earth, 
comes the heavy aroma of the past. All Powys's novels, particular-
ly the earlier ones, emphasize this transience in their ~ime 
scheme alone. Until Owen Glendower, each one covers a period of 
no more than slightly ov~r a year. The succession of the seasons, 
with the enveloping awareness of the gradual changes they bring, 
reverberate over the landscape like some massive celestial bell 
marking some even vaster periods of time. In Wood and Stone the 
seasons are ushered in by formal preludes and always we are made 
conscious of the inevitable progression of earthly events, in 
spring and summer by the various flowers erupting in their proper 
turn. Sometimes odd reminders of these changes are brought to 
our attention -- cat-ice along the roads for instance, or the gath-
ering of rqoks in a particular copse before the autumn storms. In 
the first three novels the fleeting months are given dramatic s~g-
1. Duc~e, P• 391. 
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nificance, in Ducdame, as also in Wolf Solent, by being linked with 
a woman's pregnancy and the issues involved with the birth of a 
child; in Wolf Solent with Wolf's seduction of Gerda, their sub-
sequent marriage and the backward glance afforded by successive 
anniversaries. 
In village life the time-dials are many and varied. Even the 
way a man leaves his house, through the kitchen always, may be a 
re-enactment of his father's custom. Annual visits are a tradition 
where life is lived within a familiar_ compass and the day comes 
round when Rook Ashover must call at the gamekeeper's cottage, for 
so his father had done before him. 
A man is likely to be remembered in a village, if only for his 
follies, and so his father's life is gradually revealed to him when 
Wolf Solent is drawn back to Ramsgard. The mystery of our origin, 
of what kind of creature begot us, constitutes in part the themes 
of both Wolf Solent and Maiden Castle and echoes through all the 
novels in the figures of the unnumbered bastards. Besides, for 
J:owys, a failure to comprehend the sense of' human continuity, "of 
the generations following each other in slow religious succession,n1 
deprives us of the poetic interpretation of life. \¥hat his philo-
sophy meant to Wolf Solent was ''a power of seeing things arranged· 
under a certain light ••• a light charged with memories of the 
1. ~., P• 563. 
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past • • • a light capable of linking his days in flowing continu-
•t Ill J. Y• For Rodney Loder only those impressions thrilled him that 
had subsided into the remote past. Even when the family link to 
events and sensations is severed, the past may yet give signifi-
canoe in the knowledge of things having happened in this way be-
fore, in a particular place, again and again, over the years • 
• • • and he hurried into Miss Le Fleau1 s little hallway, 
smelling as it always did, even in the winter, of old, 
long-forgotten summers by the seaside,. as if he were 
seeking refuge in the lap of his mother--that mother 
whose real personality he could barely recall! The 
peculiar smell of the interior of Kimmeridge House·, 
even when he was ascending the stairs, brought its own 
assuagement; for a multitude of long peaceful lives at 
Weymouth seemed condensed there, like ancient flower-
petals in some old pot-pourri, lives whose revivified 
exits and entrances were at once cleansed by salt-, 
blowing winds 2nd mellowed by glowing fires and flick-
ering candles. 
A queer and quite special sense of romance is evoked for Wolf 
Solent when he approaches any town, however insignificant. Was 
it not aroused in him, he speculate~, through 
••• some subtle memory of all the in~angible sensations 
that his ancestors had felt, each one of them in his day, 
as, with so much of the unknown before them, they ap-
proached or left, in their West Country wandering, any of 
these historic places? Did, in fact, some floating "ema-
nation" of human regrets and human hopes hover inevitably 
about such marginal tracts--redolent of so many welcomes 
and so many farewells?3 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 868. 
2. Weymouth Sands, P• 95· 




Surely few V!Jriters could be more adept than Powys in making 
use of inanimate Gbjects and sensuous accompaniments to a. scene 
to provide a. background 0"£ palapa.ble rea.li ty. He makes these 
ina.nima.tes yield up their "recondite essences" until they become 
incorporated in the very "contours of the- particular thought (or 
emotion) for which he is seeking a ~e~ise formula. n1 There is 
a psychological truth embodied in this emphasis on the inanimate. 
Objects and sense perceptiens beth become immensely significant 
as accompaniments of intense emotional experiences, or when 
through long association and usage they become impregnated with 
a. sense ef the whsle round of human life. Geard, meditating in 
the early dawn upen his adventures in King Mark's chamber, pre-
vides a. clue to this other reality'\'hen he says that "semetimes 
in dreams ••• some little inanimate thing becomes terrible to 
us • • • Little inanimate things • • • can become great symbols 
• • • 
u2 
The repetition ef sound under certain circumstances has an 
uncanny effect on the human nerves, can becomer the dominant "pres-
encen of a scene, penetrating some sub-stratum Gf that irrational 
being Geard hints at. Sounds, quite erdinary seunds, reverberate 
with implications. To Dr. Charles Montague Fell the sound "Gf 
1. Meaning of Culture, P• 42. 
2. A Gla.stenbury Romance, P• 471. 
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heavy woolen slippers, a little too large ~or the feet that wore 
them, stumping plockety-plook111 along the landing above him drives 
him near to madness. The stealthy closing of a door can stir up 
sinister tremors and the resounding repercussion of a door gather 
to itself an agony of remorse or the slow torture of lost opportun-
ities. Long-standing enmities, sudden regrettable quarrels, sep-
arations that may mean much or little, a hoped-for return may be 
revealed by the sound of a door closing or a bell ringing. 
The sound of nails being hammered may summon up macabre re-
flections. 
"Would anyone know by that sound, n he thought, "that 
those were coffin-nails? There'll be another sound 
when they put him into the hole, 11 so his mind ran on; 
"there 111 be that peculiar sound of loose, dry mould 
flung on the top of a ~ooden lid. All the world over, 
those same two sounds. 
And when the so~nd stops, the silence may become even worse. 
other sounds, isolated sounds -- a cockcrow, a horse's neigh, 
a rook's caw, a sailor's whistle-- may, when fused together, bring 
reassurances in a sense of the continuity of the generations. Smell 
too can have its over-powering significances both sweet and sour --
the smell of moss and primroses on a spring day, Wolf's roses and 
the pigsty. Certain chance groupingsaf inanimate objects have.the 
impact of sudden illumination, fill one with the sense of being 
there. 
1. Ibid., P• 723. 
2. Wolf Solent, P• 459· 
The lamplight by which the landlady of St. Michael's 
now watched with an indignant eye this invasion of her 
premises hung over the back door of the inn. It swayed 
to and fro in the wind, and through the open door, be-
hind the two lurching men, Red Robinson could catch a 
glimpse of faintly gleaming cobblestones and dimly il-
luminated woodpiles and empty beer-bottles. A large 
rain-filled water-butt showed too in that gusty door 
frame, while along with the howling wind there came a 
strong odour of rank straw and sour human urine .1 
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Powys slyly introduces reminders of man's mortal condition 
in the midst of man's rapturous transports and sublime visions 
through the medium of the excremental inanimate. Thus, the life-
size crucifix in the cell occupied by Rhisiart and Master Brut 
hangs at right angles to a window on one side of which the heavy, 
mellow August sunshine penetrates, "and on the other to that por-
tion of their chamber which had been perforce converted into a 
latrine. 112 
Along with the oak leaves, some whitish-colored bird drop-
pings fall into Catharine's lap as she asks a farewell kiss from 
Rhisiart, and still others soil the ecclesiastical garments of the 
narcissistic St. :Bonaventura. The atmosphere in the dank, vaulted 
passageway where Rhisiart embraces Luned, with the clear night sky 
visible between the window-slit, becomes fetid, "especially from 
the presence of one particular faecal entity which had already ar-
rested his attention. 113 Whereas to Elizabeth Crow these and other 
familiar earth-objects caught by her preoccupied glance become 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 795· 
2. Owen Glendower, P• 841. 
3. ~., P• 302. 
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imbued in her death meditations with the ineffable rapture at being 
yet above ground. 
There was a little leafless poplar tree not far from 
her bench with the bark rubbed off its northern side, 
the side facing the cattlepens and some dried dogs' ex-
crement fouling its roots on the side facing the street. 
In the bare branches of this tree chattered and wrangled 
half a dozen sparrows and upon its trunk, out of reach 
of cattle OF dogs, some tall Wastrel had CUf with a 
knife the initials of himself and his girl. 
The mere presence of particular objects with all their homely ~s-
sociations outline the intensity, the splendor, sometimes the 
enormity of human emotions. The crumpled sandwich paper, the empty 
medicine-bottle, "blurred with the whiteness of milk upon whose 
orifice three black flies had settled112 give a peculiar poignance 
to the implacable-spirited Selena Gault seated beside the grave, 
as in the case of Nell, the twisted blue girdle of a dressing 
gown, a pair of slippers and a boot give their especial poignance 
to the "banked-up righteousness of her indignation. 113 Sometimes 
a mere touch br'ings everything into a new perspective, as when in 
the midst of that weird scene during which Medrawd and ~~rius dis-
cuss philosophy, surrounded by the corpses of their friends, Porius 
rising from the sticky box that containea dried figs from the 
shores of the Mediterranean, feels "as if he were an ape leaving 
behind him the skin of his rump. 114 
In this Powysian world clothes and furniture both are eloquent 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 1036. 
2. Wolf Selent, P• 790. 
3. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 870. 
4• Porius, P• 568. 
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adjuncts to the human drama. It is not Weevil so much as Weevil's 
"brown suit and so many hard impudent, shiny cock crowing buttonsn1 
that Wolf sees hung over the edge of the bed and that sting him 
with the sense of faithless intimacy -- the things that belong to 
him mixed up with the things belonging to someone else; his private 
world with all its consecrated moments invaded, destroyed. What 
in fact distinguished Powys 1s use of this peripheral material is 
not alone his discriminating selection of it, but the way he em-
bodies it in the undertide of human feeling. While specific des-
criptions may often be minute, there is rarely any exhaustive 
cataloguing of objects. One has a full picture, somehow, of the 
Smith household, its atmosphere, its aroma of the past in the 
heavy pieces of polished silver Wolf Solent observes on the rna-
hogany sideboard • 
• • • with the peculiar detached phlegm of old, worn 
possessions that have seen so many family-troubles that 
they have grown professionally ~allous, after the man-
ner of undertakers and sextons. 
The look of Mr. Smith's hat which Wolf Solent takes from the dying 
man's head and places on a peg in the hall - "calm and a little 
supercilious, as hats in that position always are 113 is only the 
prelude to further revelations. The supercilious look is not mere-
ly capricious: it is a look that symbolizes the lifetime of this 
hatter who fashions hats for bastards. 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 813. 
2. Ibid., P• 415. 
3. Ibid., P• 421. 
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The quaint, macabre humor of Urquhart's reflections on sui-
cide are made possible by this same intrusion of everyday life --
door-handles and bits of soap in soap dishes, and sponges on wash-
ing-stands. Not simply soap, but bits of soap -- worn soap --
give the true flavor of earth-life; not the slings and arrows of 
outrageous fortune or ~he taking arms against a sea of troubles 
either, but squeezing out one's sponge and picking up the matches 
off the floor. Reconciled to his wife, Wolf finds grace in the 
least object of his everyday existence. 
Upon every tiniest and least-important object he looked, 
that night, with a purged simplicity, a spontaneous sat-
isfaction. The pine-wood boarding at the edge of the 
linoleum stair-carpet, the pegs where their coats hung, 
the handles of the dresser-drawers, the rows of balanced 
plates, the cups suspended.from the little hooks, the 
metal knobs at the end of their bed, Gerda's comb and 
brush, the candlestick still covered with grease, and 
~~o exposed soap-dishes on the washing stand, one con-
taining a small piece of Pears' soap and one containing 
a square lump of common yellow soap--all these things 
thrilled him, fascinated him, threw him into an ecstasy 
of well-being.l 
Soap, sponges, baths form the background of speculation in 
another scene -- the awakening of Persephone to another day at the 
Green Pheasant Inn at Taunton to "a light especially dedicated to 
inn-passages when only the Boots and the oldest of the house-maids 
are stirring, and a smell of cigar-smoke and stale cheese pervades 
the staircase. 112 
1. Ibid., PP• 560-561. 
2. A'G'lastonbury Romance, P• 323. 
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In that powerful evocation of a flood in A Glastonbury Romance 
Powys describes the look of the rising waters and their final rush 
and turbulence as they move in upon the land, a "brownish flood, 
flecked with foam that had ceased to be foam, foam that had become 
a whitish scum entangled with every sort of floating refuse."1 As 
Orummie Geard views the watery desolation, what impresses itself 
most upon her mind is this floating refuse, the odds and ends of 
human belongings that speak so eloquently of human hopes and human 
achievements: 
nnead puppies, dead kittens, dead chickens, children's 
dolls, children's toys, bits of broken furniture, pieces 
of furniture that were not broken but were upside down 
and horribly disfigured. 11 2 
Wolf Solent and Magnus MUir and John Crow all stare down from 
bridge·s into muddy streams, discovering dead cats and tin cans and 
the other offscourings of earth life; and Nance at a river•s edge 
spying a shapeless bundle, now submerged, now reappearing, specu-
lates on the horror of tidal rivers where things are carried for-
ward and backward, backward and forward and are never 11 lost or 
hidden or forgotten. n3 
Even inanimate objects are wayfarers in the life-stream and 
may plunge,anyone who notices them into the secret depths of his 
1. P• 1145• 
2. P• 1146. 
3. Rodmoor, P• 306. 
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being. Every writer has his own means of conjuring up reality for 
the reader and with Powys this means includes an oblique approach, 
a fastening on some apparently trivial object or arbitrary ar~ 
rangement of objects that assume for a character a symbolic sig-
nificance -- play tunes that teach Sylvanus Cobbold, "even as the 
Spirit taught Faust: 
'Alles vergangliche 
Ist nur ein gleichnist 
1 All appearance is but 
1. Weymouth Sands, P• 484. 
1 
a symbol. 111 
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Society 
Powys's angle of vision gives scant attention to what is usu-
ally meant by the term "social background. 11 The economic and com-
mercial life -- the working life, the world of clerks and salesmen, 
figures and accounts and offices -- is virtually non-existent • 
.One never even has the feeling that a job is to be done and certain 
hours must be kept. The nocturnal wanderings of Brand Renshaw, 
the brewery owner, would seem to preclude the possibility of his 
doing any work at all in his office during daytime, except in a 
state of somnambulism. He never mentions the brewery, never thinks 
or worries about the business of selling whatever it is the brew-
ery manufactures. Nor does he ever offer his friends a drink or 
quaff one quietly by himself. Admittedly, Brand Renshaw's case 
is extreme. Mortimer Romer and Dog Cattistock are at least shown. 
har~guing an audience of their quarry-workers and Philip Crow 
schemes and worries and supervises in a general way. One would 
never know, however, from Powys' s novels that such a place as an 
office existed; one w?uld never know anything about the world of 
employers and employees, their hopes, their fears, their friend-
ships and rivalries. Of Odysseus's crew on his last voyage and of 
his relations with them, nothing is said. Nor is anything said 
about his preparations for departure, or the provisions he car-
ries with him. He might as readily, for all such matters, be on 
a houseboat, anchored in a lake. A few shops are all one sees--
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a few bookshops, a butcher shop and a fishmarket and these, with 
the exception of one or two, are thinly delineated. Wollop's dry-
goods shop on High Street is the only one the reader is permitted 
to enter that has any convincing verisimilitude. The appurtenances 
even here are not of absorbing interest: it is Wollop himself, his 
attitude towards life and his employees and theirs towards him and 
their work that is the true focus of interest. What emerges from 
all this is a kind of Dickensian atmosphere and a genuine Dicken-
sian tone. 
The Mayor was one of those rare beings who really like 
the world we all have been born into. More than tha~ 
oh, much more than that! The Mayor was obsessed with a 
trance-like absorption of interest, by the appearance of 
our world exactly as it appeared. What worries some, 
disconcerts others, agitates others, saddens others, tor-
ments others, makes others feel responsibility, sympathy, 
shame, remorse, had no effect upon the duck's back of 
Mr. Wollop beyond the peaceful titillation of surface-
interest. Below appearances :Mr. Wollop never went. 
Below the surfaces of appearances he never went 1 If 
the unbearable qrotchets of his father had been confined 
to the old man's thoughts, Mr. Wollop would never have 
been ruffled.l 
The clerk, a young man, "who took hair-wash for his appearance and 
Neetcky (Wallop's interpretation of Nietzsche) for his conscience,n 
the man-cage illft>. Wollop bought at an auction to put himself into, 
the "Vlollop grievance-look" that dissipates as the clock moves to-
wards closing time, the ''peculiar smell of rent fabric, especially 
of rent linen fabric" that sinks "like a thin delicate dust" 2 into 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 212. 
2. ~., PP• 212-218. 
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Mary Grow's nostrils are perceptions of the essence of things 
r'ather than the observations of the appearance of things. It is 
also the closest view the reader is ever vouchsafed of such matters 
interiors, goings-on, in the world of earning one's living. 
The farmer fares even worse. The reader scarcely once sees 
a farmer in the field ( Gwrgi milking his cow comes to mind) or at 
any of the diurnal chores of farm-life. A farmer never sows seeds, 
never hastens to gather in the hay before an oncoming storm, never 
works with his tools, never sifts the soil through his fingers, 
never markets crops. One never even so much as catches a glimpse 
of him against the backdrop of Nature. 
The pressing, the vital issues -- economic, political and 
social -- of our time, at least those that are generally regarded 
as such, receive little of Powys's attention in his novels of 
contemporary life, with the exception of A Glastonbury Romance. 
Owen Glendower, Porius, and to some extent The Brazen Head deal 
indirectly with them -- the use of force, the suppression of ideas, 
imprisonment, torture, murder and war have their parallels in 
modern history. The 11rights11 of the working man, social better-
ment, Communism, Socialism, individual enterprise drift like shad-
ows through Wood and Stone and Weymouth Sands. In the novels of 
contemporary life they hold importance only in A Glastonbury Ro-
mance. Champions of the people, for a new economic and social 
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order, appear in many of the novels, though they never hold the 
center of the stage. Wone in Wood an~ stone, Spear in A Glaston-
bury Romance and Dod Pole in.A Brazen Head are all spokesmen for a 
rearrangement of interests and a more equitable distribution of 
this world's goods. Oldcastle shakes Owen Glendower's orthodoxy, 
destroys his "unquestioning acceptance of the existing class-
system which makes every innovator a criminal. 111 Of all these rev-
olutionaries Sparrow has the most eloquent tongue. 
"We 111 have then, Twm-o 'Bryn, what we've never had yet 
in the world~real nation of the common people! I 
don't care how many foreigners there are in Penf'ro. To 
the Devil with your foreigners! If their sweat fattens 
our soil, and their fingers weave the wool of our sheep~ 
they're our brothers. They'xe born of women like us,. 
aren't they? They eat, drink, sleep like us, don't they? 
And when they're dead they stink like us. 11 2 
Powys's people are seen then in those moments when, freed of 
the labors of earning their own bread, they turn to consider them-
selves. Their background is the unharried existence of rural life 
where a man can take the time at any hour of the day to talk with 
his neighbor. These fields and woods and.spinneys, these unfre-
quented lanes and roadways where no cars or lorries ever hurry the 
wayfarer into the ditch are the prevailing background of their days, 
these and their g~dens and kitchens and bedrooms. Even the women 
are seen for the most part between chores. Only Gerda has a broom 
in hand and dinner is ready whenever a man comes home. Only Mary 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 424. 
2. ~., P• 788. 
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Crow goes shopping-- for a bit of material at Wollop's; and in 
this woman's world of Powys's, the whole round of society and so-
cial functions that one gets, for example, in Jane Austen with its 
county balls and banquets and houseparties is left out. 
There are gatherings in taverns, though not many, and occa-
sional visits to a restaurant and there are impromptu parties and 
family picnics and even an annual gathering, such as that one at 
Mother Legge's around her ancient punchbowl at Easter. But the 
emphasis, except in the panoramic outings that one gets in "The 
Pageant" in A Glastonbury Romance or the seaside holiday in Wey-
mouth Sands, is not on outward events so much as on the individu-
al's passage through them. 
The wassail bowl and the table laden with the feast is sup-
planted by the tea-pot and thin slices of bread spread with butter. 
Few people have ever talked less about food and dririk, have shown 
so little interest in it, or relish, than these creatures of 
Powys's imagination. The reader witnesses few banquets and even 
these leave a stronger impression of empty plates and the litter 
of a meal dispensed with than of food either in bulk or as made up 
of delicacies. A few wooden bowls of steaming stew, meat and hot 
cakes are the most his characters can hope for. Even the jugs of 
beer do not foam nor has the vintage been cool'd a long age in 
the deep-delved earth or have winking at its brim, the beaded 
bubbles. Only Urquhart with his Malmse;y has the taste of an 
epicure. 
The patient accumulation of a mass of outward facts is not a 
part of the Powysian vision. Rather it is composed of a fastid-
ious selection within particular areas. The reader's sense of a 
real world is not the less for that. 
CHAPTER V 
THE NOVELIST AS STORY-TELLER 
Individual Scenes 
The art o~ the story-teller has been ne~lected if not be-
littled, even despised, by both scholars and critics in their 
appraisals of the modern novel. Its primary purpose is to en-
list the reader's curiosity-- to beguile and to entertain him. 
Its principal means is creating suspense. Three modern novelists 
I 
generally acknowledged as giants of modern liter~ture, Proust, 
I 
Joyce and Mann, while undoubtedly possessing the art, have not 
greatly concerned themselves with it• In his Aspects of the 
Novel, E. M. Forster, while admitting that "the highest factor 
common to all novels111 is the story, wishes "that :tt was not so." 
John Cowper Powys, himself, places ttie art, in his own phrase, 
of seducing the reader "into wanting immensely and intensely and 
2 
continuously to know what happens next" as the second desideratum 
of a good novel. Nevertheless Powys•s story-telling technique is 
wanting; though he may value it in others, he often neglects to 
practice it himself. 
Powys's most effective instrument is his power to realize 
individual scenes. These scen~s are spun patiently out of all the 
1. (New York: Harcourt Brace & Co., 1927), P• 45· 
2. Dostoievsky, ~· 16. 
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elements of the story, but they come upon the reader frequently 
without warning: the dramatic tension has not been continuously 
cumulative. lt is as if Powys, having immersed himself in the 
play of his material -- the characters, the themes, the back-
ground -- has suddenly, intuitively, found the formula that binds 
them together and reveals and intensifies their interaction. His 
scenes encompass a wide range of events and moods; they deal with 
the ultimate realities of love and death, with frenzied passions 
equally with calm and tender ironies, with solitary reveries, with 
' des~air and ne~ation, as with acceptance and spiritual fu~fillment. 
The Powysianworld as revealed in his individual scenes has a di-
mensional grand,eur. He can heighten awareness of a scene by 
stripping it of', its numbing day-to-day encrustations. Powys 
makes use of the extraordinary, the weird, biz~re, grotesque and 
f'abulous to give meaning to a scene. He dares to do what no com-
monplace writer would even for a moment consider doing. Yet the 
high moments of human drama, to make them believable, frequently 
demand some farther outjutting of the bowsprit of the imagination 
from which to view the wide horizons of the human spirit and the 
subterranean dr~ft of characters and events. 
Two scenes that ga~her to themselves the quintessential 
spirit o~ their ~espective tales exhibit supremely Powys's gift 
for intensificat,ion and refinement - the scene on the downs in 
the "Tu~' s Fold" chapter of Weymouth Sands and the in-fierrogation 
scene in the Qhapter "Knights and J3ishops11 from Owen Glendower. 
They have a v~iety of elements in common. In each the. observa-
tion of specific detail is vivid and overpowering. Both are inter-
woven with the grotesque; both conceived through an interplay of 
madness and ~ahaticism with sanity, of the power of the intellect 
with the power of the human heart.. In the one the dwarf Hercule ,. 
in the other the young boy Zed introduce those whose wits are 
I 
"never far on this side of the Pass Perilous. 111 The prevailing 
ideas in both revolve around imprisonment and release from the 
jailors of the mind and of the spirit. The conflicts too are not 
confined to the• physical or even to the intellectual plane; they 
include the psychic as well; and the embodying of this last level 
in dramatic terms, presenting it visually, .is in part what dis-
tinguishes these scenes. The extravagance of Powys's imagination 
fuses the incon~uous elements. With Seamew, the grey-hound, danc-
ing excited att~ndance upon him, the dwarf Hercule in blood-red 
garb, with his wooden play-sword, enacts in p~tomime the .Arch-
bishop's sadistic pleasure and vindictive triumph as he interro-
gates Master BrU:t• As the jailor's and armourer's children peer 
in at them in wo;nder, they present a "moving vignette in scarlet 
and white." At another instant, the dwarf is a blood-red flea 
skipping about the cell as an outward symbol of the king's inward 
sting of remorse. 
1. Weymouth Sands, P• 527. 
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Throughout the scene it is the dwarf and the dog that express 
the king's inner turmoil of spirit; they are the most sensitive to 
his pain, responding to it instinctively --with howls of pity. It 
is to Seamew that the over-wrought king finally appeals to retrieve 
his stolen sle~p, and to Seamew 1 s whimperings that he owes his re-
turn to sanity after his hysterical outburst. Quite inadvertently, 
the Franciscan Friar f'inds in the animal an appropriate intermedi-
ary. The sce~e is indeed powerful e~ough without these bizarre 
components; bp.t with them, as with the Fool and Poor Tom in Lear, 
w.hom Hercule in some respects faintly parallels, the stark brutal 
I 
reality of the scene, its undercurrent of untempered viciousness, 
is transcended. We are then assuredly in another world, but one 
to which we f'eel the tie. 
Many other details of the scene, so exquisitely balanced or 
even ironically played one against the other, contribute to its 
architecture. The ideas and feelings that have crossed and re-
crossed through the book culminate here. Rhisiart 1 s friendship 
with Master Brut, fashioned by the events they have endured to-
gether, has its apogee in the gift of death that enables Master 
Brut to escape bodily torment; whereas the gift bestowed on Rhi-
siart, the escape of death, brings with it an agony of mind and 
spirit. Here beneath the life-size crucifixion upon which the 
dying light plays "mischievous spiritual .tricks, 11 beside the 
prisoners• piled-up excrement over which the jailor so fastidi-
ously swings his censer, the struggle between ~anaticism and faith, 
cruelty and pity, hate and love, duty and magnaminity, comes to an 
end. 
Even more extravagant in its imaginative fancy is the scene at 
Tup's Fold in which George Pounce, an inmate of Dr. Brush's Sana-
tarium, who has accompanied Sylvanus Cobbold to his last rendezvous 
with Marret, accidentally sets himsel~ on fire and whirls about, as 
if he might have been engaged in some prehistoric fire-dance, at 
the edge of an ancient barrow on the rolling,downs against the 
phantasmal whiteness of the encroaching dawn. The dance of the Bird 
of God, as Sylvanus calls'him, for it is Pounce's illusion that he 
is a Phoenix, is prophetic: it foreshadows the return of Sylvanus 
to his confinement; it poses the question of his spiritual resur-
rection, as indeed it poses that of a whole society's. But the 
point to be made here is that this dance, this hum~n pin-wheel of 
flame, is at once persuasive on the level.of story, and eloquent 
of the issues involved in Sylvanus's parting. Not many writers 
would risk placing their tragic utterance in the bedraggled clowns 
who compose this scene -- the turtle-necked Sylvanus with his 
broomstick, dollts-head love, Marret, the devoted half-wit Zed 
and the demented ornithologist, Pounce. And Pounce in the end 
does suggest renewal with his "good-night, sir! 11 that upholds the 
·dignity of man. 
As a story-teller Powys can rise to the great occasion. 
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Some of his most powerful scenes have to do with death, even the 
death of a minor oharaoter like Mr. Smith whose £inal utterances 
reveal the massive facade of respectability behind which he has 
lived. Within the space of four pages Mr. Smith's respectability 
is rent, his tenacious, imperturbable hold on life at last relaxed, 
his inmost despair revealed. Evident again is Powys 1 s ability to 
visualize the scene and to make do with a few persuasively sug-
gestive images -- Olwen the child, an uncomprehending spectator of 
a shame she herself symbolizes, depicted by Powys with charaoteris-
tic insight and aoouraoy as "staring at the dead man like a fairy 
1 in a pantomime at the chief clown; 11 the reiterated phrase 
"Hats for bastards, 11 oryptio yet incisive, sounding on the ears of 
Mr. Smith's unwilling listeners with what must have been something 
like the oold flinty impact of an iron sledge-hammer on granite. 
Speech, compressed, echoing with implications, with some hu-
morous grotesquerie, is often the accompaniment of the visual im-
pression; but there is an infinite vari~ty of means, as there is 
a multiplicity of oharaoter and a wide range of emotion. As Olwen 
gazes upon the slumping figure of Mr. Smith muttering his shook-
ing revelations, so Julietta and Nance witness the interrogation 
of Master Brut, so Gunta and Neb, those delightful children, ex-
perienoe the butchery of war. Powys often juxtaposes seemingly 
disparate elements. The presence of these diminutive adults, 
1. Wolf Solent, P• 423. 
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these Ariel-like scaramouches in the midst of this Saeson blood-
bath succeeds in uniting the graphic power of Goya's nnisasters 
of War" with a kind of Grimm's fairy-tale sense of the marvelous. 
Of certain ghastly atrocities we learn through Gunta, alone, as 
she recounts them with a·child's directness and simplicity to her 
friend. Through all the carnage the single sentiment vouchsafed 
the reader is the picture of the stricken hound lapping at the 
dead steed's wounds. Powys has succeeded indisputably here in 
depicting what he calls "the real reali ty11 - in this case the 
reality of indiscriminate slaughter. His success is fashioned 
again out of an incongruous mE31ange, a cast of characters that 
surely defies duplication, and episodes -- feats of strength, a-
gility, endurance and ~ndomitability -- that resemble a hodge-
podge of the Iliad, Robin Hood, The Leatherstocking Tales, Morte 
a 1 .Arthur and novels of the American Wild West. In and out through 
the swift flow of savage events move the children. Personal be-
reavement is noticeably lacking inasmuch as the reader's sym-
pathy for these specific individuals is only mildly engaged. The 
idea of brutality alone is enough to give him a momentous, cleav-
ing shock. That repeated incidents of wanton brutality will 
finally dull the sensibilities, Powys seems to realize, for he 
concentrates the greater part of all the scenes of savagery and 
slaughter in rapid succession in this one single chapter and per-
mits the most savage scene of all to be seen only through the eyes 
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of a child, an unusual child to be sure, self-reliant, composed, 
assured. Her characteristics serve in fact as· ironic commentary. 
The child's world is, in any case, resilient, especially resilient 
where no• .crucial personal ties are involved; and the horror is per-
haps emphasized by the child's adjustment to what appears to be a 
normal worla, what the child must come inevitably to accept as 
such. ~et the most gruesome scene is without violence. The kill-
ews have departed. No one any longer suffers. Only the corpses 
remain. SUbjected to a final monstrous indignity, like Goya 1 s 
ghast~y truncated forms, stiff, naked, mute, they eloquently con-
demn. In the midst of this devastation, the two antagonists meet 
and over a flask of Greek wine explore the one's nihilistic philo-
sophy, each if not exactly oblivious, at least contemptuous, of 
hostile marauders. This deliberate pause after the succession of 
prodigious events while giving the scene an air of legend, of tales 
told over and over which have lost logical links in motive, and in 
time-sequence, would be difficult, if not impossible, to accept 
on a realistic level; but on a psychological level it is very real 
indeed. Its very absurdity underlines the ironic implications: it 
suggests a world where smiling diplomats exchange pleasantries and 
denunciations while their henchmen pillage and murder. SUch for-
malities in real life also violate the rationale of reality. 
The death of the Seneschal in Gwen Glendower is another in-
stance of the transcending force of Powys's creative imagination, 
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one that touches a tragic scene with grotesque comedy. The rusty 
relic, ~he £word of King Eliseg, which has been so precious to 
him and which he has guarded for many years, is thrust deliberate-
ly through his rump, making of him a bleeding cross and causing 
him to befoul the treasure with his own excrement. The proud old 
antiquar~ on his death bed is overwhelmed with shame. 
The humor of the human situation, indeed every seemingly in-
congruous blend of our daily living that may remind man of his 
earthly state -- of corporeal processes and necessities jostling 
' 
philosophical discourse and mystical communings -- wafts through 
the most portentous scenes. Scarcely have the solemn ominous 
strains of Malakite•s death subsided when,_like the porter in Mac-
~' comes the clown Torp to the door with his carpet-bag of 
shrouds and his talk of "they corpses" being "wonderf~l touchy.n1 
And when in that wonderfully eerie scene in King Mark's chamber, 
associated with sinister legends, Johnny Geard is startled into 
consciousness at midnight, apparently by spectral voices, he 
finally distinguishes the unmistakable sound of a man, then a worn-
an, in the room below him, making water in a metallic chamber-pot., 
If' the voice of Nineue, Merlin's paramour, may still be heard 
after these many years, so he speculates, why then do not all 
sounds reverberate through astronomical space eternally? vVhy not 
is his quaint conclusion, the everlasting pissing of ~. and ~s. 
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Bellamy? Nothing could be more re-assuring to him, nothing turn 
him away so quickly, so inescapably, from those terrifying calls 
from beyond time than these homely certainties. 
Not always are these homely certainties comic; sometimes they 
give to circumstances a sardonic twist. Gerda 1 s talent for re-
producing the blackbird's song is another of those inspired touches 
that transfigure a scene. Not content with the novelty of the idea, 
Powys brings it into harmonywith both characters and surroundings 
to give it dramatic significance. The thrilling poetry of the 
scene wherein she first evidences her gift has already been com-
mented upon. Later when, having temporarily lost her gift un-
beknownst to herself or to Wolf, she tries vainly to reproduce 
those liquid notes while he sits "foolishly propped up on their 
two pillows, mute helpless, like a witness at the birth of a still-
born child, n1 the scene becomes suffused with an ineffable pathos. 
As a counter melody to this sweet-sad poetry of her song, Powys 
introduces the sour reality of the pigsty, leaning against the rail-
ings of which, Wolf hears her song once again after months of si-
lence only to experience the malice of fortune, "the cellar-
floor of misery." In a field of buttercups, his boots covered 
with their golden dust, he comes to terms with reality-- "that 
secret bestower of torture and pleasure, the horned snail behind 
the pigsty. 112 The two melodies that have been for so long played 
1. Ibid., P• 815. 
2. Ibid., P• 966. 
one against the other merge and issue forth in a new strain. This 
intermixture of loveliness, of ecstatic harmonies with grossness 
and ribaldries is what imparts to Powys's world vitality and rich-
ness. 
His humor is a pervasive infiltration of life, an ingrained 
part of a total outlook, not a fragment of his nature nor a dis-
location of his habitual mode of thought. Rarely is the nature 
of his humor satiric. Infrequently does the comic dominate a 
whole scene, as for example in the kind of boisterous bedroom 
farce a la Fielding, the reader is ushered into when Will Zoyland 
beds himself with Eudoxia Pippard. There one has all the familiar 
goings-on -- the surprises, the pretended modesty and confusion 
at offenses against moral propriety, the ironic undertones. Even 
the characters might well take their place, though distinct and 
memorable in their own right, in the same world with Squire Western 
and Mrs. Slipslop whose West Country habitat is theirs too. An-
other excellent bit of comedy, with undertones of disaster howeverr 
is the episode of the bast~d Corporal Dick in Ducdame, pleading 
with his nephew Rook Ashover about the latter's obligation to pro-
vide the family with a legitimate heir, which concludes with the 
near-fatal shooting in the snow and the preposterous neglect of 
the intended victim. 
Characteristically Powy,s 1s humor is neither so broad nor so 
obvious; it frequently does not announce itself. A scene that may 
appear ponderous and grave can suddenly explode hilariously. 
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The introduction of the animals in the scene in My.rddin 
Wyllt's tent with i~s mysterious psychic atmosphere, appears to 
•< 
be a blunder that threatens to throw everything out of proportion 
until the reader realizes that their presence both literally and 
figuratively strews the honest dung of reality athwart the lavish 
hangings of fanatical cults. The expectations of awe aroused by 
Brochvael's visit to the Darwydd's tent on an errand of consider-
aole gravity are undermined by the shabby surroundings and the 
rustic clowning and ribaldry. The theft of the Brazen Read by the 
ignorant ra~ole at the instigation of Bonaventura contains a simi-
lar reversal of values. Under the impact of earnest John's head-
long pursuit with his two retainers, clowns in the true Shakespear-
ean tradition, grave and vital issues dissolve into a Midsummer 
Night's Dream of comic inefficiency and misunderstanding. Another 
facet of the serio-comic, a peering deeply into the shuffling 
scapegrace nature of the ego, is the episode involving Gypsy May's 
removal of Sylvanus Cobbold's magnificent mustaches. In the hand-
ling of this scene, Powys plays variations on Sterne's illusive 
comic fancy. Perhaps the best of these scenes, in which the slant-
wise commentary of Powys 1s humor brings everuthing into unexpected 
focus, is the profanation of the sb:rine of llrlithras by Neb and 
Gunta in Porius. Their offhand frolic impertinence, their spright-
ly conversation, so contemptuous of adult ways, the shrewdness of 
tl:!-eir discernings, without necessarily be:\.ng awa:re of all the im-
plications of their talk on conjugal relations, turns topsy-turvy 
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not alone the shrine of Mithras but adult values in general. The 
see-saw Neb improvises out of Rhun's sacred cauldron is the physi-
cal complement of the reversal of adult values. 
The serene moments, scenes in which the drama is submerged 
and no violent action or bizarre occurrence takes place, Powys 
handles with equal mastery -- moments of pause and reflection, 
sometimes of intellectual fencing, of delicate irony or tender 
pathos. Frequently we are given a sense of the unfathomable con-
flict between human personalities, the evasive caprices of flesh 
and blood that often underlie the intellectual conflict, perhaps 
are the chief cause of it. Such for instance is that delightful 
scene wherein Taxater, the Catholic champion, ostensibly deliver-
ing a friendly discourse on the constituents of pleasure to the 
ingenu0us vicar Olavering, succeeds in undermining the vicar's 
whole intellectual position, just as later Gladys confronts him 
with physical temptations and reveals t0 him the treachery of his 
sensual nature. Again in the Valle Crucis scene of Owen Glendower, 
in which the kindly father Pascentius reconciles Master Brut to 
the church, one has this outward logieal interchange of ideas that 
seeks to obscure, but does not, the passionate commitments of the 
human heart. The tender melancholy of Tasser's farewell to Helen 
Renshaw that might so easily in less skillful hands have lapsed into 
pathos persuades through the interplay of Tasser's gentle mockery 
against the indomitable spirit of Mrs. Renshaw. Once more the 
affections, the bond of sympathy and understanding, transcend the 
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basic intellectual oppositions. Their coming together has been in-
evitable and their conversation, meandering through the vast reaches 
of their lives, reveals their innermost selves. Another instance 
of gentle irony in the form of wayward circumstance is Trent • s in-
trusion on Elizabeth Crow's privacy and his attempt to convert her 
to his beliefs while she contemplates death -- bri~ging into bal-
ance the reader's sympathies with this gentle-hearted woman's dis-
tress. Through Elizabeth Crow one partakes of "the great antipodal 
feelings of human experience, the shudders of death and 'the 
pleasure there is in life itself! 1111 
Powys's power of visualization plays an important role in the 
success of his larger scenes as well, where the individual charac-
ters are intermittently obscured or lost altogether. He then be-
comes the landscape painter, as in the moonlit scene portraying 
the ghastly aftermath of the battle at Bryn Glas or in the Sea-
Weed Dance of the Welsh maidens against the receding emerald 
stage-set of the countryside. Sometimes only a deft stroke or two 
is needed to conjure up a background -- the stillness and warmth 
of a summer's day for instance, as when Bob Weevil and Lob Torp 
go swimming in Lenty Pond and Wolf Solent attends a game of bowls 
at Farmer's Rest. 
Powys as the skilled craftsman, is nowhere more evident than 
when he unfolds his drama against a vast confluence of people. 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 1036. 
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Already in the uprising of the quarrymen in Wood and stone he 
evidences an interest in the turb~lence of crowds and the vagaries 
of their behavior, as he does later in the opening :pages of ~ 
Glendower where the dangerous, treacherous current of mob action, 
the sudden impulse to cruelty, the governing empathy, the ir-
rational blood lust, are marvelously evoked. This latter scene 
is a fitting :prelude to the religious and :political conflict and 
carnage to follow. But his talent for dealing with violence and 
opposing mob action is not what particularly distinguishes his 
panoramas. In dealing in dramatic terms with these multitudes, at 
times making them the center of the action, at others using them 
to reinforce the individual dramas, he bodies forth man the gre-
garious animal, man consorting with his fellows as a :pleasure-
seeker, man out to see the fun of the fairground of human activity 
- to play the clown or hero; and Powys manages, surely as very 
few writers have, to catch the peculiar psychic atmosphere of the 
crowd and in turn the individual's response to it. 
He can capture the sheer delight of a scene in all its sen-
suous aspects, convey the diffuse happiness and separate :pleasures 
that all experience on some festive occasion but the :feeling of 
which one finds it everlastingly impossible to convey to another. 
One receives in 
• • • a quick, unexpected revelation, a view of the 
world as it exists when many separate far-off moments 
of insight that have caught our landscape under a large 1 
and reconciling light, melt and fuse themselves together. 
1. Weymouth Sands, :P• 473· 
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Such vignettes as the seaside at Weymouth on a holiday in Weymouth 
II 
~ 
Sands,\ the Horse-Fair and the School Treat in Wolf Solent, succeed 
with af incomparable magic in presenting these leisure moments 
spent with a concourse of one's fellow human peings -- outings, 
occasions when dressed in suitable finery we sally forth to view 
the fanfare -- to see and to be seen. 
There, above, on the dry sand, there were forever limn-
ing and dislimning themselves groups and conclaves of a 
rich, mellow, Rabelaisian mortality, eating, drinking, 
love-making, philosophizing, full of racy quips, scanda-
lous jibes, and every sort of earthy, care-forgetting 
ribaldry. But as these mothers and. these fathers, these 
uncles and these aunts from hundreds o~ Dorset villages 
--for there is still a noteworthy air of real West-
Country exclusiveness about Weymouth Sands--formed and 
reformed their groups of Gargantuan joviality and ex-
changed remarks upon the world that were "thick and 
slabt' with the rich mischiefs of a thousand years, 
while, I say, the dry sands of Weymouth received the im-
print of these mature glosses upon the life that went 
crying and weeping by, gathering I know not what of less 
human commentary upon its devious ways from the King's 
Statue, the Church Spire, the ·turf-covered Nothe-Fort, 
the outlines of Portland and the White Nose, the wet 
sands of Weymouth were imprinted by the nprintles"S'i" 
feet, light, immortal, bare, of what might easily have 
been. the purer spirits of an eternal classical child-
hood, happy and1free, in some divine limbo of unassail-
able play-time. 
Powys can catch all that, and besides that, the loathing, the 
cruelty and pain -- the searing meannesses against the backdrop 
of splashing little pleasures and the ceaseless murmur of indif-
ferent waters. 
1. Ibid., P• 463. 
-
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The intermingling o~ the various social strata gives Powys 
the opportunity to bring into new relationships, the individuals 
who compose his story -- Selena Gault who sees her rival again 
~ter the lapse of so many years and loses all at once her im-
perturbable self-confidence; the sensitive, proud Christie amid 
the assemblage feeling exposed, bewildered, hurt and lonely; 
Urquhart, the researcher into improprieties, dressed now with 
such llfelicitous appropriateness" that he makes Wolf Solent con-
scious suddenly of b,is own clothes, conscious of "this accursed 
snobbishness; 11 Gerda with her animal grace and suppleness, her 
simplicity, somewhat discomposed amid the punctiliousness of 
social intercourse, of the appraising eyes of the ladies. The 
cross section of society with all its pretense and pettiness and 
humble joys is there, to be sure, but more than that the smell 
of humanity itself. After all the greetings and farewells, 
there is the trodden grass, the horse dung, the urine; there are 
the biscuit crumbs, the newspapers, the flies; and upon the 
whole scene there descends "the chilliness of a cemetery across 
which a gay procession o~ intruders has come and gone.u1 
The most notable example of Powys's crowd scenes -- and in 
its prevailingly comic undertone it achieves the characteristic 
Powysian flavor -- is without question that tour de force, ,the 
chapter called "The Pageant, 11 in A Glastonbury Romance. It is 
1. ~·, P• 498. 
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remarkable purely as a demonstration of skill in handling various 
groups simultaneously with individual action and speech where an 
entire multitude is gathered on one spot and intent upon a single 
event. The canvas is genuinely Ereughelesque in its exactitude 
and detail, its depiction of individual character and behavior 
as in its sweeping conception of the whole. Except for the final 
. 
spiritual exaltation and collapse of Owen Evans, the prevailing 
tone is uproarious farce. Powys offers us a motley assemblage 
of honeysuckle rogues and pilgarlics, one and all responding in 
their separate ways to the buffoonery of' the Pageant and The Pas-
sion Play, a Glastonbury Oberammergau gone disconcertingly awry 
like a school play. The abortive attempt of the striking demon-
strators to disrupt the proceedings, the disorganized promoters 
of The Pageant, the general and specific'confusion of the par-
ticipants, the blasphemy of the dancing Marys, the disparaging 
jests and the bawdy comments of Weatherwax and T·ewsy and Penny, 
the bickering and jealousy of the stagers and actors, the mis-
understood F.rench clown and the bumbling efforts of the Sedgemoor 
farm boys, the diverse reactions of the foreign visitors, of£er 
such a hodge-podge and hurly-burly of excitement and laughter 
that the mystical experience of Evans as Christ being crucified 
, would seem to have been doomed to dramatic submergence from the 
beginning. Dn the contrary, the recital of his experience, e-
merging from these predominantly raucous proceedings, has a 
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singular dramatic impact. 
Powys himsel£ realizes that the power, the grandeur, the 
poetry, the effectiveness of the individual psychology of these 
crowd scenes "depend on what has slowly, heavily, gradually, often 
1 
rather dully, led up to them. 11 They depend almost in every in-
stance, as they should, on what went before; but they do not often 
constitute a mounting crisis. One of Powys's supreme gifts as a 
novelist is therefore his powerful evocation of single scenes (to 
provide atmosphere, to enrich with detail, to present a searching 
analysis of character, and to suffuse the whole with a dominant 
tone) in dramatic terms. 
1· Letters to Wilkinson, letter dated July 31? 1956, P• 371. 
Dramatic Tensions And Structure 
Like many other modern novels, Powys' s sometimes lack cumula-
tive dramatic effect. The power of his individual scenes show him 
capable of intense drama, and of utilizing dramatic tensions that 
have been gradually built up through a multitude of associations. 
:But often nothing immediately preceding leads up ta them. They are, 
as it were, sprung upon the reader. In the interrogatien scene in 
Owen Glendower the archbishop, the king, the dwarf and the grey-
hound are newly introduced. When she 'recounts her sad tale be-
fore she dies Teleri, the half-witted.orphan, is new to the reader. 
Medrawd is no more than a :figure, whispered about, before his dra-
matic scene with Porius. The dying Seneschal is no more than an-
other figure among a host of others in an historical novel. 
Tegolin 1 s farewell to Rhisiart suddenly illuminates a relation-
ship that was intermittent and nebulous. 
It becomes plain as one examines these and other scenes that 
what partially obstructs the cumulative dramatic effect is the 
panoramic scope of the novels, their detail, their richness, their 
density. The number and variety of character-s alone would seem to 
preclude the possibility of any continuous dramatic movement. Powys 
is not always content to sketch in a character: he insists upon 
portraying one after another at full length. Owen Glendower itself 
would be better integrated, for example, without both a full-length 
Glendewer and a full-length Rhisiart. They interfere, in fact, 
with one another •s dramatic value. (Only in Glendower 's opposi-
tion to Catharine 1 s marrying Rhisiart are they in conflict and 
there is no parallel dramatic structure.) 
A few statistics will indicate the difficulties. In~ 
Glendower sixty-seven are listed in the cast of characters, in 
Porius some fifty-odd, in A Glastonbury Remance some ferty-five-
edd. The idea of appending such lists is in itself an admission 
of difficulties, if not for an author, at least for the reader. 
To affix the label 11minor" to some of these persons does not clar-
ify the problem, since Pewys may devote a whole chapter or perhaps 
tw~& to such minor characters and then virtually forget them. If 
they have a place in the design of the novel, they do not always 
contribute to the central dramatic values and sometimes even de-
tract from tll.em. 
Wood and Stone has a conventional sort of plot: a central 
conflict at once takes shape and ene cannot fail to be aware of 
the gradual development of the crisis. Such a distinct central 
conflict, relentlessly pursued, is not to appear again in any of 
the succeeding novels. The conventi<llnal plot, where it does eccur 
at all, is often neglected or dissipated altogether. Obviously, 
as certain chapter sequences show, Powys can maintain dramatic 
interest beyond individual scenes; that he does not, indicates 
his absorption in other elements (in characterization for in-
stance) of the novelist's art. One would be hard put to it te 
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outline the plot of most of his novels and even when a plot is 
discernible. (as in The Inmates and The Brazen Head) the focus of 
the novelist's attention is not on its dramatic exploitation. 
In Wood and Stone the crisis is resolved through a deus ex 
machina in the person of D'Angeles, a rich American, who is per-
suaded to part with an amount of money sufficient to provide for 
the otherwise helpless Quincunx and Lacrima. The major weakness 
of the book lies in this artificial resolution. What there is of 
a plot inRodmoor is confusing because the central character's 
position in it is not clearly defined. His behavior is irrational 
throughout and his precipitation of the crisis through his sudden 
violence has little dramatic point. The crisis does not grow con-
' 
vincingly out of the given circumstance. Other characters also 
lack clear motivation. In Ducdame the plot is two-fold: one 
action arising out of Rook's ambiguous relation with Netta; the 
other" out of Hasting's antipathy to Rook. Perhaps because the 
connection between the two actions is at most tenuous, the violent 
ending once more seems artificial. A similar separation of the 
action occurs in Weymouth Sands where the Perdita Wane-Jobber 
Skald affair, complicated by the latter's feud with Cattistock, 
is abruptly dismissed in favor of Sylvanus Cobbold's adventures, 
only to reappear up·on the scene at the end as a distinct anti-
climax. In Maiden Castle too, the Ravelston-No-Man relationship 
is poorly integrated with Uryen's mysticism and its ramifications. 
The viewpoint is shifted two-thirds of the way thr-ough from No-Man 
to Wizzie for no discernible reason. The action in both Owen 
Glendower and Atlantis falls loosely within the framework of single 
decisions and their consequences; in the former, Owen's decision 
to declare himself Prince of Wales and to drive the English out 
of Wales; in the latter, Odysseus' decision to go on a last voyage. 
Until midway, the action in Owen Glendower is seen through the eyes 
of Rhisiart, when the viewpoint abruptly shifts to Owen himself and 
thereafter alternates somewhat disconcertingly between them -- dis-
~oncertingly.that is from the standpoint of drama. Odysseus• de-
cision is virtually devoid of drama, as is the voyage itself. 
Three works might be examined in more detail --Wolf Selent, 
A Glastonbury Romance and Porius. The first, the m~st compact, un-
folds with seeming artlessness: there is a balance of scenes and 
of characters, of action·and of quiescence, an interweaving of al-
lusions and associations that give it definite form, but composed 
of such varied strands that, like the shifting images of some op-
tical illusion, it takes on a variety of shapes. 
~ama arises in part from an elaborate pattern of contrasts. 
To begin with, Wolf Selent the protagonist, is journeying to Rams-
gard where his father lived out his life and where he lies buried, 
there to accept a position that has been offered him and perhaps 
to live out his own life. He is a young man, yet to come to 
terms with himself and his destiny. Of his father he knows lit-
tle. His journey is therefore a journey of discov~ry: he will 
learn about his father, and through him more about himself. Wolf 
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is full of inhibitions, hesitancies and scruples, whereas his fath-
er was a vagabond who lived apparently by chance, without doubts 
or compunctions, and died in the workhouse. Each revelation of 
his father's life provides an insight into his own. The revolting 
admissions uttered by Mr• Smith at his death, which Wolf witnesses, 
.bind the latter to a whole· new complex of associati.ons. The char-
acters are constantly being contrasted and interplayed: those who 
knew his father with each other; those who are solely of his own 
generation with eac~ other, while the inter-relations established 
in one group act upon the other, and in turn react upon the first 
-- Wolf being always the fulcrum. Contrasts in character ~nd ap-
pearance are established between the primeval out-of-doors Gerda, 
simple, active, with the ethereal indoors-loving Christie, diverse 
and intricate and reserved; between Ann Solent, Wolf 1·s mother, am-
bitious, forceful, cheerful, humorous, magnetic, with Salena Gault, 
Wolf's father's mistress, proudly withdrawn, easily offended, rna-
lignantly anti-social; ·between Gerda's ravishing beauty and 
Salena 1s shocking ugliness. 
The alternation of humorous with serious scenes and the inter-
mixture of the two in others constitute an internal rhythm of the 
• 
book, to which individual characters contribute. Wolf Solent 
himself is an inter-mixture; and the sinister side of Urquhart 11 
the voyeur, is balanced by his strutting affectations. Tilly-
Valley, forlorn, shabby, pathetic, a character pat from the old 
• 
comedy, an inebriate and a coward, saved by his ability to endure~ 
in the end turns the tables on his overbearing persecutor and tor-
mentor. In the same company is Jason Otter, playing hide-and-seek 
with God. 
Dramatic values are extracted from the shifting .facets of ap-
pearance and reality. Wolf's principal task as secretary to 
Urquhart is to write a chronicle of scandal, to discover the true 
stories behind some of the respectable West-Country names. In the 
course of his researche·s he delves into his father's secret life; 
and eventually the talk of scandal, its prevalence, its diverse 
manifestations, throw suspicion on his own domestic affairs. 
There is his father as Ann Solent sees him and as Salena Gault 
sees him. And there is the deqeased Mr. Redfern, his predecessor 
as Squire Urquhart's secretary, in whose footsteps he seems more 
than once to follow even in his erotic pursuits, whose very name 
is used to address him and whose mysterious end seems to be a 
foretelling of his own. And there is the Gerda of legend, of 
town gossip and of the obscene whisperings and leering grimaces 
of the town's young sparks and the Gerda of his own experience 
and of his imagination. 
This mosaic of appearance and reality is composed of myriad 
pieces, the Christie of her secret journals, and of Wolf's own 
knowledge of her. Jason Otter and Wolf Solent both live in a 
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world created in part out of their imaginations -- Wolf with his 
sensations, Jason with his cryptic references to another level of 
reality. 11I welcome anything that acts as a shield. 111 Wolf too 
is troubled by the concept of good and evil. His moral compunc-
tions about accepting Christie's love lead to incestuous desires 
and death; and out of this evil comes another good-- Christie's 
freedom and Olwen's restoration to her' family. Wolf's moral com-
punction about accepting Urquhart 1 s check for his labors on the 
chronicle also has its paradoxical chain of good and evil con-
sequences. Along with the deeper probings into reality, are such 
ludicrous surface manifestations of seeming as Urquhart's wig. The 
face on the Waterloo-steps, whose despairing look Wolf cannot for-
get, becomes a symbol of evil that is intertwined with Jason's 
stricture on pity, with Tilly-Valley's endurance, with Malakite's 
"forget 11 and Wolf 1 s own final comment "endure or escape. 11 
Other ~hemes of various degrees of depth and meaning are in-
terwoven throughout the story -- Ge~da's Blackbird Song is asso-
ciated with. the idea of fidelity and lechery, beauty and ugliness, 
suicide and death. The many quotations from Shakespeare, espe-
cially f'rom Hamlet, with echoes of situat:ii.on, character and theme,, 
give additional richness to meaning. There is obviously no in-
tention of rewriting Hamlet in modern terms. Though some paral-
lels may be drawn between the characters of Wolf and Hamlet, Wolf 
1. P• 70. 
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is fundamentally unlike him in many respects. Wolf is given to 
introspection. He does c~ll himself Mr. Thin Soup or Mr. Weak 
Beer, epithets which may be likened to Hamlet's reviling himself 
~dr being pigeon-livered and lacking gall. Like Hamlet too he 
~inds the necessity for decision, not alone difficult, but the 
worst misery on earth; and at the end he is alike resigned to 
accept what will come. With a trace of hobgoblin humor that Ram-
let himself would have relished, Powys marries Wol~ to the daugh-
ter of the grave-digger Torp, a Shakespearean rustic wit and 
clown. Wolf even sees himself alternately as a pantaloon Hamlet 
and a tragic figure. And Malakite, like Polonius, meets his 
death through Wolf, not directly but in a devious manner because 
of him. 
In a work of such complex pattern, which the ~oregoing de-
tails by no means explore to the full, the story element is fed 
from many directions. So many issues are held in suspense, and 
what appears to be conclusive turns in upon itself and asks for 
fresh solutions. Here the drama is cumulative: the reader held 
in doubt and led from page to page by his curiosity, for Powys 
does make dramatic use of his characters and his themes. In-
stead of presenting the marriage ceremony, or even a glimpse 
of the preparations for a marriage, Powys jumps from the seduc-
tion of Gerda to a scene that takes place three months after 
their marriage --from Wolf's entranced and ensorcerized view of 
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. her to the simple girl with all a young wife's domesticity, from 
goddess to mortal. SUcceeding scenes bring with them echoes of 
earlier ones: Wolf's original pursuit of Gerda through hedge and 
field'is repeated with subtle ironies in his desperate and futile 
dashes around the table at home; his distrust of Weevil and his fear 
of losing Gerda is nourished repeatedly with mounting intensity by 
his mother's insinuations, Gerdats furtive little movement of the 
hand toward Weevil.-- full of old familiarities, the recollections 
of a photograph of Gerda astride a tombstone, Jason's sly sugges-
tion about horns, by misgivings, quarrels, silences, shunnings and 
sbrinkings. The Blackbird Song itself is explored and developed 
from its original mythical grandeur through the poignance of loss 
and helplessness to the final ironic deception, bringing with it a 
sur-ge ot revaluations, of rejections and acceptances. Wolf's re-
turn to his father's haunts and his desire to know his progenitor 
-- enfolded in mystery at once and heralded by Malakitels, '11 
think I see your father 111 - lead to discovering the existence of 
his half-sister, to discovering the identity of Olwen and to the 
complex emotional and psychic relationship between himself and 
Malakite through his love for Christie. Again each revelation en-
ge~ders another mystery and more revelations, until at the end he 
has solved the mystery of his own identity. Each step along the 
1. P• 904. 
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way £o6ntribut~~ its additional excitement, as witness the entirely 
plausible incident of Wolf's stolen glimpse into Christie's note-
books. 
The chapter headings in Porius give an immediate clue to its 
structure, fourteen of the first nineteen (there is a total of 
twenty-nine) referring to individual characters. Several chapters 
that do not refer to individuals nevertheless serve primarily to 
introduce new characters -- Nineue, for instance, in the scene in 
Wyllt 1 s tent. One character after another is introduced, his back-
ground reviewed, his character explored. In each case dramatic 
action is lacking; at most there is the suggestion of future dra-
matic involvement revealed through hints of intrigue and through 
rumors of impending insurrections and invasions that are discussed 
in turn by each new character or group of characters. The sig-
nificance of some characters is exaggerated and the reader's ex-
pectations thereby disappointed. The extended treatment given 
Einion, for instance, can scarcely be justified on dramatic 
grounds and disappoints all the more because, as drawn, he invites 
further acquaintance. Another fault of this structure is that so 
many characters are neglected for so long. If the reader fails 
to remember some of them upon their re-appearance, he has not 
even the prop of continuous action to supply a clue to his memory. 
Without the drama the continuing stream of introductions, not even 
ended half way through the book, sets up resistances. Even the 
general threat of invasion and imminent annihilation is dramatical-
ly wearying, in part because one is not sufficiently involved with 
any of the characters, in part because it ca~ot be sustained with-
out addition for four hundred-odd pages. Nor when that point is 
' 
reached ar~ we a~ the end of new characters, though by that time 
issues have been joined and the dramatic movement on the whole is 
both rapid and intense. Powys was well into the writing of Porius 
when he wrote the following commentary on his method of construct-
ing a long romance. 
••• all (without any exception) of the talent, gift, 
eloquence, insight, clairvoyance I possess is always 
dig;ression--never anything else. But of course I do 
painfully, laboriously, lengthily build up (I speak 
both of my tracts and my long romances) a sort of 
foundation, and on top of that a sort of scaffolding, 
both very simple--including all the Main Characters & 
where they live, or all the main theses, propositions 
& contentions & where they end! ~ I let the chance 
moment have its1way with the characters, have its way 
with the ideas! 
The dramatic structure of A Glastonbury Romance stands somewhere 
between·Wolf Solent and Porius. Contrary to his experience in Por-
~' the reader is thrust immediately into a dramatic situation --. 
namely the tribulations of the Crow family, and more particularly 
the vagabond John Crow 1 s interest in his cousin Mary. On John's 
journey to Glastonbury, he meets an eccentric Welshman, Owen Evans. 
\ 
By this time the reader, having read the equivalent of half a good-
sized novel has been introduced to a goodly number of the dramatis 
1. Letters to Wilkinson, ltr. dated Oct. 5, 1944, P• 160. 
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personae, but by no means all. The focus of attention now shifts 
to another group and other conflicts, to the nekkers, Nell and 
Will Zoyland; and somewhat later to Johnny Geard and his immediate 
:family. Interwoven with these principal characters are many oth-
ers scarcely less important, having exclusive province o:f' a scene, 
dominating others and, in their total weight, rivalling the prin-
cipal characters, with whom they are integrated through social, 
I 
political, religious and erotic ties. The whole book is a vast 
panorama -- nothing less than the history o:f' a whole town; and by 
means o:f' that particular history, both a sweeping view o:f' humanity 
and an intimate searching o:f' individual character. Like a Breughel 
landscape, with all its immensity, :from :foreground to the remote 
horizon, it records minute detail and o:f':f'ers indeed, in addition, 
a series o:f' Rembrandtesque portraits. Children, the mad, the ob-
sessed and driven, outcasts, whores and madams, respectable old 
ladies and pillars o:f' the community, gardeners, cooks, clerks and 
tycoons, clowns and mountebanks, saints and sinners -- all these 
and more are woven together, their separate lives caught up in an 
enveloping atmosphere charged with magnetic religious and erotic 
currents. To give dramatic unity to such a sprawling multiverse 
of beings presents problems, and certainly, i:f' Powys were con-
cerned with it primarily, he did not succeed in effecting that unity. 
The main plot, that in which most o:f' the main characters are in 
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some way involved, has to do with the conflict arising out of 
Geard's religious and humanitarian aims -- his desire to re-estab-
lish Glastonbury as a religious center and to provide the people 
with better living conditions. The drama inherent in thi~ con-
flict never envelops the lives of the individuals engaged in it: 
their deepest interests remain outside it. Actually the high mo-
ments of drama develop separately, that is, apart from any contin-
uous action in which everybody is engaged. Instead of a single 
crisis toward which everything tends, there is a multiplicity of 
crises occurring at intervals throughout the story as a whole and 
involving different groups of characters, some of whom are central 
figures in more than one crisis. The arrangement results in dra-
matic discontinuity and disproportion. The early emphasis given 
the love episode between John and Mary Crow, John's journey to 
Glastonbury and his early antagonism toward Philip indicate a 
place of far more importance for them in the scheme of things than 
they eventually receive. Johnny Geard, on the other hand, more 
rumored about than depicted in the beginning, comes to assume the 
dominant role. Others like Lord P, Rachel and Atheling are woven 
into the story quite late. Still others like No. 1 and No. 2, and 
the Oodfin family have only momentary dramatic significance. As 
story and as drama therefore the book has its faults, and perhaps 
the wonder is that this microcosm of humanity and human experience 
should have any unity at all. For unity it does have, of a sort, 
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and that comes ~rom a series o~ contrasts and juxtapositions 
clustering about the varieties o~ religious and mystical experi-
ence exempli~ied by the Dekk:ers, Geard, Evans and John Crow; o~ 
erotic experience ~rom perversi~y to spiritual dedication, ~rom 
lust to sel~-denial, as exempli~ied by almost everyone; o~ eco-
nomic and political outlook and practice ~rom the capitalist ad-
venturer Philip to the theoretical Communist Dave Spear; o~ social 
consciousness ~rom snobbishness to revolutionary violence and 
sel~lessness. 
These means o~ expression undergo a process o~ cross-~ertil-
ization, and arbitrarily classi~ied as they are here, m~y be 
somewhat misleading. For the thematic roots o~ this tale lie 
deeper by ~ar in the soil o~ human experience than any one o~ 
1 these classi~ications alone might suggest. The phrase Powys 
himself uses to describe the manner in which the tale is told --
"tumultuous and chaotic112-- is accurate enough when applied to 
it purely as drama, ~or as drama it continually explodes and sub-
sides, heaves and spouts. Formless, it is pot. If it lacks 
something of the concentrated inter-relationship o~ character 
and idea, something o~ the harmony, something of the taut inner 
' rhythms o~ Wol~ Solent, it encompasses more. 
Though dramatic con~inuity in the novels may be intermittent, 
1. See Powys 1 s references to the Grail legends in his "Pre~ace" to 
the new edition o~ A Glastonbury Romance. 
2. Ibid., p. xi. 
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as in A Glastonbury Romance, the thematic unity, the atmosphere and 
the tone often succeed in binding eaca one into a whole. Indeed 
' 
the very nature of a novel almost precludes the kind of oontin-
uous dramatic flow that one is likely to find in a play. Certainly 
the continuous dramatic flow is rare in the novel form and to seek 
for instance in Weymouth Sands for continuous dramatic movement is 
futile, since in this novel it was not Powys's primary concern. 
He sacrificed it to an intricate contrast and interplay of themes. 
Its excitement derives less from dramatic crises that appeal to 
the reader's emotional involvement than to illuminations, percep-
tiona and insights that appeal to his intellect. Any final judg-
ment on dramatic values must depend on ~he degree to whick they 
are flouted, and this in turn depends on other values that might 
adequately supplant them. 
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Digressions and Intrusions 
Powys's frequent assertion that he is primarily a story-teller 
needs further elucidation, particularly in view of his assertions 
about his gift for digression.1 In his use of the term he usually 
sets it in opposition to the writer who is concerned perhaps more 
with technique than with matter, who fashions with infinite care 
and with an eye to the whole. 
Chop the thing quite clear of all "surplusage and ir-
relevancy;" chop it clear of all 11unnecessarydetai1 11 ; 
chop the descriptions and chop the incidents; chop the 
characters; "chop it and pat it and mark it with T, 11 
as the nursery rhyme says, "and put it in the oven for 
:Baby and me ! 11 It is an impertinence, 2 this theory, and an insult to natural human instincts. 
The principle of unity is misapplied according to Powys, as though 
it concerned "mysterious 'artistic qualities' that could be thrust 
into a work from outside."3 
Art is the free play of generous and creative imagina-
tions with the life-blood of the demiurgic forces of the 
universe in their veins. There is a large and noble joy 
in it, a magnanimous non-challance and aplomb, a sap, an 
ichor, a surge of resilient suggestion, a rich ineffable 
magic, a royal 1ibera1ity.4 
The only unity worth achieving, then, is the natural result of the 
full expression of an experience that has been refined into mean-
ing. 11The soul of man has depths which can only be fathomed by an 
1. See P• 194• 
2. Suspended Judgments, PP• 114-115. 
3. Loc. cit. 
4• Loc. cit. 
art which breaks every rule of the formalists and transgresses 
every technical law. n1 The artist, in such case, may be the 
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story-teller, the ancient spinner of tales, the writer who sets 
out on his journey with the controlling idea of continually be-
guiling his reader • 
• • • I am all for Stories in Prose, even dull ones! 
What is going to happen next? is ever my chief Interest 
in reading. And curiously enough I find Homer is the 
best of all story-tellers in this special sense. I en-
joy the sound of the words now and again when I've got 
their rhythm c~rectly at last--but what I specially 2 like is simply the story--who's going to be killed next! 
Powys fits neither into one category nor the other. He es-
chews precision and refinement and therefore is no formalist. 
MUch else, however, besides the prevailing lack of mounting ten-
sion, gets in the way of his succeeding as a story-teller. 
Powys's absorption in the experience of the moment, in im-
mediate impressions and sensations, in the appearance of things 
here and now in the flux of time, begui~e the reader most certain-
ly and provide him with some of the most magical passages 
magical in that they touch the evasiv~esoteric, springs of ex-
perience -- the fluctuating margins of consciousness -- which, 
like the sudden recollection of a transient fragment from a 
dream, reveals regions and dimensions unlooked for and unknowp. 
One has not to go far in any Powys novel to come upon these mira-
cles of evocation, many of which have already been cited. Nature, 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Letters to Wilkinson, ltr.,dated Feb. 28, 1956, P• 354· 
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ar.chitecture, rooms, objects, dress, expressions, gestures -- all 
come at one time or another under his heightened scrutiny. This 
immersion in impressions becomes more and more pronounced, more 
and more characteristic of his way of telling the story, becomes 
in fact a manner of his later period, from Owen Glendower on. 
The question arises whether such minutely detailed impres-
0 
sions, particularly where they occur in an extended series do not 
in the end constitute an obstacle. Scholars have demonstrated be-
yond a doubt that what appears to be a digression to one person 
may not appear so to another, that what is pertinent depends fi-
nally upon one's interpretation of the whole and that this inter-
pretation i~ likely to vary. Besides, a book may be composed of 
"digressions" and serve the author's purpose and bring pleasure 
to the reader. The last point may be crucial, is perhaps the 
only one that need be considered -- the effect U:pon the reader. 
Will the reader accept it? 
The author may well show hi's contempt for the progress of his 
tale and, having other things to say, enlist the reader's sympa-
thy. But the author who pretends to tell a tale and does not may 
be indistinguishable from a bungler. 
I adore long dull stories! I always loved the dullest 
stories of Scott--the ones that went on & on with any 
fool as the hero or any silly miss as heroine, as long 
as they had their sensations of this or of that.1 
1. Ibid., ltr., dated January 2, 1953, P• 296. 
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Time may have its stop while the past is unravelled or immediate 
sensations are explored, provided the illusion of some dimension 
of reality is retained. A continuous flow of sensations ought to 
lead somewhere; when it does not, when it appears as an isolated 
fragment, it will eventually destroy this illusion. The silences 
in Powys are immense; characters are engulfed in a seemingly end-
less procession of convoluted reflections, during which no conver-
sation or naction11 takes place. 1 
The frequently arrested pace of the later novels stems from 
a thickening cluster of long introspective analyses that pursue 
remote idiosyncratic byways or expand at considerable length on 
nseemings11 and suppositional contingencies accompanied by wayYrard 
and often•incomprehensible mental states. 
Rhisiart's long introspections as he makes his way into Wales 
from Hereford at the opening of Owen Glendower serve to orient the 
reader. The detailed analysis of his response to the persons he 
encounters, because of his ovn1 ignorance of even~s, creates sus-
pense and furthers one's interest. When the same method of pre-
sentation is continued on Rhisiart's approach to Owen's castle 
the recital grows tedious. Master Young's narrow escape from 
death, preceded by two episodes involving escapes, is dramatically 
ineffective. Within the castle so much again is offered the 
reader that has no perceptible dramatic movement: descriptions of 
1. See The Brazen Head, PP• 63-71. 
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dress, interiors; explanations of manners, customs, history and 
legend -- in short all the massive paraphernalia of the ~istori-
cal novel. Rhisiart's continued suppositions as he constantly 
shifts his interest £rom one person to another only constitutes 
an additional burden. 
The same kind of introspective musings, even more impervious 
to drama, occur in Porius, for example during Porius 1s visit to 
My.rddin Wyllt's tent. The feeling of psychic and supernatural 
currents, overpowering here, is finally enveloped in a miasma of 
intricate conjecture. 
Meanwhile My.rddin Wyllt was mumbling something to 
everybody present, and as it seemed to Porius, to some 
who were not present, in the same monotonous sing-song 
he had used in the forest when he informed them that 
those creatures were his creatures, and when he spoke 
complainingly o~ the slipperiness of Nineue's skin. 
The curious thing about this impersonal monologue--
and Porius wondered if the fellow went on in this 
same manner at Oaerwynt and Oaerleon--was that its 
unappealing monotone hindered people from listening 
to it. Did the abstracted girl upon whom he was lean-
ing listen to it? Porius doubted it; and as for Gwen-
dydd and Rhun, they were once more exchanging thoughts 
on something that clearly had1no connection at all 
with these occult murmurings. 
No single passage can possibly convey the soporific effect of sue-
cessive nebulous impressions bereft of all normal interchange be-
tween human beings. Sensations of "the unfathomable and infinite112 
must be conveyed by other means than nebulous comment. The·eerie 
1. P• 91. 
2. Ibid., P• 93. 
converse with spectral voices in the King Mark's Chamber chapter 
of A Glastonbury Romance was counterbalanced by earthy commitments 
by Mr. and Mrs. Bellamy's chamber pot and Lady Rachel 1s fragrant 
yielding warmth. 
In this same episode in Porius, Porius suspects Nineue of 
practising a form of mental control (he calls it 11cavoseniargizingn) 
which he says is characterized by a "trance-like exterior·" Other 
characters1 in other novels practise similar mental tricks or sum-
mon up psychological states with affinities to this mental control, 
which is closely related to aspects of Powys's philosophy, illus-
trating in part, his counsel to withdraw from the arena and to 
cultivate a private universe of 11sensations. 11 In these instances, 
Powys has permitted his own enthusiasms and convictions to intrude 
upon his story; for, in general, as in the ep~sode in Porius, they 
do not advance the story and they really add nothing to our under-
standing of the characters. In fact the reader may be pardoned if 
he fails to grasp at all the precise nature of these mental pro-
cesses. Only Wolf Solent 1 s "sensations" are described sufficient-
ly fo~ the reader to extract any meaning from them. Moreover his 
11 sensations 11 are an integral part of his philosophy and, parallel-
ing in some respects Gerda's gift of song, they have dramatic 
value. Although some dramatic use is made of Owen Glendower's 
1. Of. Wolf Solent and Owen Glendower. 
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abstractions, "exteriorizing his soul, 111 in the battle scene f'or 
instance, ~ore of'ten.while great events are going f'orward we 
stumble upon them in the f'orm of' descriptions, lengthy, prolix 
and obscure. 
There was one flickering second when he might have 
broken down; but not f'or nothing had he played his 
games with his soul since he was a child. In absolute 
desperation he now went through the long-practised mo-
tion, the motion which, though none knew it but himself', 
was his real claim to being a magician. He did what 
felt to himself--though it would be easy to pret~he 
"imagined11 the whole thing--like taking his soul, the 
entity within him that said to itself', 111 am Owen Glyn 
~, 11 and f'linging it--through one of' those open win-
dows through which Sieur Gilles had skipped like a 
devil--f'ar out to sea. · 
There, on the rocking waves, though there was no 
goosander to rock by its side, his soul f'loated now--
free, detached, stripped of' all desire and yet capable, 
from where it f'loated, of' directing with lucid pre-
cision every gesture of' the glittering eidolon with 
the f'orked beardl2 
When Owen 1 s "exteriorizing" includes Tegolin 1 s soul as well as his 
own, the inf'lated terminology and the extravagance of' the imagery3 
have the ef'f'ect of' an intention to conceal what might be designa-
ted in more simple terms -- a reverie or day dream. 
Powys too of'ten f'ails to convey the essential nature of' these 
enigmatic experiences in intelligible terms and unf'ortunately the 
tendency to permit his characters to lapse into them until they 
override every other consideration of' the story-teller has grown 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 652. 
2. Ibid., P• 713. 
3. See Owen Glendower, P• 122. 
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more pronounced. Pewys has said he is a prf>pagandist, not an ar-
tist,1 and his indifference to aesthetic considerations in these 
\ 
immediate matters would seem to bear him out. 
• • • I refuse to allow this healthy selfishness to fool 
me into any pompous self-deception by using the old famil-
iar argument about "my duty to my art • 11 To the devil with 
"art1" I am too old a fox in the "Park Coverts" of the 
Cosmos to be led by the nose by any braggadocio of that 
kind. ](r wri:tings-novels and all-are simply so much 
propaganda, as effective as I can make it, for my philo-
sophy of life. It is the prophecy and poetry of an or-
ganism that feels itself in possession of certain magical 
• secrets that it enjoys communicating. And by the way, 
I certainly feel conscious of conveying much mare of the 
cubic solidity of my vision of things in fiction than it 
is·-possible to do in any sort of non-fiction.2 
More obvious examples of special pleading are the numerous 
episodes involving sadism and vivisection in Owen Glendower, some 
manifestations of which, in a book about war, are justified, 
though they need net be, as they are, belabored. The vivisect-
ing practises of Sieur Giles with the diplomatic consequences en-
suing from them are not only unwarranted, dramatically, but 
olumsily inserted in the narrative. 
Powys at times, and most unabashedly in A Glastonbury Romance, 
assumes the unfashionable role of the intruding author. His tone 
in the inserted essays on the nature of the First Cause is dis-
quieting, varying from unmistakable gravity to lumpish frivolity. 
One has a suspicion that the author himself is uncertain of the 
purpose they serve. The terms are anthropomorphic; the language 
1. See Chapter II, "Formative Influences," PP• 10-12. 
2. ~., P• 585. 
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is often·turgid. At times there is a hint of talking down to his 
' 
reader, at others of making him a fellaw conspirator. 
More characteristic of Powys are the little inserted dis-
quisitions of an endless variety that, because of their insight 
into human nature or their acute observation in general, or their 
poetic evocation, one would not care to discard, such for example 
as the explanation of the universal prostitute in every woman1 or 
the little rambling comment on lonely resorts of lonely people and 
the shock of the encroaching darkness2 or on aristocracy and snob-
bishness3 er the hymn in praise of moss. 4 {)nly rarely are such 
inserted disquisitions disturbing or obvious, as in the case of 
the long, intermittent commentary on Evans's sadism. 
In two other ways Powys fleuts the duties of a story-teller: 
in his frequent allusions to Welsh lore and myth, whioh only the 
Celtic scholar could be expected to know, and in the introduction 
of his personal mythology. The explanations he does give may be 
a hindrance in themselves, and especially so when they are re-
petitive, which they frequently are. This kind of obscurity is 
certainly not to be f~und in Powys 1 s works alone. Without ex-
ploring the profundities of aesthetics, one can make an obvious 
objection: does the story beckon to the reader enough so that he 
will seek to explore the esoteric channels to inner meanings? 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 127. 
2. Ibid., PP• 206-207. 
3. Ibid., P• 450. 
4. see;-" Chapter IV, "The :Baokgr ound -- Nature , " pp. 120-121. 
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Even an explanatory set of notes does not resolve the difficulty. 
The drama must be there to begin with, a?d in such force as to 
override the obstacles of recondite allusions. The advantage of 
classic mythology lies in the expectation that all educated people 
will be familiar with it. 
Powys quarrels with the prevailing aesthetics of the novel 
that would confine the telling of a tale strictly to what is rele-
vant to its emergent theme. His primary intentien in vv:riting 
novels he has stated is te be a propagandist for his philosophy, 
not an artist. The effect of this intention is to allow his phil-
osophy and other interests sometimes te mar his art. Some intru-
.. . 
sions and "digt>essions" are merely the marks of special pleading 
that de not beguile and mere frequently interfere with comprehen-




"There is such a thing as the mere absence of what the little 
l 
masters call style being itself quite a definite style." If one 
admires a style solely for its restraint, its fastidiousness, and 
its precision, Powys could scarcely be recommended. He is much 
more likely to pour out his words in unstinting libations than he 
is to write succinctly and crisply. He evidently prefers provid-
ing the reader with every suggestive margin of verbal possibility 
to committing himself to a single· choice. He would rather miss 
the mark himself than have the reader miss it. His language is 
not simply the instrument of logic and analysis; it gives expres-
sion also to the subterranean layers of consciousness where the 
intellect and the emotions are not clearly differentiated. His 
sentences are often exploratory, discursive, fluctuating, volcanic. 
None of their sub-human neighbours, animate or inanimate, 
not the club, not the olive-stump, not the moth, not the 
fly, had any doubt about the existence--for they had all" 
learnt it from pleasant and unpleasant personal experience 
--of a very considerable gulf or gap or lacuna between the 
feelings, impressions, intimations, instincts, and above · 
all, reasonings, of all human beings, and their consequent 
action.2 
Such a successio~ of synonyms occurs over and•over again and 
perhaps might not always be easy to justify. 
1. Suspended Judgments, P• 116. 
2. Atlantis, P• 13. 
••• ·speech that could be heard and understood by any 
native of that island who entered this unconsecrated, 
this unholy, this unwalled, unguarded, undefended, un-
assailable tract of demonic ground.l 
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This stylistic extravagance might well be the result of his long 
experience as a "performertt on the lecture platform (he has himself 
described his "performances" as rhapsodies an(j. incantations). The 
intoxicating rhythms of the speaker must surely have survived, even 
in his later works; i~ fact the lists of synonyms grow more fre-
quent in his last novels (a process that by no means invalidates 
the theory of their origin). His style too has a spontaneity and 
a random flow that might also be associated with his nperformancesu. 
It has the quality of being equally unrehearsed. As his "perform-
ances" were unsullied by the interposition of notes, so these per-
formances are not burnished by continual revisions. W.e are always 
reminded in his writing that the audience i.s there before him and 
he seems sometimes almost to write in response to it. 
Yes, any reckless child, any rebellious prowler, any 
philosophical tramp, any desperate bandit, any life-
weary beggar, any obsessed youth in pursuit of his 
ideal vision, could cross at will ihe boundary of this 
weird spot. Especially could any daring novice in re-
ligion, anxious to obtain supernatural support for his 
own particular interpretation of the Mysteries of ,Or-
pheus or of the Mysteries of Eleusis come stealthily 
and humbly to a smooth lawn equidistant between these 
two Beings, or between the wavering pillars of vapour 
that represented them, and, as he listened to the 
wind-impervious, storm-immune, rain-indifferent, un-
bridled and unholy dialogue between them, either be 
1.· Loc. cit. 
upheld in ~is special vein of mystical revelation about 
the secrets of the cosmos or be driven in a wild reaction 
against every spiritual cult in the civilized world to 
the desperate madness of parricide or matricide or to 
'some astounding'incest or bestiality or perhaps even some 
unheard-of attempt to side-track or undermine the very 
fountain-spring of human sexual life and to pervert the 
unmistakable intentions of nature. 
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There are rhythms here, repetitions, balances, shadings of 
meaning that belong not to the printed word, but to speech. His 
words, as well as his phrasing, display a sensitivity to sound, 
on occasion are directed more by sound than any rational sequence 
of thought. When a character in his novels speaks, the speaker's 
rhythm is frequently but an echoing of the extended prose rhythms 
of the accompanying narrative. 
"But listen, my dear," he went on; for with all h:i:s 
adamantine, mortised-and-tenoned, indurated, inveterate, 
homogeneous, impregnable, bowsprit-bearded egoism, the 
son of Laertes was born crudely kind and had acquired 
an almost supernatural discretion; and he could see that 
any off-hand sailorish jocularity which diminished the 
gravity of the startling facts the Dryad had disclosed 
was ill-suited to the tempo of the occasion. "It is 
clear that as in what you call your 'garden• you have 
worked at fulfilling the inscrutable intentions of our 
mother the earth, under whatever name she likes best· 
to be invoked, so you have been permitted a most rare 
communion with every living creature, mortal or im-
mortal, finned, furred, feathered scaled, naked as a 
serpent, disembodied as a mist, such as ever has been, 
ever is, or ever could be associated with the surface 
of this rocky island. 
II.And when, as at this hour,· in t.he presence of the 
most dangerous, crucial, important, 'and fatal conjunc-
tion of the Zodiacal Signs of my destiny upon earth, 
1. ~., P• 28. 
you my parents• oldest friend, you the world-famous 
Dryad of the oldest oak in Rellas, take upon yourself 
the piloting of my boat through the earth-waves of 
mould and sand and gravel and·clay, the only offering 
I have wherewith to thank you,1 Kleta-Dryad, is the cry 
of gratitude.in my heart ••• 
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Rere the richness of the descriptive lapguage, the subtleties of 
expression, the piled-up synonyms are all th~ more effective for 
being put in the mouth of that crafty persuader Odysseus. Indeed 
this flexibility of phrasing is everywhere evident in the dialogue 
' 
and stands in obvious contrast to the clipped, jerky speech of so 
much modern dialogue, along with its meagre vocabulary. On the 
other hand, even the long introspective passages are never the 
chaotic stream of a spurious unconscious. Ris sentence structure 
' 
never challenges the understanding. Re permits his thoughts to do 
that. Even Powys 1 s leisurely rambling sentences with their succes-
sion of cascading phrases move onward with such a reassuring ease 
that we come to the end as if it were a turning into some famil-
iar path. 
With this he turned his back upon them all, upon the 
old man, wnose whole conscious personality seemed de-
voted to the task of allowing nothing to make him open 
his eyes, upon the sow who was clearly finding the di-
gestion of a small saurian head an occupation both 
peaceful and soothing, upon the absolutely motionless 
body of the decapitated slow-worm, against which, as 
against the side of a Leviathan, two small insects 
were already tentatively extending their minute feel- _ 
ers, and finally upon the old lady, who as she watched 
that small dark figure--for his soldier's cap was 
1. ~., PP• 114-115. 
black, his jerkin was black, a heavy velvet cloak he 
carried on his arm was black, his stockings and wooden 
shoes were black, while the blackest of all was his 
one single weapon, that half-sword, half-dagger, which 
he left in its sheath and used as a short staff to sup-
port his steps on any uphill road--uttered from the 
depths of her whole being the oldest of all European 
curses.1 
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He never knew, nor did any of his household ever know, 
far less any of the city-dwellers between the walls, or 
any vineyard-owners outside the walls, what the ola Dry-
ad did when in silence he had released her, in silence 
had turned his back upon her, in silence had re-mounted 
the steps to his bedroom; but the scattered offscourings 
of dismembered vegetation, the sheddings from dead leaves, 
the tiny bits of dead sticks, the half-stripped feathers, 
the empty husks of grass-seed, the pale straw-heads of 
withered stalks, not to mention the almost invisible in-
sects for whom these minute objects were as stately ave-
nues o~ cyclopean ruins, in fact all the unconsidered 
and unrecorded things that in their infinite multitude 
made up her 11garden11 , accepted the opinion of a small 
black slug who assured its neighbour, a still smaller 
beetle, that the gods had turned their Dryad, as they 
had once turned Niobe, the ancestress of the human race, 
into a fountain of tears.2 
The delicacy and tenderness of feeling, the vagrant thoughts, 
expressed in this perceptive language, in this shimmering struc-
ture, come to rest in both thought and rhythm by means of a sim-
ple, but in the context exquisitely evocative image. 
Powys's style exhibits an extraordinary variety and elasticity. 
He can adapt it to a seeming infinity of moods, emotions, charac-
ters and dramatic situations and yet it remains within the frame-
work of his individual expression. If he is sometimes bombastic, 
1. The Brazen Head, P• 276. 
2. Atlantis, p. 116. 
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he is also equal to a great occasion. Vfuen eloquence is needed he 
provides it. He has the audacity, the venturesomeness, the equip-
ment to write magniloquently and to attempt, if he does not always 
succeed, in giving us the grandeur of which language is capable. 
And innumerable times he does succeed, succeeds when the situation 
entreats for grandeur the large phrase and the bold image. Some-
times this heightening effect is but a brief insert, a quick touch 
that spreads and stains the whole material. 
But he was finding those double cries more and more 
disturbing. They made a landscape within the landscape, 
tragic fatal, full of ominous premonitions. 
In the man's voice was all the desperation of the 
terrible power of the soul to resist, to defy, tore-
peat its challenge, against the force of overwhelming 
odds. 
But the feminine voice affected him even more. Yes, 
all the mystery, all the lawless pity of a woman's 
soul, all the deadly sweetness of a woman's body were 
being thrown out upon that summer twilight! 
The liquid and tender greenness of the evening seemed 
to be gathered into it. The cry was richer, fuller, 
closer to Nature, than the one with which it alter-
nated, and to which it echoed. 
To Rhisiart it was more than a sound among other 
sounds, more than a normal cry for help above a normal 
tumult. It had in it the curves of a woman's neck, 
the softness of a woman's breast, and as it reached 
him.out of the green sap of the long darkening of that 
summer day it had a mystery of appeal that was like 
the sob of the night-dews upon a thousand hills.1 
Only a little longer is his description of the marauding ghouls 
on the moonlit battlefield at Bryn Glas, where he succeeds once 
again by indirection, by avoiding the commonplace sum of minute 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 25. 
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particulars and concentrating on their poetic equivalent. He has 
a strong sense o£ the music o£ words -- the rise and £all o£ sound, 
the p~use and rush o£ rhythms. 
Of all the mortal senses the ~ense o£ smell carries the 
human soul back the £arthest in its long psychic pilgrim-
~ge; and by these £ar-drawn channel· airs and remote sea 
odours the inmost souls o£ many dwellers in northwest 
Somerset must have been roused, during those weeks o£ 
March. It is the old recurrent struggle with the ele-
ments, as the sense o£ these things reaches the spirit 
by the sharp sudden poignance o£ smell, that brings one 
age o£ human life into contact with another. There is a 
com£ort in these continuities and a £eeling o£ mysterious 
elation, but strange £orebodings, too, and uneasy warn-
ings. That hidden wanderer, incarnated in our temporary 
~lesh and blood, that so many times before--centuries and 
aeons before--has smelt deep-sea seaweed and sun-bleached 
dri£twood and the ice-cold chills o£ Arctic seas, sinks 
down upon such £ar-o£f memories, as upon the stern o£ a 
voyaging ship, and sees, as ·i£ in a dr~am, the harbours 
and the islands o£ its old experience. 
She put her hand on his shoulder and he let it remain 
there. The evening itsel£ gathered them into its own 
universal and primordial sadness--the sadness of all 
lost chances and lost causes since liistory began. Under 
the power of that moment, o£ the slow dying o£ that un-
equalled day, these two and their child w.ithin her did 
indeed become a conscious three as he had imagined. But 
the third was more than a child. The liquid immensity 
o£ that hushed twilight enlarged that little embryonic 
i~entity into something ~ver-shadowing and mysterious, 
something that became the premonitory presence o£ that 
unknown £uture which was be£ore them both. On its soft 
mu£fled wings this embodiment of their fate flew across 
their vision, its silent flight pressing down still more, 
like the fall of a hand£ul o£ £eathers £rom the brood-
ing breast of the night itsel£, t~e lowered pulse of the 
earth's huge swing into darkness. 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, PP• 1117-1118. 
2. ~., PP• 559-560. 
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And as not every occasion demands eloquence, Powys can be simple, 
easy, direct. Through the sheer magic of language he transforms 
a scene into an experience, some seemingly insignificant charac-
ter into the unique and .unforgettable. 
He achieves this expressiveness partially through his use of 
images, rendering through them the fugitive feelings, the turbu-
lence of emotion, the overwhelming experiences of love and death 
that no amount of explicit description can ever encompass. Re-
straint may be necessary at times; but there is a difference be-
• 
tween. purity of language and paucity. A short passage f'rom the 
scene of Owen Glendower's death will illustrate the immense sug-
'gestiveness of his imagery. 
Here his words became incoherent, like the falling of 
winged creatures, blind with blood; but some of those 
present thought they heard Catharine's name, others 
Tegolin's. All of them, save the little Rhisiart who 
had hidden his face in the Judge's furred sleeve, felt 
as they gazed at that uplifted white beard that they 
had suddenly come close to a crack in the visible; a 
crack through which the invisible was blowing an ice-
cold blast on its phantom horn. 
The images are not necessarily unusual, not always the in-
spired touches that at once enkindle a scene, as for example his 
reference to the carriage-rug in Weymouth Sands that "smelt like 
the very skin of Caliban112 or Gerda's look like a "ceremonial 
death-cloth, 113 or a voice unrolling like "some great rich bundle 
1. Owen Glendower, P• 925. 
2. P• 203 • 
3. Wolf Solent, p. 776 • 
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of' Chinese silk, n1 or death striking like a "flying, sharded 
beetle,n2 simultaneously in the face. Such images are innumerable. 
Sometimes he makes a simple phrase effective through its connota-
tions within the dramatic context, so that it gathers to itself', 
without so much as a single image all the tension and meaning of' 
a scene, as for example the question "Was it over f'or the C!-ay?"3 
a phrase so utterly simple that yet hits so palpably, without 
actually on the surface expressing much of' anything, the quiver-
ing nerve-ends of' the scene's inner workings. How all that is 
embodied in that scene, and in subsequent scenes and in the mind 
of' Sylvanus Cobbold who confronts the ultimate evil coruscates 
with that phrase. Again in A Glastonbury Romance Powys is able 
to gather up all Crummie Geard 1s pathos, all the pathos, indeed, 
of' all young girls whose love is unrequited in the simple comment, 
11you too will come here for white geraniums;"4 to gather up ~11 
the futile, stifled lives in "Hats for bastards;"5 all the fur-
tive erotic longings and mischances in "you're afraid of' nursery 
maids ••• looking for soldiers; u6 all the trimly dressed self'-
confident sparks with empty heads and little hearts in Weevil's 
"Pursuing the necessary. 117 
1. Ibid., P• 48. 
2. Ibid., P• 401. 
3. we;iiouth Sands, p. 121. 
4• P• 656. 
5· Wolf' Solent, P• 422. 
6. Weymouth Sands, P• 300; 
1· Wolf' So1ent, P• 535· 
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The dialogue, expressive of character as has already been 
1 
noted, is also an excellent measure of the range and vitality of 
Powys's style. 
Whether auyane in England ever spoke the way Witch Bessie 
does in Wood and Stone (and she is the forerunner of Bet Cooper, 
~ 
and Mad Bet) is questionable, despite the sprinkle in her speech 
of Dorset dialect. She and the others of her tribe, like so many 
of Shakespeare's ch~acters when inspired by indignation, are apt 
at vituperation. It is the originality of their images, piquant 
and poetic, that is one of the distinguishing elements of their 
speech. Witch Bessie describes the behavior of two gentlemen in 
the society of the seductive Gladys as "flitter-mousing and flan-
2 daring round." Sometimes the words are apparently ooinings, at 
other times archaic or obsolete forms which derive flavor from 
the immediate o<mtext, as fer instance 111ft-a. Fringe's "rampaging 
with harlotries113 Gr her report Gn eavesdropping as "those long- . 
windy dilly-dallies do sound to me no more than the burbering of 
blGw-flies. • • • n4 
Obviously Powys's love of old literature readily accounts for 
his borrowings and some of his transformations. Words and phrases, 
1. See Chapter III, "The People of the Novels - Methods, 11 pp. 53-59· 
2. P• 244• 
3. P• 158. 
4• P• 393. 
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even when they are not directly quoted, have, for instance, a 
Shakespearean or Keatsian ring. 
Two passages from the "touched" lad Binnory 1 s speech re-
semble the talk and songs of' Shakespeare's supernatural spirits, 
perhaps because they spring from the soil -- the very self'-same 
English countryside. 
11 
'A do tell of' babies that do cry like corncrakes after 
we, when us be up field-way or down river-way, till us 
dursn't bide in them places after dark be come. 'A do 
tell of how slimmity puss-cats, in shape of' wimmings 
from Lunnon, do catch great folks round them's necks, 1 
and scrabbit them till they ain't no blood left in 'em? 11 
11 I do see 1ee! Binnory do see the fine lady what's 
been brought low! Loowhee! Loowhee! Loowhee! I do 
see through crack and chink! I do see through hole and 
cranny! I do see 'eel Binnory do see 'ee. The f'ine 
lady, on the high horse, what our Squire have tumbled 
and towzledl 'Ee be left, all draggled and scanted, 
like a fine girt mallard with's wing shot of'f'. And 
Squire be gone to London town and he'll never come 
back; never no more at all! And Binnory away but a'll 
come back. And you mid live now where Uncle Dick did 
live; and you mid tell Binnory stories and stories, 
like what Uncle Dick did tell. Loowhee! Loowhee! 2 Binnory knows all that do befall in earth and in sky! 11 
The simplicity, the repetitions, the rhythms, along with the words 
themselves, may suggest the old ballads. 
'~ere be the spirit of' your people, Ann Poynings? 
Where be your love and your maiden beauty iihis bitter 
day? Have you no thought to put a hand out and stop 
this ruin of' hopes and expectations; this crumbling 
down of' what took a thousand years to build~ What be 
1. Ducdame, p. 121. 
2. ~·, PP• 177-178. 
your girl-pride and your lady-pride; your maidenhead-
fears and your virgin-fears, compared with Ashover 
going down into a rumour of dust and dirt? Ay! Ay1 
Your cheeks are rosy-bright and your eyes shining. 
You do know well enough! Ay1 If ye be as comely in 
shift and smock as ye be in cramosin, he that be now 
sitting aside of 1 ee would be a gowk and a gammon to 
let the ice freeze on the cold sheets!ttl 
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Sometimes xhe strange music of the dialogue springs from an 
interweaving of th~ blunt expression and the euphemism, or some 
whimsical equivalent of a term, like Codfin's ttdamned abortion, 
the kind of nothing no-more what ])r. Fell .sticks in back garden 
between pig-house and privy, n2 or Abel Twig's wretched protest, 
. . 
"• •• Oh, me humpty, me humpty! But I be fearful bad. 
Be 1ee tender of I, ~ster; be 1ee tender of I! A man's 
backside be a turble squeamy pleace.n3 
Powys's exquisite sensitivity to words, the subtle shadings 
of tone he extracts from them, is revealed in an occasional let-
ter he chooses to give us in part or in whole -- Tegolin'.s letter4 
to Rhisiart, for example, formal, somewhat restrained to begin 
with, concise, factual as it proceeds, and at last stirred, just 
perceptibly, by her deep love, as when a slight swirling on the 
surface of water indicates some tremendous upheaval beneath. 
Even the dialogue of children ought not to be omitted in any 
commentary on Powys 1 s style. Some children, like Neb, are preco-
cious; yet they remain children; their impulses, their discernment, 
1. Ibid., PP• 121-122. 
2. AGlastonbury Romance, p. 1060. 
3. Ibid., P• 991. 
4. "CiW6ii Glendower, P• 902. (See also the letters in A Glastonbury 
Romance, pp. 1029-1030; and Owen Glendower, pp. 887-888). 
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their interests, however r.emarkable, :find expression in the speech 
of' children. 1 
.Any number of' critics have pointed out what they regard in 
Powys as stylistic :faults: prolixity, repetitiousness, strain. 
Sometimes it is true there is an obvious straining af'ter ef'f'ects. 
One second, as the old Brother had himself' just said, 
and his living soul was solidly there, deeply entrenched 
within him, another second and it was gone, absolutely 
--and what was le:ft was a striking mask, an impressive 
image, an imposing likeness, something that had been 
deserted by the world of' nature and taken over by the 
world of' plastic moulds, monumental mimes, mummied 
mockeries and mortuary mementoes.2 
These :faults may be readily :found even by a critic who discerns 
little of' such matters. Even Angus Wilson's compliment charac-
terizing Powys as "one of' the gr:eat sprawlers of' li terature 113 is 
a recognition of' excess. 
The trouble with many excellent styles is that they are :fixed 
and invariable. Sometimes surpassing instruments :for a particular 
service, they will not adapt themselves readily to another. Many 
a well-known style has been accomplished within a particular 
:framework and one doubts whether it could be used with any success 
to express some other tone, or mood, or emotion or thought. Powys 1 s 
style has been recognized :for its grandiose e:f:fects ana the ad-
verse criticism has been largely levelled at his architectonic 
1. See :for example, Chapter III, 11The People of' the Novels -- The 
Scope of' Powys 1s Vision," P• 39· 
2. Porius, P• 549· 
3. Letters to Wilkinson, Editor's Pre:face, P• 10. 
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scale exceeding its mission. The foregoing comment with the ac-
companying quotations (actually supplementing those in other chap-
ters) dwelt rather upon those aspects of his style which, because 
they are less spectacular, being often the medium for the less 
dramatic and less turbulent scenes, seem to have been over-looked. 
As has been pointed out before, some of the greatest novel-
ists, indeed perhaps the greatest, have not been admired as 
stylists. The novelist's art is a sprawling art, the least likely 
to attain perfection of form. It usually encompasses a vast a-
mount of material that the dramatist, say, can disregard-- a mul-
ti tude of se.emingly inconsequent details: the look of a street, a 
room, a neighbor's house, a chance prospect, a heap of rubbish; 
phrases from idle chatter, the coarse and brutal language of men 
along with their poetry; a day's trivial chore, a moment of spir-
itual exaltation. A novelist's style therefore, if it is to en-
compass these multifarious activities, thoughts, impressions, 
should be chameleon-like in its adaptability while retainin~ its 
author's unique character. This is of course a good deal to ask 
of a style and actually very few novelists are able to express 
themselves at all times in a style sufficientlyresilient. They 
may catch the language of the share-cropper or the scullion but 
they do poorly with the artist, the statesman, the intellectual. 
They may do well enough describing a soldier's leave spent in a 
brothel, but they collapse utterly in describing a love that is 
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sensitive, shy, evasive, yet all-consuming. As ~or death and 
grief, these according to many need but the plain recital of 
events. Powys's style obviously has £lexibility. His dialogue, 
for example, rarely given in the broken impressionistic manner 
so many novelists favor today, whether put in the mouth of a 
fish peddler or a lord, a scholar or an ignoramus, is often 
stately, formal, expansive, giving voice to the "rich potential 
rhetoric of passion and temperament" that even in the simplest 
of us "never finds utterance. 111 Powys has a prodigious vocabu-
lary which he uses f'or variation in coloring, texture, mood and 
humor. He does not impose upon himself artificial restrictions 
of language; all that· stirs and swims and has its life in the 
sea of human experience may find a lodgement somewhere in his 
harbor -- a humble homely word along with some other, conse-
crated by classic or Scripture. 
1. George Santayana, The Last Puritan (New York: Chas. Scribner's 
& Sons, 1936), P• 601. 
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CHAPTER VI 
IDEAS AND THEMES 
It is easier to say what a Powys novel is all about than what 
it all means. The rambling, discursive capricious structure of 
his novels alene makes matters difficult for anyone who would in-
terpret him. Though Povr,rs uses it in a different context, 
' , 
Goethe's curse might we~l be his own and for the same reason. 
Geethe cursed Eckermann once for asking him what was 
the main "idea" in Faust. -
"Do you suppose," he oried, "that a work into which 
I've put my life, would condescend to1so poor a cate-gary of living value as a mere Idea?" 
If one looks for final answers to the ultimate mysteries, if one 
looks for a specific philosophy, if one looks even fGr an es-
poueal of any of the economic, political and social causes of our 
day, one will be disappointed. If there is a philosophy to be won 
from his fiction it is not a systematic philosop#Y, but a philo-
sophy in the more restricted sense of practical wisdom. The 
dominant motif is that there are no final answers. An individual 
who commits himself unqualifiedly to a specific belief or cause, 
places harmful restrictions on his own response to the ~iad 
possibilities in life, to the beauty and wonder and terror of it, 
and he is the more likely te interfere with another 1 s response. 
1. ~., P• 184. 
\ 
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The protection of the individual's private world in Powys's view 
is a crucial matter. His characters often refer to their life-
illusion - "that secret view of ourselves which it is really 
pain or grief to be shaken in111 -- and already in Wood and Stone 
the power to invade another's secret life, to impose one's will 
upon him, is a main.strand in the story. Even the adult who 
breaks in upon the child's imaginative play with the rigid re-
strictions of his games, if he i.e not an outright criminal, is 
at least an egregieus blunderer who ought not to be lightly for-
given. 
Powys has little to say about specific pelitical and eco-
nomic theories or issues, which weuld seem to him to be but sur-
face manifestations ef deeper currents - racial, religieus, 
sexual. The shortcomings of the capitalist system he recognizee 
in the actions of several characters -- Romer, Philip Or ow and 
Oattistock, though he portrays it not eo much as a system, as a 
wanton growth of selfish interests. His capitalists are coura-
ge<J>us but misguided. They seek ta dominate, to organize; and what 
mischief they do they do unwittingly. They have their faults as 
individuals: they are not especially intelligent and not even 
always clever. They lack above all any sensitivity to the feel-
ings of others. Placed beside the characters who are dominated 
1. Letters to Wilkinson, Feb. 14, 1944, P• 135. 
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by some inflexible belie£ with all its concomitant emotional in-
volvements, these capitalists appear weak and ineffectual; their 
tyrannies petty. 
Philip Crow musing over the vicissitudes of business enter-
prise thinks it would be a good thing if the people of Glastonbury 
were to die off and he could fill the town with "a dif'.:ferent type 
1 
altogether." He believes he would even be willing to cut off 
their heads. He cannot understand the high value some people place 
on human life. Dave Spear, the Communist, less savage, dreams only 
of destroying the ancient church buildings, even the new public 
2 
ones, 11for the sake of the future, 11 His cousin John, who consid-
ers him the only really unselfish person he ever met, supposes,3 
however, that if it brought his Communist State a year nearer he 
would unhesitatingly have everyone shot at once. Whether Spear 
himself would or would not -- he is far more sensit.ive than Philip 
-- is a question to which no explicit answer is given. What is 
plain, however, is that sensitive theorists like Spear, when the 
town is up, are overruled, set aside, ~orgotten. Philip himself 
is likewise a dreamer, and for all his callousness towards hu-
manity in general (he is actually kind to his domestics), he 
.:feels himself' contending, not with men and women but with the nat-
ural elements. People simply get in his way. Cattistock too is 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 776. 
2. ~., P• 793. 
3. ~., P• 520. 
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contemptuous of the mass of men: "It's just the same to be their 
hero as their devil. Disregard their moods and dominate them1 
Nevermind their catch-penny driftings. 111 The mass of men, the 
crowds, in Pow:rs as in Shakespeare, are a mean, stupid, cowardly, 
fickle let. 
Looking beyond the individual representatives of these op-
posing political and economic views, one catches a glimpse, here 
and there, of where they~un afoul of Pow:rs's deepest convictions. 
Nell, aware of the embryonic life within her and contemplating its 
mysterious processes, begins to read a Marxian pamphlet left by 
her brother Dave. 
110hildren," she read, 11are wards of the State, even 
in their mother 1 s W(!)mb. Motherhoed is an occupation 
as dangerous, as necessary; as important to society, 
as to be a peasant, a factory-worker, a miner. Reli-
gious marriage is a bourgeois superstition, grossly 
intermingled with the historic iniquity of private 
property. 11 ~ 
She reads (!)nly a little further before being seized with a sudden 
panie. PrGclai~ing the mfracle .. of her conception; she rails 
against all the 11mu.tterers and starers, and examiners and in-
spectors,113 wishing she could blow all these institutions of men 
Sky high. The difference between the Capitalist adventure and 
the State is clear. The danger for Powys lies not alone in the 
power cf the State, for all states have power, but in its as-
sumption of sacrosanctity. 
1. Weymouth Sands, P• 262. 
2. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 476. 
3. Ibid., P• 477• 
-
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The only evil Powys can accept, he has said over and over 
again, is an act of deliberate cruelty, whether that act be per-
petrated against human beings or against other forms of life. 
Foremost in the ranks of evildoers are the self-righteous, those 
who in the name of the good attempt to coerce others into accept-
ing their beliefs, who persecute, tyrannize and terrorize. The 
most mischievous, treacherous and cruel beings are those bigots 
and zealots who act in the name of some faith. Religion, accept-
ed by Powys as being closely associated in its beginnings with 
. 
sex, shares with that instinctive urge, irrational and potent 
impulses. The sex-taboo instead of liberating man from preoccu-
pation with sex has driven these impulses into perilous under-
ground channels that frequently find expression in the fanatical 
zeal of the man of f'aith whose intention seems rather to torture 
and to destroy than to convert. As Master Young says, "I have 
. 
always found that idealism gets more in one's way than actual 
wickedness.u1 
The institution provides capric~ous tyranny with both the 
means of power and the se,al of approval. The llrchbishop has a 
gluttonous appetite f'or burnings; his heresy hunts in the name of 
God are kindled by sadistic tendencies. Allied with him in olood-
shed and murder are the patriot's on both sides., some sincerely 
devoted to national liberation, others, ihe inevitable camp-
1. Owen Glendower, P• 144• 
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followers of idealistic schemes, devoted to personal g.ratifica-
tion and aggrandizement. Father Rheinalt, priest and patriot 
both, in lending his voice to the new crusade can say, ·~le must 
1 kill and kill and kill in this holy causel 11 The voice of Powys 
himself finds its echo, surely, in Oldcastle 1 s "it was better to 
die for the wrong than to torture for the right; n 2 and in Broch-
vael' s denunciatory reflections on Gor sant -- "it still remains 
that the pious fury that murdered my son is always wrong and that 
aisima (a Homer:ii.c word, translated by Powys as "decency in fate") 
is always right. n3 
Owen Glendower, Porius, Atlantis and The Brazen Head-- all 
include among their cast of characters at least one £anatical 
priest. Both Gorsant and his successor fulminate against the sup-
posed enemies of their church, exhorting their followers to con-
quer the world, inciting them to riot and murder; and amidst 
their passionate maledictions picturing their enemies, while the 
blessed listen, howling in vain in Hell -- forever. Enorches and 
Bonaventura are given to similar tirades of hate, of acts of 
blind fury upon being thwarted. As characters they have little 
individuality: one could well stand for the other. They are all 
cursing rhetoricians, hiding, as their "type usually do," an 
1. Ibid., P• 184. 
2. Ibid., P• 771. 
3 • POri us, p. 217 • 
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"only spadeful of' good turf under bushels of mystical bad hay.n1 
From the Archbishop to Bonaventura, they become increasingly 
ridiculous and ineffective. Whereas the Archbishop is a sinister 
figure, wielding immense power in the name of the Faith, and al-
lied with nationalistic fervor, Bonaventura is a kind of comic 
devil out of the old moralities. Yet with all his buffooneries 
one cannot dismiss the potential mischief' he represents as a 
leader of an institution that would prescribe and proscribe for 
others. Twice he is able to arouse the people and it is no fault 
of his that one such uprising becomes merely a kind of harmless 
bucolic revel. In him, the explosive force of' sexual suppression 
becomes evident: his fanaticism is closely allied to it. 
Religion as a burden of insane obligations is also revealed 
in Powys's comments upon the ancient religion of' the Forest-
people -- which had become for them 11a dark horrible sensitive 
2 bruise lying at the bottom of their soul." 
Obviously religion itself is not being attacked, only its 
alliance with authoritarian rule and the imposition of the in-
stitutional will upon believers and unbelievers alike. For with 
compulsion comes cruelty, suffering and death. In place of' a 
storehouse of fabulous beauty, religion is beset with repulsive 
manias. As Prince Einion says about Gorsant's particular rituals, 
1. Atlantis, p •. 147. 
2. Porius, P• 398. 
• 
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nAs long as all's done in the name ef the Trinity • • • it 1 s wen-
derful what • s allowed! ,,l 
Set in opposition to these fanatics are the many religious-
minded men wh.o put charity and mercy and simple human kindness 
above dogma and oppression. 
The crux of the matter as Powys sees it is contained in 
Rhisiart 1s plea fer the life of his heretical friend Master Brut 
on the greunds of his having lived a good, kind, unselfish life. 
The archbishop is thoroughly startled by the suggestion ''that 
mere human kindness could counterbalance an improper view of the 
2 Blessed Sacrament. 11 Even the disreputable, forlorn Tilly-Valley, 
fer all his shiftless ways and moral cowardioe, is possessed of 
a human dignity the others lack. A clown in seme ways he is; but 
his very humility before the mistery of things sustains him. 
Rhun who wGrships at the temple mf Mith:ras, and the young Cbris-
tian Tilton, devout worshippers both, are made ridiculous only 
when they turn from the inner spirit to the outward trappings 
of their religion. So it is with Mad Huw whose madness brings 
mercy with it; whose reason, a persecuting madness. And Father 
Pascentius and Master Brut, for all their proselytizing zeal, 
take a large view of doctrinal error: their compassion encom-
passes all. 
l. Ibid., P• 451. 
2. ovren Glendewer, p. 848. 
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Powys, commenting upon the failure of anarchist Trent's 
idealism, explains it as inevitable "in a world where liberty and 
independence and sweet reasonableness are forced to yield to fa-
naticism and dominating faith • • • 111 Surely the fact that Dave 
Spear's wife is still a virgin is consciously symbolic of the 
sterility of his dedicated cult. Whether in the name of the Fath-
er or of the Fu-ture, inviolable tenets are the breeding ground 
of fanaticism. Brochvael reflecting on the ominous events in 
Wales, particularly upon the events that led to the murder of his 
son at the hands of the mob instigated by the priest Gorsant, ima-
gines the priest building walls ever higher and wider, and he en-
visions "others worse than this man, and others again worse still," 
torturing people "because they had wiser and kindlier thoughts 
" than those in power, and because they spoke what they thought • 11 
When he then goes on to deplore "the power of fanaticism, wheth-
er spiritual or temporal, to pervert human nature and suppress 
the natural freedom of the soul, 112 it ought to be evident that the 
religious zealots in Powys's novels represent fanaticism of any 
kind supported by institutional power. 
An institution whether a prison or workhouse or asylum for 
the insane even in the early novels has sinister connotations; 
the very buildings themselves, betraying an insensitiveness, send 
apprehensive shivers down the spines of their beholders. When 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 1043. 
2. Porius, PP• 157-158. 
man finds himself behind these walls he has done more than give 
his body into t'heir care; he has surrendered the self, at any 
rate a part of it and 'more than likely the greater part of' it. 
The private mysterious inner world of' the imagination is inter-
fered with, disturbed, perhaps destroyed. John Crow says even 
hospitals make him shudder. 1 
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To gain a surer understanding of' Powys's determined assault 
upon self-righteousness and pride one ought to turn to the sev-
eral prophetic and mystical £igures, to ~hose who seem to embody 
more of' what Powys regards himself' to be -- a magician. Geard, 
Sylvanus Cobbold, MYrddin Wyllt and Zeuks have one thing in com-
mon: they do not impose their will on others. MYrddin Wyllt's 
expression of' humility is clear -- "Neither you nor I nor any 
other who ever lived, no, nor any who will ever live, can call 
2 the truth our own:.n Nisos, reflecting upon Zeuks' s expressive 
countenance, sees in it no such appearance of' pride as he has 
hitherto noticed in "almost all so-called 'prophets' and think-
ers11 who 11shut all doors but the one 'they' came in by, and 
close all windows but ~he one 'they' looked out of! u3 The Golden 
Age according to Wyllt will come when·all who f'eel pain and draw 
breath are f'ree of' the meddling gods and rulers. In f'act the 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 520. 
2. Porius, P• 94· 
3. Atlantis, P• 185. 
Devil is every god who exacts obedience. When Neb questions Wyllt 
about the nature of devils, the latter continues with a denuncia-
tion of power both in this world and beyond it. 
The Golden Age can never come again till governments 
and rulers and kings and emperors and priests and 
druids and gods and devils learn to un-make themselves 
as I did, and leave men and women to themselves! And 
don't you be deceived, little one, by this new reli-
gion's talk of 'love'. I tell you wherever there is 
what they call 'love' there is hatred too and a lust 
for obedience! What the world wants is more common-
sense, more kindness, more indulgence, more leaving 
people alone.l 
If this kind of practical earth wisdom seems too simple, it 
contains nevertheless the essence of Powys's distrust of insti-
tutions, of so-called divine sanctions and prohibitions, of mani-
festoes and slogans. When the water-rat alone of all creatures 
disobeys Wyllt, he rewards it. Zeuks· decries all prophets and 
oracles who would have people obey some law, embrace some system, 
accept some philosophy, invade some country, sack some city. 2 
Powys permits the lowly worm in Atlantis to point out the irony 
in man 1 s behavior on the "surface of this blood-stained and dese-
crated earth. 113 
11I happen to be," replied the unruffled worm, "what 
below the surface of the earth we call a philosopher. 
I pursue the purpose of all true philosophy which is 
1. Porius, P• 276. 
2. Atlantis, P• 181 
3. P• 34. 
to live happily without helmet or breast-plate or 
greaves or shield or sword or spear or claws or 
teeth or sting or poison. But the human race re-
£uses to let us stay quietly underground. It digs 
us up. It impales us on fish-hooks.l 
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The institution of science is condemned for its own kind of 
fanatical faith: in placing the pursuit of "truth" as a value 
above all other values, it has violated the deepest of man's in-
ner convictions -- his compact with the angels -- to refrain 
from adding one jot to the world's misery. The horror of vivi-
section is the theme of Morwyn and is a subor.dinate theme in 
both The Inmates and OWen Glendower. However, Sylvanus Cobbold's 
dialogue with the vivisectionist champion Dr .• Brush, perhaps the 
most odious character in all Powys, is as eloquent, as vigorous, 
as sharp and as decisive an attack on this practice as one may 
find anywhere, surrounded as it is with an imaginative splendor 
- Cobbold committed to the sanitarium, to Dr. Brush's experi-
mental "care", defending his madness of compassion against the 
sanity of objective cruelty. "Abominable cruelty remains abomi-
nabla cruelty, 11 says Cobbold and God must turn "to Bedlam for 
His worshippers.tt2 "As long as we can put off death for a few 
wretched years, in our cowardice we give you carte blanche to 
make dogs scream. tt3 ·Even if this suffering of these dogs, Cob-
bold maintains, revealed "the nature of God," it would "still" 
1. P• 35. 
2. WelffiOUth•Sands, P• 533. 
3. ~., P• 534. 
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1 be wrong because it would reverse 11the whole direction we've been 
making toward from the beginning" - the "idea of' not being cruel."2 
From first to last in Powys's world man's center of' vision is 
on the nature of the universe and his position in it. He would es-
tablish some acceptable relationship between himself and the per-
yasive condition of cruelty and pain-- not simply his cruelty to 
his fellow-man, but the cruelty and pain that he believes lies at 
the bottom of' things. 
Reminders of pain and suffering are no~ confined to vivi-
sected dogs and the cunning contraptions of' man to hold them still. 
The look of' abominable despair on the decomposed cat-head lying in 
the mud of the River Brue becomes a symbol to John Crow of' all 
suffering. It went, that ghastly look of' despair, beyond normal 
suffering, brought with it an element that was "monstrous, bes-
tial obscene. 113 The animals that Wolf' Solent never sees in that 
slaughterhouse, like the cat-hea~have no individual i~entity. 
Pain is not a particular tragedy: it suggests a universal condi-
tion of existence. The face of' the man on the Waterloo steps, 
without distinct individuality, becomes simply a face of woe. 
Wolf' Solent knows nothing about the man, nothing specifically 
about what caused that look; he knows no more than that the look 
was such as could only be called up in a man 11against whom Prov-
1. Ibid., P• 532. 
2. Ibi'd., P• 534• 
3. AG'fastonbury Romance, P• 370. 
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idence had grown as malignant as a mad dog;n such a; look as "no 
conceivable scooial readjustments or ameliorative revolutions 
could ever atone :for."1 It spoke :for all sentient things against 
every outrage done them under the 'Bun. RCj)ok Ashover, too, protests 
angrily at what the shameless First Cause had compelled sensitive 
.. 
organisms to endure, exclaiming that "no conceivable rearrangements 
or renewals or redemptions" could justify the "fermenting-vat of 
misery. 112 Jas~>n Otter de~ls with God as though by some subterfuge 
of ritual, God Himself could be, if not avoided, made harmless. The 
whole of life is a kind of deadly game of hide-and-seek. He wel-
comes anything that acts as a shield: he even uses incense as 
Lordy uses perfume to rid himself of the smell of mortality. In-
_stead cf running to cover ever and again, he hides like some pri-
meval mammal in the Age of Reptiles among the fern-fr@nds of 
illusion and peers out at reality. Pity, he tells Wolf S~lent, is 
the most aruel trap:ever invented, for once pity is accepted the 
presence of one unhappy person in the WGrld might spo~l any de-
light in it. That is why he says, he would "like t0 kill pity."3 
Wolf Solent, haunted by the look of the Watsrl~o steps face, can-
not accept the nature of the unknown First Cause as being all-good. 
He recognizes a supernatural struggle between Good and Evil, but 
a struggle that involves instead cof opposites, a much more com-
plicated balance of forces. Like John Crow he helds the First 
1. Wolf Selent, P• 4. 
2. Ducdame, P• 173. 
3. Wolf Solent~ P• 166. 
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Cause responsible far the wretchedness and misery of all living 
creatures, like John Craw who makes a fig at God, he hurls a pri-
vate little curse at Him. 
The questian of all questions, around which all sensitized 
consciences revolve, is, as Sam Dekker so unequivecally states it 
- "at what point, if life was to go on with any degree of endur-
ance, is it necessary to harden our hearts and cease to think of 
the pain of others?111 That is the question Broch 'e Meifod an-
swers when he says tc Owen he refuses to become a part of pain, 
wln.ich Wolf Selent answers in part when he says to !Limself that to 
forgive God for oneself was one thing - "ts forgive for others 
• for innocents ••• for animals ••• is another thingl 112 • • 
One is allowed tg forget, Wolf Selent concludes, and one may 
endure and escape. Rhisiart too reflects upon the blessing of 
forgetfulness: "Yes! Certain things ~ to be forgotten, else the 
sad play couldn't proceed • • • n3 Not alene is it necessary to 
practice a steical endurance but as well to develop the means of 
escape, keeping our lives in natural advances and retreats, in an 
elastic state of ebb and flow. We must, says Zeuks, defy life "to 
make us cry, Hold! Enoughl"4 The secret of the ancient Welsh 
tribes lies in their mYthology of escape; and like the Welsh, a 
crafty man can develop his own methods af avaidance and evasion. 
Porius attempting "to embrace the whole gamut of li:f'e, thick and 
1. A Glastonbury Romance, P• 973. 
2. Wolf Selent, P• 939. 
3. Owen Glendower, P• 936. 
4• Atlantis, P• 183. 
/ 
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slabtt considers it wise for every creature to reccmcile "itself 
as well as it could t0 the mysterious mingling of Nature 1 s pur-
poses with accident and chance.u1 
Such comments by individual characters, given aut 0f context, 
distort the perspective t!lf theme as a whole and might even lead 
one to think that Powys has written ethical treatises, not novels. 
To dispel such a supposition it would be well tt!l indicate briefly 
the way in which Pov~,ys's theme emerges frt!lm the whole stuff of a 
single novel itself. 
The theme of Wolf Solent, already called a journey in self-
discover~, becomes, quite inadvertently on Selent's part but con-
sciously and more abundantly and subtly on the author's part, an 
enquiry inte the nature of good and evil. Gradually Selent be-
comes enveloped in an atmosphere of evil, in the midst of which, 
like some presiding demon, sits Urquhart with his bottle of Malmsey 
and his devil' s compact of scandal. To Selent, Urquhart becomes a 
ft!lcal point of his own ethical confusions (so much with which 
Urquhart is cc1mected remains unknown --Redfern's mysterious 
death, for ins~ance, with its disquieting ramifications). What 
Powys does is to present us with an experience rich in meanings 
on several levels of experience -- paradexes of behavior like 
Salena Gault who so sensitively withdraws from the universal can-
nabilism of the earth even as she pursues, implacably and merci-
lessly, the breaker of the tribal taboo and all who would forgive 
1. Perius, P• 106. 
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and forget; like Malakite, the committer o:f fearful outrage, whese 
final w~rds are of understanding and forgiveness. Christie, too, 
condemned for her loyalty and compassion suggests yet ether para-
doxes. It is, in part, through such an interplay of ideas in-
volving pity and condemnation, that Solent comes to comprehend 
something of the nature of good and evil and the conditions gener-
ally on which life is to be lived. 
The themes ef' the other novels are no less intricately inter-
woven, ne less easily isolated. They do not ever-ride the :fable; 
they seem, on the contrary, ta be inseparable :from it, :from tke 
particular characters and situations out o:f which they finally 
emerge and to which they give meaning. 
Cruelty and pain lie in the nature o:f things and to come to 
terms with them iB man's crucial problem. Very nearly all of 
Powys's principal figures are chiefly concerned with it. It is 
the underlying theme whatever the broad general one o:f a partic-
ular novel might be, whether an enquiry into man's religious ex-
perience as in A Glastonbury Romance or into the genesis of strife 




As remarkable as anything about Powys 1 s career as a novelist 
is the way in which eminent critics and scholars have held aloof 
from his works. To measure this aloofness one need only compare 
the amount of critical and biographical writings on D. H. Lawrence 
with similar writings on Powys. A vast literature has accumulated 
about Lawrence from many sources, whereas not one full-size volume 
has been published about John Cowper Powys alone. Yet much that 
has been said in praise of Lawrence might be said of Powys, where-
as much in dispraise could not be.1 Their thematic material, more-
over, is similar2 though this is not to suggest that they had 
exactly the same things to say or the same way of saying them. 
While both writers began their careers as novelists at approxi-
mately the same time, 3 it is true that Lawrence developed earlier 
and had written his most significant work before the beginning 
of Powys's middle period. 
1. Lawrence has been credited with a poetic vision, lyric phrasing, 
magical evocation of nature, flashing insights. He has also 
been cited for his lack of humor, his windy preaching, ~nd his 
weakness in characterization. 
2. Of. their use of erotic psychology, anti-materialism, sensi-
tivity to cruelty, the necessity of establishing some harmony 
between the instinctive nature of man and his intellect, their 
trust in the "blood 11 over the brain •. 
3. The White Peacock appeared in 1911, Sons and Lovers in 1913, 
The Rainbow in 1915. 
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The intense and admittedly somewhat ominous silence surround-
ing Powys is a phenemenon that seems explicable only on the grounds 
of an immense conspiracy, which of course dees not exist. While 
any explanation will undoubtedly prove unsatisfactory te the great-
er portion ef the critical community, the enigma -- the disparity 
between the epithet "genius" that has often been applied te him and 
the comparative neglect of his novels1 -- presses at least for an 
att~mpt at a solution. 
He has echoed Lawrence's dictum that art existed for his own 
--
sake and ori tics may have taken him at his word and assumed that 
he was not capal;>le of producing the solid and intricate structure 
ef a fermal masterpiece ef fiction. At a time when great stress 
has been laid on the art of the novel -- on form and structure 
and viewpoint -- a writer like Powys may well have been looked 
upon as a mere inconsequent spinner of tales. True, a writer 
like Lawrence whe has been cited for his innocence ef technique 
and his neglect ef the "rules" has received critical attentien, 
but some critics have claimed that he has long been read chiefly 
for his ideas and neglected as an artist. As Jeseph Warren Beach 
1. This same aspect ef the irreconcilable viewpoints is touched 
up<m by George D. Painter: "It is. fl. serrow and perplexity to 
me that far some critics, whese judgement I respect in other 
matters, Mr. Pewys is •unreadable,• 'divorced from reality' 
and afflicted with a 'turgid' prose style and chaotic con-
struction ••• u New Statesman and Nation, ·XLIX {June 18, 
1955), P• 850. 
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has observed, an extensive study in the evolution of technique does 
not necessarily constitute a comprehensiv~ history of £iction.1 
Certainly many of the most highly regarded practicing novelists of 
this period (from i915~to the present), along with writers of an 
earlier period who have become a focus of critical interest, have 
been experimentalists in technique - among them James, Conrad, 
Proust, Joyce, Woolf, Hemingway, Faulkner, :Oos Passes. 
There is a danger in accepting an arti$t's confessions of 
artlessness. He may not be wholly conscious of those creative 
processes that go into the shaping of his work. It is true that 
Powys occasionally indulges himself in digressions, but that he 
creates at haphazard is unlikely. Weymouth Sands, along with some 
of the late novels, may strike one as a veritable hodge-podge of 
tags of tales; but if form is meaning, this novel has form. A 
good case can be made for its singular composition: the seemingly 
unrelated or l.oosely related episodes may be looked upon as an 
alternating series of subtle variations on a central theme. The 
book is in fact a kind of tone poem on Eros, e~bodying in its 
generous .framework all manner of erotic expression (erotic in a 
1. Many writers of distinction must be omitted .from consideration, 
he comments, "because the writer in questicm does not stand £or 
anything specially distinctive in the evolution of technique, 
or because what he stands for is sufficiently exemplified in 
other novelists discussed." Of particular interest in relation 
to Powys is his statement about leaving out of account "novel-
ists of a strongly romantic cast ••• and in particular writers 
of historical romance, because they would too greatly complicate 
the subject. tt The Twentieth Century Novel (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1932), P• 10. 
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comprehensive sense), 1 shallow and deep, tragic and comic. When 
viewed in this perspective it takes its place beside Wolf Solent 
and A Glastonbury Romance as a rich tapestry of themes, characters, 
situations, images and phrases, paralleling, complementing, oppos-
ing, echoing each other. All three books have that quality of' 
concentrated expression and multiple meaning that one associates 
with poetry and the well-made novel. ~et f'or the structural pur-
ists A Glastonbury Romance may have its loose ends. Perhaps some 
characters and episodes as they are unfolded do contribute only 
fitfully to its meaning. They may be imperfectly related and 
therefore lead to contradiction o~ obscurity. But this criticism 
can be made of' many novels, ma~ of' the best. Besides, once a 
novel has received its due of' critical recognition, scholars are 
not,wanting who will f'ind associations and interrelations where 
none were visible before. 
It is part of' its nature that Mr:-. Powys 's genius should 
be disorganized, that his sorceries should take what f'orm 
they please: yet out of'2the great waves of' action comes a kind of' organic f'orm. 
Refinement may also make some sacrifices to breadth of' vision •. 
. The danger of' the well-made novel is that it has a tendency to e:x:-· 
elude too much of' lif'e, and whatever the defects of' his structure, 
1. Including, f'or example, the sublimation of' the sexual instinct. 
2. Michael SWan, Sunday Times, Dec. 2, 1956, p. 6. 
Po~s suooeeds in hanging upon it a goodly portion of the world's 
people. The point to be made here is that a novel with loose ends 
1 
may still be the better novel, and that at least some of Powys's 
novels are more tightly knit than oritios may generally have sup-
posed • 
. Though new forms are indeed synonymous with original expres-· 
sion, one must be wary of aooepting a particular structure or 
technique as indispensable to greatness. Even ramblings and di-
gressions may have their plaoe in an author's unique expression, 
may constitute their own form. R. H. Ward, commenting rhapsodical-
ly on Powys's later novels, suggests an explanation for their 
seemingly oaprioious manner of unfolding: Powys' s "last creative 
phase," he says 
is an achievement of absolute maturity, the expression 
of a peculiar kind of inward and spiritual freedom, whioh 
creates its own forms, having transcended traditional 
forms. It speaks for itself and for itself alone, this 
rare quality in the creative artist who has won hif! free-
dom to oreate aooording to his will, oaring for nothing 
and nobody but his i~dividual vision of reality; and, by 
a paradox, in speaking for itself alone, it' speaks for 
the universal spirit of man, and speaks to ~very human 
beings's condition. In the last few years J. c. Powys 
1. J. B. Priest~ey seems to be saying something similar to this 
when he remarks that ''We are surrounded by writers who have 
talent but not a flioker of genius. Mr. Powys is the oppos-
ing and very rare type, for he is deficient in talent -- that 
is in the professional ability to produoe neatly planned, 
readable fiotion -- but displays astounding flashes of genius 
from the gleaming depths of a massively original personality." 
Sunday Times, Nov. 7, 1954, P• 5· 
has attained this vision of universal reality, and his 
freedom to express it in expressing himself and no one · 
else. Porius, The Inmates, Atlantis all belong to this 
last phase on which only the greatest creative minds 1 enter. It is something in the nature of miracle ••• 
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Another critic who was also ~truck with the idiosyncratic drift 
of these later novels had this to say: 11The Inmates breaks all the 
rules and reaches all the sources.n2 
Scholars and critics have had other rea~ons than the lack of 
form for disregarding him. In the matter of technique he is old-
fashioned. Not alone has he introduced no technical innovations 
of his own, but, even more, he has left unused the experimentalist 
techniques of his contemporaries. This is all the more strange in 
that he has expressed his admiration for such writers as Marcel 
Proust, Dorothy Richardson, William Faulkner and even the James 
Joyce of Finnegan's Wake. He unhesitatingl~ inserts purple pas-
sages and extended dialogue, sometimes in stately, formal language •. 
Re frequently disregards objectivity and its values, insisting 
when he is so disposed, on inserting little disquisitions, com-
mentaries, and asides. His conscience on the score of orientating 
the reader is meticulous. He is always careful to inform the read-
er about who is talking, and to whom; and about when a scene takes 
place and where. He has consistently shunned the stream of con-
sciousness or internal tape-recorder technique,.as well as any 9f 
1. In a letter toW. Kehr, quoted in Kehr 1 s J. c. Powys, p. 217. 
2. G. D. Painter, New Statesman and Nation, July 5, 1952. 
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its various mani~estations, and in the guise o~ omniscient author 
blithely described a character in exhaustive detail on ~irst meet-
ing. As may be supposed, his over-all time sequence is strictly 
chronological. Inconsistent and inexplicable though a character 
may be in Powys's novels, he is never fragmented. His internal 
monologues, even when present time is ,intermingled with the past 
and the ~uture, are always a consciously ~ormulated, rational se-
quence o~ ideas or impressions. Powys maintains in his charact.ers 
the essential unity and continuity o~ self, the illusion of indi-
vidual will, the choice between good and evil.1 
It is the impact o~ psychoanalysis and the new psychology in 
general th~t has been largely responsible for the modirication o~ 
older techniques and the adaptation of new ones; and that being 
the case it may rightly be asked whether a writer who finds the 
old techniques as use~ul as ever can truly express the modern 
world. Powys has in ~act resisted many of the concepts o~ psy-
choanalysis, holding that human nature was too intricate, too di-
verse to be caught in a crude net of formulas. He has even called 
them nursery tales and declared that "the unconscious11 will even-
tually be regarded "as many of us regard hell,"' namely as a "crown-
ing phantasmagoria11 o~ "perverse ~ungoid ideas. 112 On the other 
1. 0~ all his major characters only 
devil~s advocate Finn Toller, is 
and driven by ~orcas within him. 
issues and strives to resist his 
2. In Spite Of, P• 311. 
Owen Evans, prodded by his 
a creature apparently haunted 
Bu"Y even he is aware of the 
compulsions. 
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hand1 if he has n0t accepted all the articles of"psychoanalytic 
I • 
theory, he has recogn~zed its revolutionary implications and paid 
tribute to them. in Psychoanalysis and Morality and elsewhere.1 
But the important question is net so much what he thinks of it 
' 
as whether he has assimilated its new dimensions and given expres-
sion to them in his novels. Obviously there are those who do n@t 
think he has. 2 There are others, however, who r~~ard his insights 
into human nature.as profound, even prophetic. Under the circum-
stances one IDlght reasonably question whether some critios have 
not exaggerated the impertance of certain techniques or accepted 
them as perhaps the only means of expressing the new psychology. 
Though he was far from the first one to use the limited ebserver 
in arder to throw light on the shifting facets of reality, Powys 
has used it with brilliant effect in WGlf SClllent. Nor should his 
use of the concentrated angles of vision be ignored in any question 
of his psychology. In this approach, he follows Do~toievsky, as 
the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard seems to have discerned in 
his lyrical appreciation of the psychological element in Powys, 
On apprend plus en lisant un livre de Powys q'en 
lisant une bibliotheque de psychologie. C'est un 
grand poeme de psychologie qu 'un tel reman. Chaque 
1. See, for example, DestoieVsky, PP• 182-183. 
2. Powys is not mentioned, for instance, in Leon Edel's The Pgr-
chological Novel or G. s. Fraser's The Modern Writer and 
His World. ~ 
etre est ici designe par sa profondeur, petite profondeur 
ou grande profondeur peu importe. La dimension humaine 
est revelee. 1 
Je lis Powys camme je lis Dostoiev~ • 
. ' 
Joseph c. Collins's praise is equally high: to him Powys is 
"the supreme instance in this period ef the creative artist ab-
sorbing and ~ringing to life the teachings of the psychoanalysts, 
excelling even Joyce in his artistic command of material.n2 It is 
perplexing, then, to have Collins make the qualification that many 
of Powys•s characters beleng in a treatise on psychology, as if 
their eccentricities or abnormalities stood in the way of accept-
ance. Certainly Powys lays far less stress than Faulkner on the 
chaotic elements ef abnormality and yet in the number and variety 
Powys presents of nature's misfits and anamolies, in his astonish-
ing insights into their cemposition, along with the sense ef life 
he endows them with, he challenges comparison with him. Moreover, 
in Pewys's identification with them he has a still deeper affinity 
with Dickens and Dostoievsky and like them he makes us aware of 
Nature as 11the mother of all extremes. 113 What these novelists re-
veal in varying degree is the element of the fantastic and monstrous 
in all of us -- even in what, in our superficiality, we may term 
the average person or the normal mind. Not all writers deal with 
this irrational element of reality, but many of the foremost have 
dealt with it,4 especially those who are Powys 1 s contemporaries. 
1. In an unpublished letter to Marie Canavaggia. 
2. Eng. Lit. of the Twentieth Century, P• 243· 
3. Destoievslsr, P• 97· 
4. Kehr links Powys, in his use of the phantastic, irrational and 
grotesque to such writers as Poe, Yeats, Rimbaud, Rilke and 
others. 
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That they can deal with it and yet retain that necessary prospect 
of hope and sanity sets them apart from the literature of merely 
morbid preoccupation; and that Powys can be so set apart shculd be 
without question. 
The mystical side of his characters, not the psychological 
elements in their portrayal, is very likely what alienates some 
critics. Mention has already been made of the fact that Powys is 
not invariably successful in his characterization of men. While 
these failures, or partial failures, are certainly few, they are 
in three instances central figures in the novels {Geard in A 
Glastonbury Romance, Quirm in Maiden Castle, and Owen Glendower).1 
The various elements of which these and other characters are com-
posed -- a weird combination of appearance and traits, of magnetic 
eroticism, mysticism and occult powers -- ~a not always constitute 
. . t• f . 2 an ~mag1na ~ve us~on. They often strain creaibility in the same 
way that the wholly different' mystical elements in writers like 
Graham Greene and Aldous Huxley aa - for a reader 1 s sharing of 
1. Ward has commented on weaknesses in the characterization of 
Geard {POVIYS •Bros., PP• 51-52) and Kehr of Owen GlendGwer {.2:£• 
cit., P• 87). On the other hand G. B. Painter considers Geard 
~jor creation in modern fiction {New Statesman and Nation, 
lac. cit.). 
2. In the fabulous novels in which they appear Wyllt and Zeuks 
are marvels among many other marvels and one is not inclined 
to question them or their actions. Quirm on the other hand 
is scarcely convincing in his setting. His charm far women, 
considering his revolting ugliness, is confounding. Geard too 
is baffling. His psychic powers engulf his character and in 
the process he loses something of his humanity, though he is 
0ften, as in the King Mark's Court chapter, believable, droll 
and exciting. 
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the fictional experience depends in these matters upon the extent 
to which he also shares the author 1 s beliefs. 
A number of critics have observed also the "enclosed" scene 
of his inner and outer world (though they do not necessarily ac-
cept this as a real limitatio~) •1 Indeed this 11enclosed" scene is 
characteristic of a number of contemporary -writers, each 0f whom 
uses it in his own special way. Faulkner, to explore the subjec-
tive experience, frequently ignores the outer werld entirely. One 
senses it only through a nightmare of emotional impact :frem which 
the several characters themselves may never emerge. Powys's world 
is characteristically revealed on a larger scale. Gilbert Sigaux, 
for example, inreference to Las Sables de laMer, says it is like 
2 Joyce's Ulysses in presenting "lllltl monde extremement ferme, complet, 
acheve, ou les paroles et les pensees ont entre elles des interfer-
ences constantes.n3 
Pswys's "enclosed" world is accentuated by the tendency of 
his principal characters to withdraw :from practical day-to-day 
existence, absorbed in their private :feelings and particularly i:n 
their ''sensaticms" as they spring :from a contemplation or, as 
Powys has sometimes phrased it, an "embrace" of Nature. In such 
passages one may easily find affinities with Proust4 and Virginia 
1. See J. E. Priestley, loc. cit. 
2. Collins, op. cit., p. 244, makes a similar comparison between 
Ulysses·and A Glastonbur~ Romance. 
3. L1Express, Sept. 11, 195 , P• 29. 
4• Kehr, op. cit., P• 109, rightly observes that the past and pres-
ent in Powys's passages do not play the same role as in Proust. 
In Powys the immediate impressions are foremost and autobiograph-
ical reminiscences negligible. 
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Wool~. But the sensation af the living moment bound up in the in-
ner conflict, as in Weolf, is in Powys intermittent and n0t per-
vasive, nor has it the same impressionist quality. 
The deliberate cultivation of privacy and aloneness, of the 
pewer to withdraw, to sink down even into the subhuman levels of 
I 
existence, as we have already seen, is characteristic not alene of 
certain of his characters but central to his own philosophy. There 
exists in his novels, toe, an eternal dialegue -- a ~igurative one 
- between the animate and the inanimate. While this dialogue, 
when it is presented within the dramatic framework, enriches his 
novels, it may, along with the mystical transports, also convince 
some that Powys 1 s werk is the work of a solitary and that he stands 
in his ideas somewhat removed from the world of our time. Yet no 
one could say, as has been said of Weolf., that 11 one is too much 
aware of her condition as a brilliant solitary, guessing rather 
than grasping at the reality of other human lives.u1 
His opposition to particular aspects of modern oivilizatien 
is indeed often presented obliquely. His detestation of indus-
trialism, machine WGrship, urban life, and materialistic values in 
general ene mUst take for granted; it is quite left out and we are 
made aware ef it largely through implication, 2 or, as in his later 
novels, where he reveals his objections to authoritarianism, wheth-
er :political or religious, thrGugh fable. 
Powys, despite such novels as A Glastonbury Romance and ~ 
1. G. s. F.rasar, op. cit., P• 87. 





Glendower, in which the background of ideas and events at a specif-
t I ' _ 
ic time and in a specific place is amply dealt with, diminishes the 
role of the social fabric. He is not a critic af manners. Nor is 
he much interested in the temporary ills of society or in document-
ing that outward world. 
For all his philosophy of crafty withdrawal Powys does not 
live in an ivory tower. Despite their historical setting, both 
Owen Glendower and Perius obviously reflect the contemporary situ-
ation. Both are set in a world of racial antagonisms, confused and 
slaifting allegiances and faiths, with a quickening tempo af indif-
ference to cruelty and suffering. The central issue of Owen Glen-
dowe~ is really whether war is justified by national aspirations, 
whether, even granted a happy issue, the price of i'reedom may come 
too high. Glendower even ponders the likelihood of a bold stroke 
bringing an easy victory. That Powys's fable, in the light of our 
own recent history, rather simplified the modern dilemma, Powys 
seems te have realized. In Porius the issues that lead to a de-
cisien fer war are immensely more complicated, and men of good will, 
like Prince Einion, may delay tee long before making it. Indeed 
the war for freedom is no longer a matter of choice: it is the only 
means for survival. Remote times, too, had their gen<l>cides, with-
out, however, the present delusions and hypocrisies. Yet the di-
lemmas of our. time are set forth, along with the compelling motives 
and. the psychological climate of the kind of men who helped t0 
shape tnem. 
Many people would doubtless prefer explicit dealings with 
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events of our time to suca elusive parallels, but there is at least 
one advantage to Powys 1 s method (j)f examining the present in the 
light of a fabulous past: he is able to invest his st~ies with a 
timeless perspective. If one of the most vital elements in modern 
literature is a sense of history, P(j)wys has it t(j) a significant de-
gree. Like Joyce and Mann, Powys writes out of a deep knowledge of 
our cultural heritage and a ripe wisdom that he has drawn from it. 
L1union d 1une nature creatrice jaillissante et d 1une 
connaissance proforide des grands mythes humains, c'est-
a-dire de la continuite' secrete de l 1experience vecue ••• 1 
Even his novels of contemporary life achieve through an interfusion 
of myth and legend - a hint of the eternal pattern of recurrences 
-- a sense of the haunting mystery Gf our earthly days. Referring 
to A Glastonbury Romance a critic has said that no light will be 
shed en it by a study of the history ef the nwel alone -- 11it is 
closer to the histories (j)f mythology and poetry."2 In fact his 
sense ef the past has probably enabled him to avoid faltering over 
so many of the frenetic commitments, social and pelitical, that 
have troubled his contemporaries. He has realized with Ezra Pound 
that ''What mankind needs is an internal harmony which may balance 
the increase of brutality and desperation we are living through."3 
Several critics, apparently in response to objections by oth-
era, have stated that an appreciation of his werk depends in part 
(j)n an understanding of his philosGpby. If that were truehPowys 
1. Gilbert Sigaux, loc. cit. 
2. ·"Cosmic 'Correspondences," Times Literary Supplement, Oct. 11, 
1957, P• 601. 
3. ~oted in the Reme Daily American, January 9, 1960, P• 7• 
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must be judged a .failure as an artist. Those critics who have ob-
jected to the philGsophical element in Pewys's novels have not 
always distinguished between the philosophy and the technical means 
Pewys has used to give it utterance within the fictional.dimension. 1 
The question, as we have seen, is not wkether we agree or disagree 
with his philesophy but whether he has embodied it in his fable or 
inserted it arbi~rarily. 
The center ~f struggle far him lies in t~e individual's co~ 
ing te some acceptable, same working agreement with the nature of 
evil -- the cruelty he finds inherent in the nature 0f the "First 
Cause. 11 For ultimately, Wol.f Selent, Owen Evans, Sylvanus Cob-
b0ld, Rhisiart, Porius, to name five of his major fig~es -- all 
feel some responsibility toward the cruelty there is in life it-
self. This overburdening sense of individual responsibility, com-
bined with the individual's relation to Eternity, ameng other 
things, links Powys with the prevailing current ef existentialist 
philesophies. 
Before Sartre had written a line, John Cowper Powys was 
already proclaiming a philosophy of existentialism and that 
is prabably why his works are too little krl:own. Being, nat 
becoming, is the cl:ue that leads us direct to the heart of 
the Powys mystery.2 
The clue to what same critics may consider a preoccupation with 
cruelty lies in his animistic concept of the cosmos (the burden 
of respensibility in Powys's characters is immeasurably increased 
1. See, fer example, Jocelyn Brooke, "On Re-reading A Glastonbury 
Romance," The London Magazine III No. 4 (April 1956), 44-51. 
2. James Norbury, "The Life and The Legend," New Chapter, Sept., 
1958, P• 8. 
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by it) - that nothing in the universe is "devoid of some mysteri-
ous element of consciousness, however small, queer, ridiculous Qr 
whether animal, vegetable, or mineral"1 and that any emanation of 
a particular censciousness affects and in turn is affected by every 
other consciousness. The least vibration stirs the universe or 
multiverse. 2 
From this hypersensitivity to cruelty stems his impassioned 
conviction (concentrated in the relatively few episodes dealing 
with vivisectien) that the untempered pursuit of scientific "truth" 
denies the sympathy of the human heart. Uttered when so much of 
humankind has suffered benumbing horrors, it may have seemed to 
many like a cricket's piping in the midst of a holocaust. But the 
frail thin voice, like the scrannel-pipe voice of Sylvanus Cobbold 
who is his spokesman, may still be tlile true pr·ophetic veice. As 
Powys has perceived, the monolithic state has justified its exces-
ses on the same rational grounds. But to Powys the truths of the 
heart have always outweighed all these rational considerations and 
man, freeing himself of occasional pain, or putting off for yet 
another day his inevitable dissolution, at the loss of his compas-
~ien, has sacrificed his sense of tragic dignity. 
Wolf Solent, Rhisiart, Porius, Sylvanus Cobbold -- all, in 
the end, even in the midst of hopelessness, renew their affirma-
1. John Cowper Powys, quoted on the book jacket for Up and Out 
(London: Macdonald & Co., Ltd., 1957)• , 
2. For .an informative balanced discussion of this concept, its re-
lation to good and evil and its place in the history,of ideas, 
see the ananymeus article 11 Cesmic Carrespandences, t1J..o~";'' cit. 
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tion in lif'e. Pewys finds this af'f'irmation not where several of' 
his mere well-knew.n centemporaries have found it, in orthodox Chris-
tian faiths, but in the humanistic spirit as he has discovered it in 
the great werks ef' literature. He weuld hardly agree with these 
contemporaries that man is a limited, sinful creature whase redemp-
tion is dependent upon some benevelent Absolute. Nor with other ef' 
his centempmraries dees he despair in the condition of' man. What. 
he says of' Rabalais, his own novels surely celebrate 
••• beneath all eur vieiousness and felly, it is ef' 
tough rind and sweet sap, of' unconquerable humour and 
kindly resilience that eur poor much-abused,1much-en-during human nature is essentially composed! 
His deep crimsen dye of' compassionate acceptance, brimming 
over at times into af'f'ecticm, and suffusing his wh0le vision, must 
have struck many who have apparently found the world without values 
-- in a state of' unalterable "chassis" -- as an outrageous senti-
ment. Set in the midst of' a literature ef' brutality and violence, 
af' aisintegration and loathing, this sentiment of' f'ellQw-f'eeling 
with all the ragues and misfits may be the very quality in his work 
that more than any other has led to his being neglected. On the 
greunds ef' technique it violates objectivity: on the grounds of' 
reason it suggests absurdity. 
Powys's trust in the earth-born senses, in the imagination 
and in the irrational places him in the line of' ~lake, Vnrltman and 
Lawrence, and like the first two, whose joy in life he shares, he 
may have to await the passing ef' time before he wins his due of' 
1. Enjoyment of' Literature (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1938), 
P• 145• 
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recagni tion. A;:; Bachelard has said, 11Powys ~ si prof'ond, si 
vrai que je crains que son livre n 1ait pas 1 1immense success qu'il 
merite.n1 This ccmception of' Powys as an unrecognized genius 
whose eriginality in thought and expression is in advance of' his 
time has been voiced by such a varied group of' writers -- critics, 
scholars, novelists, philosophers, both in England and elsewhere, 2 
that the virtual absence of scholarly and extended critical com-
ment in general upon him seems almost perverse. "We are watching 
the steady rise to full recognition of one of the outstanding writ-
ers of' our century.n3 Jean Wahl places him in the cempny of Mel-
4 ville, Emily Bronte, D. H. Lawrence. Angus Wilson in explaining 
his epithet "genius" as applied to Pcrwys says that he has tried to 
say "that he is unique - 0r rather since any writer worth his salt 
is unique, that he is uniquest. u5 G. Wilson Knight cerisiders him 
"one of' the most important writers in our literature" -- "our first 
6 
authority on evil a:nd our first authority on humour." Even Joce-
lyn Brooke who seems almost determined not to encourage any0ne to 
1. Loc. cit. 
2. Kebr in a letter to me has the following to say about the recep-
tion tUf Powys 1 s works in Germany: "In Deutschland wurde und wird 
J. c. Pawys vor allem von einer Reihe bedeutender Scbriftsteller 
hoch geschatzt. Besonders der kUrzlich verstorbene Dramatiker 
und Romancier Hans Hanny Jahnn ••• hat J. C. Pow:ys von Anf'ang 
an sehr geschatzt und auf seine Bedeutung immer wieder hinge-
wiesen." 
3. "Cosmic Correspondences," op. cit., P• 601. 
4• "Preface" to Les Sables. de la Mer, P• i. 
5• "John Cowper PowyE_J: A Tribute," New Chapter, Sept., 1958, P• 10. 




read Powys' s novels is willing to settle for 11part genius, part 
charlatan. 111 
As we have seen the amplitude of hi"s visio:n of humanity is by 
any standard an awesome conception, both in sheer number and in its 
seemingly endless variety. But his visi<m does net end there. It 
must be assessed as well on the·basis of his subtle shadings of 
character, of his exploration of the elusive, yet persuasive, re-
finements of emotion that are so rarely rendered, af his astonish-
ing insights intC> the esoteric attractions and repulsions between 
individuals, and ~f his revelations of the inmC>st soul confronted 
by itself. He is, too, a supreme master of feminine portraiture. 
He can do what few novelists can do -- make a thoroughly good wom-
an exciting as well as endearing. But it is his profound grasp of 
women's essential mystery and the way that mystery is conveyed im-
aginatively that usher us into a realm of creativity at a very high 
level. His characters, men and women both, have a thickness, a 
solidity, a richness of contradiction and uncertainty that make 
for life. He is able to impart to a character at on9e that flavor 
of unique individuality and universal significance. Not one, but 
at least a dozen of his characters, comic and tragic, deserve the 
attention we sometimes designate as literary immortality. 
Q-p cit. P• 44• This article is recommended as an example ef 1
• th• kind' of highly emotional criticism that Pov~s seems often 
t e roveke. It perhaps represents, too, the hitherto silent 
0 P · tion reluctantly_ forced into critical re-appraisals. ur 













In part these characters have been given life because they 
have been set against a background vital with tke strength of im-
mediacy and reverberating with the sense mf the unknown and the in-
definable. His backgrounds, whether cemposed of some natural setting 
or of a ream, a yard, an alley are seldom static: they are organical-
ly related to the people and the events. Powys is both realist and 
lJYStic. He penetrates into the secret of things, into that "real 
reality" even the mast stultified senses must sometimes glimpse in 
moments torn away f'rem the habitual rQund sf life -- that "real 
reality" where purely rational procedure must always appear illu-
sery. The genuine cosmos of the imagination is always slightly awry. 
· :But character and background must be molded int0 story and this 
melding, toe, he has accomplished -- supremely in scene after scene, 
calm or passionate, comic er tragic. His scenes are wonderfully 
visualized. They are imbued with both the daring and the splender 
ef a poetic imagination -- one, that is, which transmutes objective 
reality into its equivalent feelings and values. To help him in 
this, he possesses a deep-seated humor, shrewd but gentle, and an 
J'' incomparable trilagic wi tk werds. Purely as a story-teller it is true 
he does sometimes falter. Many of his stories lack the continual 
element of suspense. But not all of them. He is on eccasion able 
to draw thefreader on irresistibly, not only through a succession 
Of - des but through the full length of a book; and Gne reasen epl.SO ,, l 
. t ,. ·sterie~ have always a parable-like depth of meaning. 
l.S tha .ul.B • · \ 
Le nev.lr paltry, never simply anecdotal or clinical. 





He deals with the larger, the universal themes that have engaged 
great writers in eur Western literature since its beginning and he 
has spoken, if net precisely in the voice of our time, for he has 
been consistently free of disillusiGn and despair, at any rate as a 
witness of our time. 
Whatever imperfections critics may find in his five great 
works, individually cansidered, it is difficult to see how they 
can refuse tCll recognize them in their entirety as an utterance at 
snce profeund and full of beauty. These five novels --Wolf Solen~, 
A Glasto:nbury Remance, Weymouth Sands, Owen Glendewer, and Perius 
-- ought indeed to be considered as a group, as so many facets of 
' 
a single imaginative region. To read aey of them is to enter at 
once a distinct Powysian world, a rarified vision of things as 
they are. All ef them are intensely personal, filled with the sap 
of his character, as personal as Dickens and Sterne. One can say 
ef him what he said of Balzac: his books create a complete·werld 
that is in a deep essential sense a projection of the nevelist•s 
own passionate imagination; his world, not always the world of 
our experience, "is always a world in which we are magnetized to 
feel at home. It is consistent with its own amazing laws.••1 
His boeks do not lack spiritual ecstasies -- immensity, mul-
tifarieusness, gt't;!,ndeur. Few writers are able, as Pawys is, to 
take but a fragment sf his genius, to convey the impression of 
pure joy -- the joy of simply being abo~t ground, a joy that en-
1. One Hundred Books, P• 377• 
cempasses a pmignant awareness of fleeting time and an end to all 
things and yet is bound to no particular occasion. They refresk 
the human spirit and mruce us feel, not alone the mystery and en-
chantment ef earth-life, not alQne our littleness, but our worth. 
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ABSTRACT 
I 
The Nove-ls of John; Cowper Powys 
Ohr~stian Hewitt 
Powys's criteria for what ~onstitutes a good novel -- intense 
reality in characters and background, and intense interest in what 
happens next -- are the basis fqr this analysis and evaluation. 
Admittedly vague, the criteria had to be clarified, explored and 
related to other aspects of the novel. 
If some measure of a nQvelist•s greatness lies in his vision 
of humanity, in the number and variety of people who inhabit his 
world, the sympathy and understanding wi~h which he views them and 
the range of incidents they move in, Powys must be rated high. The 
scope of Powys 1s portrayals, deep and wide, i~cludes all social 
levels, the young, old, simple, ?Omplex. To find a comparable gal-
lery of women one must turn to the great masters of feminine por-
traiture. Many characters, both men and women, inhabit the loftier 
regions of the imagination. Without losing the unique humor of 
each living person he imparts a sense of the motley assemblage of 
humanity in general. 
Mu.ch that occupies people ;from sun-up to sun-down is missing • 
. 
Emphasis is not on outward events so much as on the individual's 
passage through them. Powys c~tches the 11rea1 reality" of people 
t~ough the concentrated angles of vision of their er~tic life and 
their view of Eternity. His O$ vision is permeated by a profound 
2. 
symp~thy wi~h the idea of the Eternal Feminine itself and an im-
' mens~ pi~y ~d ~derstanding of all humahity as wayfarers and 
aut casts. 
The 11real reality" af the background is evoked primarily 
through NatUre, the mysterious, and the past. Through a complex 
. . 
interweavi»:lS af Nature with character and action, Nature becomes a 
key to a deeper insight into man. The out-of-doors is incomparably 
" 
conveyed and with it a sense of the mysterious, for Powys•s view is 
. . 
animistic: in each thing, animate or inanimate, resid~s a "fee:ling 
power" capable of affecting all else. Subtle combinations of 
psychic and chemical ene~gies, sometimes ~pern~tur~l~ frequently 
i~l~ence human behavior, one af Powys's major premises being that 
intense thought ~r feeling generates psychic energy not immediately 
.. .. t c ~ ""' .. ... .. • 
<l:i~sipat ed. A sense of the past too lies everywhere, overwhelming-
• < • 
ly in myth and legend. Always the memories of living men stretch 
. _ba;ck, through the near pas~, :w~ose tap-root lies in village l~fe, 
into some ~sterious pool of ultimate experience. 
As a story-teller Powys's most effective instrument is his 
power to realize individual scenes, covering a wide range of events 
and emotions. Realising that the high moments of drama require 
audacious means, he uses them. He can rise to a great occasion. 
. . 
Though he is capable af utilizing dramatic tensions gradually built 
( 
up through innume~able .associations, scenes are oft~n felt to be 
isolated. The panoramic scope of his novels, the continuous flow 
' . 
of a character's sensations, arbitrary insertions of Powys's own 
• " ... .. ... II. • ,.,.... 
interests -- all obstruct dramatic movement. Absorption in charac-
.. l 4,- 1 ' . \ 
ter apart from thematic structure results sometimes in dramatic 
. . 
discontinuity and disproportion. Nevertheless Powys does weave 
• ~ t. \. ... -. 
together a subtle complex of themes and actions, helped by a style 
"" ; ..., ,ol ... • .... ' ~ .. l 
that is marvelously flexible simple and direct as well as 
magniloquent • 
. . . 
The dominant theme is that there are no final answers. Whe-
• ... t .. ' .. .. .. ' "" v 
ther in the name of the Father or the Future, inviolable tenets 
... 
are the breeding ground of fanaticism and cruelty. Man's problem 
\ " ... ~ 
is to reconcile his happiness with the cruelty inherent in Nature 
itself. 
The paucity of critical comment on Pow.ys's novels, co~~idering 
the beauty, range and depth of his five great novels alone -- Wolf 
, .. l,.tt ... It ~
Solent, A Glastonbury Rom~nce, Weymouth Sands, Owen Glendower _and 
Porius -- is undeserved. He has long been undervalued. 
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